Now you can test transistors under simulated operating conditions...

With the NEW Triplett Model 2590 Transistor Tester

*Simple to Operate—Versatile—Always Up-to-Date*

**Simple to Operate**—The new Triplett Model 2590 Transistor Tester quickly, easily and accurately tests all power and signal transistors under simulated operating conditions. Only 3 switches and 1 control knob.

**Versatile**—Has provisions for testing $I_{CBO}$ (at 9.5V), $I_{CEO}$ (at 9.5V) and Beta Amplification (at 3V) on both NPN and PNP transistors. Also checks leakage and forward current of diodes.

**Always Up-to-Date**—No roll chart, specifications, or special data necessary. All you need know is the transistor type (NPN or PNP and Signal or Power type).

**Transistor Socket and External Leads**—Allows use with any type baying arrangement.

**Accuracy**—The Model 2590 is accurate to within $\pm 2\%$ of full scale reading on 0-100 D. C. Ua.

**Selector Switch**—Provides selection of NPN, OFF or PNP positions.

**Function Switch**—Provides selection of $I_{CBO}$ Leakage, $I_{CEO}$ Leakage and Beta Gain position for both power and signal transistors.

**Beta Switch**—Is in the calibrate position normally and is in the Beta test position when pulled down.

**Calibrate Adjustment Control**—Adjusts for full scale calibration after transistor has been inserted.

**Power**—115 volts, 50-60 cycle, A.C.

**Scales**—There are 5 scales on the meter: 0-1 ma. for signal transistor $I_{CBO}$; 0-100 ma. for power transistor $I_{CEO}$; 0-500 ua. for signal transistor $I_{CEO}$, also diode leakage and forward current; 0-1 ma. for power $I_{CBO}$; 5-100 Beta range also shown as the "GOOD ? BAD" scale.

**Case**—Handsome gray leatherette case, 11¾" x 8¾" x 5¼"; has recessed panel.

**MODEL 2590 TRANSISTOR TESTER**

U.S.A. Dealer Net Price . . . . $49.50

---

**MODEL 690-A PORTABLE TRANSISTOR TESTER**

Triplett Model 690-A Transistor Tester is a rugged, small, easily portable unit. Battery operated.

It provides Leakage and Gain tests for all low and medium power PNP and NPN type transistors. Also checks diodes for forward and leakage current.

A single switch is provided for simplicity in selecting transistor type settings. The OFF position prevents drain on the batteries in case of accidentally shorting the leads. Another operating feature is the use of separate "Calibrate" and "Gain" buttons to eliminate errors. A transistor socket and a set of external leads are provided for use with any baying arrangement.

**MODEL 690-A PORTABLE TRANSISTOR TESTER**

U.S.A. Dealer Net Price . . . . $29.50

---

All Triplett instruments are available nationally through authorized Triplett distributors. A list of the Triplett distributors in your area is available upon request. Write to:

**TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO**

Manufacturers of Panel and Portable Instruments, Electrical and Electronic Test Equipment
Learn Radio-Television Electronics by Practicing at Home in Your Spare Time

WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE YOU GET special NRI kits developed to give you actual practice with Radio-TV receiver or broadcasting circuits and equipment. All equipment is yours to keep.

Fast Growing Field Offers You Good Pay, Success, Bright Future

Bigger than ever and still growing fast. That's why Radio-TV has special appeal to ambitious men not satisfied with their job and earnings. More than 4,000 Radio and TV stations. More than 150 million home and auto radios, 40 million TV sets. Color TV promises added opportunities. For the trained man, there are good jobs, bright futures in Radio-TV Servicing or Broadcasting.

Training PLUS opportunity is the ideal combination for success. So plan now to get into Radio-TV. The technical man is looked up to. He does important work, gets good pay for it. Radio-Television offers that kind of work. NRI can supply training quickly, without expense of going away to school.

Keep your job while training. You learn at home in your spare time. NRI is the OLDEST and LARGEST home study Radio-TV school. Its methods have proved successful for more than 40 years.

Added Income Soon - $10, $15 a Week in Spare Time

Soon after enrolling, many NRI students start to earn $10, $15 a week in spare time fixing sets. Some pay for their training and enjoy extra luxuries this way. Some make enough to start their own Radio-TV shops. NRI training is practical—gets quick results. Easy to understand, well illustrated lessons teach you basic principles. And you LEARN-BY-DOING by practicing with kits of equipment which "bring to life" things you study.

Find Out What NRI Offers

NRI has trained thousands for successful careers in Radio-TV. Study fast or slow— as you like. Diploma when you graduate. Mail coupon now. Paste it on a postcard or mail in envelope. ACTUAL LESSON FREE. Also 64 page catalog that shows opportunities, shows equipment you get. Cost of NRI courses low. Easy terms. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. OFF Washington 16, D. C.

H.R.I. TRAINED THESE MEN FOR SUCCESS

"I was repairing Radios by 10th lesson. Now have good TV job." M. R. LINDEMUTH, Fort Wayne, Ind.

"Doing spare time repairs on Radio and TV. Soon servicing full time." CLYDE HIGGINS, Waltham, Mass.

"There are a number of NRI graduates here. I can thank NRI for this job." JACK WAGNER, Lexington, N. C.

VETERANS Approved Under G. I. Bills

SEND FOR BOTH FREE

National Radio Institute
Dept. OFF Washington 16, D. C.
Mail me Sample Lesson and 64-Page Catalog FREE. (No salesman will call. Please write plainly.)

Name_________________________Age________
Address_________________________
City_________________________Zone________State________

ACCREDITED MEMBER, NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

JUNE, 1960
JUNE, 1960
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NOW! at a price you can afford!

BETTER...MORE COMPLETE...LOWER COST... WITH NATIONAL SCHOOLS SHOP-METHOD HOME TRAINING!

BETTER...Training that is proved and tested in Resident School shops and laboratories, by a School that is the OLDEST and LARGEST of its kind in the world.

MORE COMPLETE...You learn ALL PHASES of Television-Radio-Electronics.

LOWER COST... Other schools make several courses out of the material in our ONE MASTER COURSE . . . and you pay more for less training than you get in our course at ONE LOW TUITION!

TOP PAY...UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES LIFETIME SECURITY CAN BE YOURS!

You are needed in the Television, Radio, and Electronics industry! Trained technicians are in growing demand at excellent pay— in ALL PHASES, including Servicing, Manufacturing, Broadcasting and Communications, Automation, Radar, Government Missile Projects.

LESSONS AND INSTRUCTION MATERIAL ARE UP-TO-DATE, PRACTICAL, INTERESTING. Every National Schools Shop-Method lesson is made easy to understand by numerous illustrations and diagrams. All instruction material has been developed and tested in our own Resident School Shops, Laboratories and Studios.

SEND FOR INFORMATION TODAY ... it can mean the difference between SUCCESS and failure for you! Send for your FREE BOOK "Your Future in Television-Radio-Electronics" and FREE Sample Lesson. Do it TODAY, while you are thinking about your future. It doesn't cost you anything to investigate!

GET THE BENEFITS OF OUR OVER 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE

NATIONAL SCHOOLS SHOP-METHOD HOME TRAINING, with newly added lessons and equipment, trains you in your spare time at home, for these unlimited opportunities, including many technical jobs leading to supervisory positions.

YOU LEARN BY BUILDING EQUIPMENT WITH KITS AND PARTS WE SEND YOU. Your National Schools course includes thorough Practical training—YOU LEARN BY DOING! We send you complete standard equipment of professional quality for building various experimental and test units. You advance step by step, perform more than 100 experiments, and you build a complete TV set from the ground up, that is yours to keep! A big, new TV picture tube is included at no extra charge.

EARN AS YOU LEARN. We’ll show you how to earn extra money right from the start. Many of our students pay for their course—and more—while studying. So can you!

RESIDENT TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES

If you wish to take your training in our Resident School at Los Angeles, the world’s TV capital, start NOW in our big, modern Shops, Labs and Radio-TV Studios. Here you work with latest Electronic equipment—professionally installed — under expert guidance of trained, professional instructors. So you learn how to find your own job while you learn. Check box in coupon for full information.

MAIL NOW TO
NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS, Dept. RG-60
4000 S. FIGUEROA ST. LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.

NAME ___________________________ AGE ____________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________
CITY ___________________________________ ZONE ____________ STATE ____________

Check if interested ONLY in Resident School training at Los Angeles.

VETERANS: Give date of Discharge ____________________________
Double-Emitter Transistor

A transistor that can perform a double function (oscillator and mixer when used in a receiver) has been announced by RCA. The double-emitter transistor also makes it possible to obtain improved age in transistor receivers.

The multi-junction drift-field transistor has an n-type base, a p-type collector and two p-type emitters that are so processed that they can function independently of each other. According to Mr. L. Plus and Mr. R. A. Santilli, RCA engineers, only a limited amount of age can be applied to a conventional converter stage. The new transistor makes it possible to apply age directly to the mixer section without affecting the oscillator section. Another advantage of the unit is freedom from oscillator blocking under transient strong-signal conditions.

Blast Detectors

The first phase of a nation-wide nuclear blast detecting system will soon go into operation, according to Walter P. Marshall, president of Western Union Telegraph Co. The system will consist of detectors scattered around the country (so as to be located near all of the suspected target areas), display panels to show blast locations and a complicated interconnecting network.

The detectors (see photo) are to be mounted on telegraph poles. There will be three for each target area, arranged in a ring around it. The detectors consist of a group of silicon photocells mounted inside of a lens. The cell output goes to a discriminating circuit that passes only those pulses that are caused by a blast.

The flash from a bomb and therefore the output from the cells are in the shape of a double pulse (see graph). The first is very bright and of short duration; the second, which follows immediately afterwards, has a longer rise time and is of longer duration. The detectors will not respond to sunlight or lightning. They will be "polled" continually to make sure that the system is in proper working order. Built into each detector is a special lighting system that can duplicate the "shape" of a nuclear flash to test the units.

The purpose of the system is to eliminate the confusion that can result in the event of an attack and to indicate exactly what targets have been hit. The detectors send an alarm signal before the blast wave arrives, so even if the units are destroyed, the signal will have been sent.

Locating Radio Stars

A new twin-antenna radio telescope has fixed locations of nine stars outside the Milky Way (the earth's galaxy). The radio observatory was put into operation about 2 months ago at the California Institute of Technology. It has a pair of 90-foot dishes mounted on a railroad track 1,600 feet long. According to the Navy, the "twin dishes produce a resolving power greater than any radio telescope in operation or under construction."

The stars are located through a combination of radio and optical sightings. The general direction of a star is determined by radio telescope. Precise observations are then made through optical telescopes.

New Frequency Standard

The world's most accurate yardstick of radio frequency is now operating on 20 kc, according to an announcement by the National Bureau of Standards. In the past, station WWV (and WWVH, Hawaii) sent out signals that were used as frequency (and time) standards. Because of changes caused by ionosphere level and density changes, the WWV signals could be used with an accuracy of only 1 part in 10^10 (1,000 times greater accuracy) because the signal does not reflect off the ionosphere (to any great degree), it follows the curvature of the earth instead.

WWVL, located in Sunset Canyon, Colo. (about 20 miles west of Boulder), uses a copper-coated steel cable 3,400 feet long as an antenna. It stretches across the canyon and has a central feed line running 900 feet down to the canyon floor.

This station does not replace WWV, it is only a supplement for users requiring very high accuracy. The National Bureau of Standards estimates that a receiver to pick up this 20-kc station will cost about $8,000 in small production quantities.

Magnetic Cloud

Pioneer V, the space vehicle that is expected to orbit the sun, appears to have detected a magnetic cloud before the cloud reached the earth. (Continued on page 10)
Men 17-55

Are **you** one of the men who could prepare for a job that **PAYS REAL MONEY** in **TELEVISION** **RADIO** **Electronics**

**ONLY DeVry Offers All These Features!**
Only DeVry Tech provides Training Movies to make the basic principles of Electronics crystal clear! DeVry's explanations and illustrations are a pleasure to follow. Over 300 practical experiments with actual Electronic parts are included to give you on-the-job type know-how. You even build your own test equipment.

**Employment Service**
The Industry knows the quality of DeVry training. That's why our Employment Service usually has more demands for graduates than we can fill. We can also help you get started in your own shop.

**2 Modern Training Centers**
Large modern training centers in Chicago and Toronto offer DeVry students day and evening classes. The staffs, facilities and experience of these centers stand back of the home training programs. Whether you train at home or in residence, you're a DeVry Tech man. Look into it now!

**Be a Standout in Electronics . . . Be a DeVry Tech Man!**

**Accredited Member of National Home Study Council**
"One of North America's Foremost Electronics Training Centers"

DeVRY Technical Institute
Chicago 41, Illinois

**Mail Coupon Today**
DeVRY Technical Institute
4141 Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, Ill., Dept. RESQ
Please give me your free booklet, "Pocket Guide to Real Earnings," and "Electronics in Space Travel," and tell me how to prepare to enter one or more branches of Electronics.

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE

STREET

PLEASE PRINT

APT.

CITY

ZONE

STATE

☐ Check here if subject to military training.

DeVry Tech's Canadian Training Center is located at 2060 Roselawn Avenue, Toronto 12, Ontario.
A MAN WINS A MEDAL...AND STRENGTHENS A PHILOSOPHY

The search for the "hitherto unattainable" sometimes ends in strange places.

For years Bell Laboratories engineer Harold S. Black pondered a problem: how to rid amplifiers of the distortion which unhappily accumulated as signal-transmission paths were made longer and amplifiers were added. There had been many approaches but all had failed to provide a practical answer.

Then one day in 1927 the answer came—not in a research laboratory, but as he traveled to work on the Lackawanna Ferry. On a newspaper, Mr. Black jotted down those first exciting calculations.

Years later, his negative feedback principle had revolutionized the art of signal amplification. It is a principal reason why telephone and TV networks can now blanket the country, the transoceanic cable is a reality, and military radar and missile-control systems are models of precision.

For this pioneer achievement, and for numerous other contributions to communications since then (some 60 U. S. patents are already credited to him), Mr. Black received the 1957 Lamme Medal from the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. He demonstrated that the seemingly "unattainable" often can be achieved, and thus strengthened a philosophy that is shared by all true researchers.

He is one of many Bell Telephone Laboratories scientists and engineers who have felt the challenge of telephony and have risen to it, ranging deeply into science and technology. Numerous medals and awards have thus been won. Two of these have been Nobel Prizes, a distinction without equal in any other industrial concern.

Much remains to be done. To create the communication systems of the future, we must probe deeper still for new knowledge of Nature's laws. We must continue to develop new techniques in switching, transmission and instrumentation for every kind of information-bearing signal. As never before, communications offer an inspiring challenge to creative men.
THE SERVICE CADDY May" BE SEEN AT BOOTH 775, MAY PARTS SHOW

WOW!

get ASTRON'S Service Caddy FREE

FREE to all alert servicemen with purchase of ASTRON capacitors

Holds everything you need — capacitors, resistors, tubes, tools — for home service calls — a complete parts set-up to carry along wherever you go.

Neat — compact — easy to carry — easy to find what you need.

Build up your reputation for efficient service with the Service Caddy — and for guaranteed service: Astron Capacitors with the 2 year Red Seal Performance Guarantee.

Here's the complete Astron Service Caddy package:

Service Caddy — with space for tube replacements; tray for other small parts, carrying handle. Supplied completely stocked with Astron Capacitors.

Corporation

255 Grant Avenue • East Newark, New Jersey

Get Astron's complete new Servicemen's replacement catalog, from your local distributor.
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Now more than ever, one source fills all your needs for auto radio replacement controls. Twenty-two new units expand the CENTRALAB line of exact replacements—give you full coverage of every popular radio in use today, including radios used in foreign cars.

But there’s more to it than quality! It’s more convenient to buy from your electronic parts distributor. Auto radio repair business is easier and more profitable when you don’t have to make special trips to the auto parts distributor. Your CENTRALAB distributor will have it!

What about on-off switches for push-button radios? CENTRALAB has the most complete line (SP Series) for Plymouth, Dodge, DeSoto, Chrysler, Ford, Mercury, Lincoln, and Hudson.

A complete control replacement guide for TV and auto radios has been prepared by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. Order one from your distributor, and see the wide coverage of exact replacement auto radio controls you get from CENTRALAB.

The instruments on the vehicle observed a sixfold increase in magnetic intensity. About 4 to 8 hours later, the magnetic cloud (or storm) reached the earth and disrupted communications. One unusual point was the failure of the Pioneer’s Geiger counters to register any increase in background radiation.

The improvement is equivalent to a 50% increase in range.

The device is described as a promising newcomer to the vacuum-tube family that provides broad-band signal amplification with very low noise and unconditional stability. Using the synchronous pumping technique, the amplifier is energized by rf power of exactly twice the frequency of the signal transmitted by the radar.

The US Army has announced that it is testing a microwave amplifier described as “the most sensitive listening device in the history of science.” It is a 25-pound maser (microwave amplification by stimulated radiation) which uses as its heart a ½-inch-square synthetic ruby.

The maser is expected to be used to extend the listening range of many devices and provide the sensitivity necessary to detect radio “beeps” from millions of miles out in space, and possibly be the heart of receivers used for vehicle-to-vehicle communication in space.

In operation, the ruby is cooled to a temperature of -452°F by immersing it in liquid helium. At this temperature, the atoms in the crystal move so slowly that noise is almost completely eliminated. Conventional vacuum-tube or transistor
"I liked science in high school, and later I attended a TV school home study course in color TV. For several years I also had a part time TV repair service, and worked for Boeing Aircraft Company as an electronics certification technician. But I soon realized how little I knew about what actually was involved in electronics. What I knew was enough for my job with Boeing, but my future was limited if I didn't learn more math and theory. One day I answered a Cleveland Institute ad, and that's the smartest thing I ever did.

NOW... thanks to Institute training...

* I have a new better-paying job
* I'm having more fun on the job than ever
* I see a really bright future ahead!

Thanks to Cleveland Institute, I've got a thorough background in basic electronics — and a 2nd class phone license — both 'musts' for my great new job with American Airlines' Jet Overhaul Center. You sure can say 'there goes another satisfied and happy student.' I'll surely recommend the Institute any time I can."

JACK STEGELMAN
2530 E. 16 Street
Tulsa 4, Oklahoma

YOU CAN Learn Electronics Easily...the Institute Way!

Every day Cleveland Institute receives letters from students and graduates praising the Institute way of training by mail. Here are just a few of the enthusiastic comments: (names and addresses furnished on request):

"...sincere appreciation for your terrific instruction... been enrolled only a short period and have gained much knowledge."

"Cleveland Institute should be highly praised for its outstanding presentation of study material..."

"Had no trouble with any part of the course because of the clear method of presenting each subject."

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Dept. RE42B
4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio

SEE FOR YOURSELF!
Try Our FREE 5 Day Course Material Inspection

Send in coupon today, get 3 valuable booklets (How To Get A Commercial F.C.C. License; Opportunities In Electronics For You; A Successful Plan For Electronics Training). Then request inspection of the Course Material for 5 full days — with no obligation!

No Obligation MAIL COUPON TODAY!

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Dept. RE42B
4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio
1500 servicemen recently gave us their good business reasons for choosing Perma-Power Vu-Brites. You and your colleagues told us that your customers invariably had confidence in the neat-looking product and the attractive package—and were pleasantly surprised by the low price ($9.95 the dozen, net). Result: no sales resistance—a happy satisfied customer who is sure to call back next time—virtually guaranteeing you a highly profitable picture tube sale.

Of course, you have a lot of other good reasons for choosing Perma-Power Vu-Brites. One outstanding reason is that you've never found a defective one. That's because Perma-Power Vu-Brites are engineered for quality, and 100% tested. They instantly restore brilliance and clarity to fading TV pictures. You can use them on either electro-static or electro-magnetic picture tubes, Model C-402 in Series sets, Model C-40 in Parallel sets.

Perma-Power also makes a full line of special purpose briteners, tube restorers, and accessories, all described in our latest catalog, available free from your distributor, or by writing direct to us. Don't say “brightener,” say “Perma-Power”... the standard of all comparison.

* on their entry blanks in Perma-Power's Las Vegas contest.

Ham Licenses Up

According to FCC figures, the number of amateur radio operator licenses in the US now exceeds 200,000. The number of ham stations is approaching 204,500. (The difference in figures is caused by club stations and individuals who have more than one station.) This represents an increase of more than 285% since the resumption of amateur radio operation after World War II.

Navigation Satellite in Orbit

The second successful satellite launching in less than a month put the Transit I-B in orbit. This satellite is the first step toward a world-wide radio-navigation system which will make it possible for ships and aircraft to determine exactly where they are within 1/4 mile. Present navigation systems (Loran and RDF) are comparatively short range (Loran—1,000 miles, RDF—even less) and limited to traveled routes.

The satellite system will call for a total of four Transit's in orbit.
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FINEST VALUES IN 2-WAY RADIO EQUIPMENT

For Auto-to-Auto or Auto to Home or Office
For Farming Operations
Local Trucking, Delivery, Construction Work
Boat-to-Boat, Ship-to-Shore

Top Buy Citizens Band Transceiver Kit

Y-713L $39.95

Now have your own private 2-way radio system at an amazingly low cost! Consists of easy-to-assemble superregenerative receiver and 5-watt transmitter. Readily fits car, boat or desk. Single, one-switch operation permits talk or listen. Receiver tunes all 22 channels continuously. Built-in AC power supply. Handsomely styled case, 7x10 x 8". With mike, doublet antenna, and transmitting crystal (specify channel -1 to 22—if you have a preference). See below for antenna, mobile power supply, etc. Ship. wt., 10 lbs.

Model Y-712L. $5 Down. ONLY $79.95
Model Y-729L. 3 Ft. Vertical Antenna. 2 lbs. NET 6.50
Y-723L. 6-12 V. Mobile Power Supply. 6 lbs. 10.95
Y-724L. Mobile Mounting Bracket. 4 lbs. NET 5.35
Y-769L. Optional Receiving Crystal (specify frequency) 1.99
Y-719L. Optional Hand-Held Mike. 1 lb. NET 9.90

BEAUTIFUL STYLING...UNEXCELLED PERFORMANCE

Y-712L Have dependable, economical 2-way radio communication with this top-rated, do-it-yourself transceiver. Has two crystal-controlled transmitting positions; operates at maximum FCC legal power input of 5 watts fully modulated. Superhet receiver is continuously tunable over the full 22 channel band; also has two optional crystal-controlled fixed frequency positions. Works just like press-to-talk intercom—speaker also serves as mike.

Ultra-selective, highly sensitive dual-conversion superhet receiver features built-in adjustable squeal and noise limiter. Sensitivity (manual) is better than 1 µV for 10 db S/N; crystal, 1/2 µV. Includes built-in AC power supply. Easy to assemble; has dependable printed circuitry and pre-aligned IF transformers. With distinctively styled high-impact case, 5 x 12 x 12". Complete with all parts, wire-type doublet antenna, and one transmitting crystal (available for any channel from 1 to 22—specify preference). FCC application form is included (license available to any citizen over 18—no exams to take). See below for DC mobile supply, vertical antenna, etc. Wt., 20 lbs.

Model Y-712L. $5 Down. ONLY $79.95
Y-729L. 3 Ft. Vertical Antenna. 2 lbs. NET 6.50
Y-714L. Mobile Mounting Bracket. 4 lbs. NET 5.35
Y-723L. 6-12 V. Mobile Power Supply. 6 lbs. 10.95
Y-724L. Mobile Mounting Bracket. 4 lbs. NET 5.35
Y-769L. Optional Receiving Crystal (specify frequency) 1.99
Y-719L. Optional Hand-Held Mike. 1 lb. NET 9.90

Top Buy Citizens Band Transceiver Kit

Y-713L $39.95

Now have your own private 2-way radio system at an amazingly low cost! Consists of easy-to-assemble superregenerative receiver and 5-watt transmitter. Readily fits car, boat or desk. Single, one-switch operation permits talk or listen. Receiver tunes all 22 channels continuously. Built-in AC power supply. Handsomely styled case, 7x10 x 8". With mike, doublet antenna, and transmitting crystal (specify channel -1 to 22—if you have a preference). See below for antenna, mobile power supply, etc. Ship. wt., 10 lbs.

Model Y-713L. $2 Down. ONLY $39.95
Y-729L. 3 Ft. Vertical Antenna. 2 lbs. NET 6.50
Y-723L. 6-12 V. Mobile Power Supply. 6 lbs. 10.95
Y-724L. Mobile Mounting Bracket. 4 lbs. NET 5.35

ORDER NOW

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 48-16
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.

Y-729L Y-723L Y-714L Y-724L
Y-759L Y-719L $ enclose

Send latest catalog describing Knight-Kits.

Name
Address
City Zone State
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WITH DYNAKIT YOU KNOW
YOU HAVE THE BEST!
The finest high fidelity you can buy at any price

STEREO IN EASY STEPS

START WITH A SUPERB
MONOPHONIC SYSTEM

PAM-1 $34.95

- History-making “no-distortion” preamplifier which has never been equaled
- All feedback design and close tolerance parts result in lowest noise, lowest distortion and finest sound
- 6 hour assembly

EXPAND TO MATCHLESS STEREO

Stereo 70 $99.95

- Two outstanding 30 watt channels (60 watts peak) to power any speaker. Less than .5% distortion at rated power
- Unequaled transient response — excellent square wave performance
- Absolute stability with every loud-speaker without restriction of bandwidth
- Smooth and crystal clear sound with superb delineation of heavy passages

Mark IV $59.95

- Either the renowned 60 watt Mark III or its new little brother, the 40 watt Mark IV
- 3 hours to build
- A quality of performance unequaled at any price

See and hear Dynakits at your local dealer
A post card will bring complete specifications

DYNACO, INC., 3916 Powelton Avenue, Phila. 4, Pa.
Cable Address: Dynaco, Phila.

NEWS BRIEFS (Continued)

They will transmit extremely stable radio signals. Six US tracking stations will use these signals to plot the satellites’ future orbits accurately. Once predicted, orbital information will be transmitted to the satellite and stored. It will be transmitted back to earth at the appropriate time as a code signal added to the satellite’s radio transmission. This will indicate the satellite’s position.

Ship navigation techniques will follow this pattern:
As a satellite approaches a listening ship, the frequency of its transmission will seem to change (Doppler effect)—rising as it approaches and falling as it recedes. The ship’s navigator will record the Doppler shift and the orbital position transmitted by the satellite. Using this data he will be able to determine where he is. Small computers will simplify this task. The four-satellite network makes it possible for any ship, anywhere in the world, to get a position fix every 90 minutes.

The antenna used by the satellite is rather unusual. It has no elements that project from the satellite. Instead, it is a silver spiral painted on the satellite’s skin.

Signal Corps

The United States Army Signal Corps celebrates its 100th anniversary on June 21 of this year. Major Albert J. Meyers (who up until that time had been an army surgeon) was authorized as Signal Officer of the Army on that date in 1860.

Major Meyers developed a method of signalling with wigwag flags during the day and torch at night. The crossed wigwag flags and the torch appear today on the insignia worn by men of the Signal Corps.

A Signal Corps satellite designed to send back photos of the cloud cover of the earth (Radio-Electronics, November, 1958, page 32) was placed into orbit on February 17, 1959. Although it was not successful because of spin problems, future satellites were planned. One of these was TIROS I, under the National Space Aeronautics Administration (see page 86).

Color TV on Upswing

RCA plans to double its production of color TV receivers this year. According to P. J. Casella, consumer products executive vice president, the increased production is based on a 40% upswing in color TV sales during the first three months of the year. Already, he said, the tube division is turning out twice as many color picture tubes as at this time last year, and plans a further increase in production this summer. RCA color sales for 1959 are estimated at 100,000 sets.
**F.C.C. License — The Key to Better Jobs**

An F.C.C. commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket to higher pay and more interesting employment. This license is Federal Government evidence of your qualifications in electronics. Employers are eager to hire licensed technicians.

**Which License for Which Job?**

The THIRD CLASS radiotelephone license is of value primarily in that it qualifies you to take the second class examination. The scope of authority covered by a third class license is extremely limited.

The SECOND CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to install, maintain and operate most all radiotelephone equipment except commercial broadcast station equipment.

The FIRST CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to install, maintain and operate every type of radiotelephone equipment (except amateur) including all radio and television stations in the United States, its territories and possessions. This is the highest class of radiotelephone license available.

**Grantham Training Prepares You**

The Grantham Communications Electronics Course prepares you for a FIRST CLASS F.C.C. license, and it does this by teaching you electronics. Each point is covered simply and in detail, with emphasis on making the subject easy to understand. The organization of the subject matter is such that you progress, step-by-step, to your specific objective - a first class F.C.C. license.

**Correspondence or Residence Classes**

Grantham training is available by correspondence or in resident classes. Either way (residence or correspondence), we train you quickly and well—no previous training required. Even a beginner may qualify for his first class license in a relatively short time.

**Resident Classes Held in Four Cities**

To better serve those students who wish to attend resident classes, Grantham School of Electronics offers DAY and EVENING classes in four different cities—Hollywood, Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington, D.C. The same rapid course in F.C.C. license preparation is conducted in all four locations. If you are interested in attending a DAY or EVENING class, indicate the city of your choice in the coupon below, and mail the coupon to Hollywood for free information. There is no obligation of any kind.

---

**Learn Electronics**

**Prepare for Your F.C.C. License — Your Ticket to a Better Job and Higher Pay!**

**F.C.C. License — The Key to Better Jobs**

An F.C.C. commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket to higher pay and more interesting employment. This license is Federal Government evidence of your qualifications in electronics. Employers are eager to hire licensed technicians.

**Which License for Which Job?**

The third class radiotelephone license is of value primarily in that it qualifies you to take the second class examination. The scope of authority covered by a third class license is extremely limited.

The second class radiotelephone license qualifies you to install, maintain and operate most all radiotelephone equipment except commercial broadcast station equipment.

The first class radiotelephone license qualifies you to install, maintain and operate every type of radiotelephone equipment (except amateur) including all radio and television stations in the United States, its territories and possessions. This is the highest class of radiotelephone license available.

**Grantham Training Prepares You**

The Grantham Communications Electronics Course prepares you for a first class F.C.C. license, and it does this by teaching you electronics. Each point is covered simply and in detail, with emphasis on making the subject easy to understand. The organization of the subject matter is such that you progress, step-by-step, to your specific objective — a first class F.C.C. license.

**Correspondence or Residence Classes**

Grantham training is available by correspondence or in resident classes. Either way (residence or correspondence), we train you quickly and well—no previous training required. Even a beginner may qualify for his first class license in a relatively short time.

**Resident Classes Held in Four Cities**

To better serve those students who wish to attend resident classes, Grantham School of Electronics offers DAY and EVENING classes in four different cities—Hollywood, Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington, D.C. The same rapid course in F.C.C. license preparation is conducted in all four locations. If you are interested in attending a DAY or EVENING class, indicate the city of your choice in the coupon below, and mail the coupon to Hollywood for free information. There is no obligation of any kind.

---

**Upgrade Your Income with a First Class F.C.C. License**

**Here’s Proof...**

That Grantham students prepare for F.C.C. examinations in a minimum of time. Here is a list of a few of our recent graduates, the class of license they got, and how long it took them:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mario Bidese</td>
<td>347 Alexander Avenue, Greensburg, Pa</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard M. Wilhoit</td>
<td>2104 Santa Paula, Los Vegas, Nev.</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry R. Perrine</td>
<td>7 Norman Preis Place, Champaign, Ill.</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerson F. Lawson</td>
<td>111 Excellor Ave., Union, S.C.</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlon Welsh</td>
<td>3248 Warwick, Kansas City, Mo.</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold W. Johnson</td>
<td>5070 Hermosa Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur W. Hakey</td>
<td>66 Dresser Ave., Great Barrington, Mass.</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Frederick Beiner</td>
<td>2126 Grand, Joplin, Mo.</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. B. Mills, II</td>
<td>110 S. 110th St., Statesville, N.C.</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean A. Darby</td>
<td>403 E. Chase Ave., Columbus 4, Ohio</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul J. Bernard</td>
<td>628 First Ave., N.E., Watertown, S.D.</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald L. Chopp</td>
<td>518 Aubudon Road, Kohler, Wisc.</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Grantham School of Electronics**

1505 N. Western Avenue - Hollywood 27, California

In resident classes or by home study, Grantham training is the easy way to learn more quickly — to prepare more thoroughly — for F.C.C. examinations. And your first class F.C.C. license is the quick, easy way to prove to your employer that you are worth more money.

**Mail Coupon Now — No Salesman Will Call**

June, 1960
Make your first move to ROHN

You Have the Greatest Sales Potential by Far With America's Most Complete Line of Towers—Masts—Roof Towers Installation Accessories

ROHN TV TOWERS
ROHN makes the finest towers available for television reception! Illustrated is the No. 25 with amazing "zig-zag" cross-bracing design. The entire tower is rated 32% stronger than other similar sized towers. Yes, sell and install the No. 25 up to 50 feet self-supporting or, properly guyed, up to 260 feet. Or if you prefer, sell the popular ROHN No. 6 tower with the famous "Magic Triangle" cross-bracing. Both are fully HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED AFTER FABRICATION! Sections in easy-to-handle 10 ft. lengths.

AMATEUR "FOLD-OVER" TOWERS
Specially designed "fold-over" towers are the best ever designed for amateur radio and experimentation. They are the most desired because they "fold-over" completely so you work on the ground for ease and safety. Three sizes, including heavy-duty type to handle any needs. All hot dipped galvanized.

TELESCOPING MASTS
Unexcelled in design, structural strength, and sales appeal. All popular sizes, heights, and weights available. Also, most tubing in exact specifications that's demanded today.

ROHN COMMUNICATION TOWERS
Here you have FIVE complete lines of heavy-duty, FULLY ENGINEERED communication towers to fulfill any communications requirement. Shown is the ROHN "SS" tower which is self-supporting up to 130 feet. Other models—(30-40-50-60)—are available in heights up to 630 feet when guyed! Handle these towers for the demand in your area. There's a complete NEW catalog on this line. Get a copy so you'll have it on hand.

BASES AND MOUNTS
Wide variety of bases and mounts. Special features include "locking" device—also cast aluminum roof mounts—and a host of other installation items... get full details.

ROHN
Manufacturing Company
116 Limestone, Bellevue
Peoria, Illinois

From every standpoint, ROHN Towers offer you MORE... more quality, more variety, more advanced design, more sales features, more service, more total sales and more PROFITS! Move forward with these ROHN items!

Get complete catalog from your ROHN representative or jobber or MAIL THIS COUPON!

Gentlemen: Please send me literature on ROHN Towers and Accessories.

| Firm: |
| Name: |
| Address: |
| City: |
| State: |

Radio-Electronics
1. You get the finest training-at-home under the supervision of the RCA INSTITUTES, experts in technical training for over 50 years. The very name "RCA" means dependability, integrity, and scientific advance.

2. You get comprehensive training in your choice of four complete, up-to-date Courses... from basic electronics theory to Color TV and Automation.

3. You get Theory, Experiment, and Service Practice starting with the very first lesson... a complete training package throughout the course. No special technical background is required.

4. You get prime quality equipment as a regular part of your Course... equipment that you keep and use on the job. You never have to take apart one piece to build another.

5. You get each study group on a pay-as-you-go basis. Should you wish to interrupt your training at any time, you will not owe RCA Institutes a penny more, unless and until you decide to resume the Course.

6. You get top recognition — worldwide. Graduates of RCA Institutes now work for leaders in the electronics field; many have their own businesses. This record is true tribute to the high quality of RCA Institutes training.

Send for this 64-page Home Study Catalog FREE!

Resident School Courses in New York City and Los Angeles offer comprehensive training in Television and Electronics. Day and Evening classes start four times each year. Detailed information on request.
A TUBE TESTER FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Model 101 Portable Tube Tester
THE SPEED AND ACCURACY OF A MULTIPLE SOCKET TUBE TESTER AT A FABULOUSLY LOW PRICE
Checks emission of over 700 tube types... Checks inter-element shorts, leakage and gas content... Checks all sections of multi-purpose tubes... Housed in sturdy gray hammer-tone steel case... Handy tube chart contained in special back compartment... Size, 9 x 8 1/2 x 2 3/4".
Model 101... $39.95

Model 102-P Portable Tube Tester
A DELUXE TESTER AT A SENSIBLE PRICE
Checks emission of over 700 tube types... Checks inter-element shorts, leakage and gas content... Checks all sections of multi-purpose tubes... Checks diodes, filament and external continuity, power rectifiers, pilot lamps, auto and TV fuses... Housed in handsome oak carrying case with compartment for all test leads... Size, 11 1/4 x 12 x 4 1/4".
Model 102-P... $59.90

Model 102-C Caddy Tube Tester
A TUBE TESTER AND TUBE CADDY 'ALL IN ONE'
Includes the specifications of the Model 102-P above... Tester fits securely on guiders but can easily be removed... Tube caddy will hold over 125 tubes... Convenient drawer stores tools and test leads. Size, 9 1/2 x 16 x 13 1/2".
Model 102-C... $74.50

Model AD-1 CRT Adapter available... Makes Mercury Tube Testers highly accurate picture tube testers of all black and white picture tubes (including the new short neck 110 degree RCA type) for emission, shorts and gas content. Dealer Net... $9.95

Model 201 Self-Service Tube Tester
A VALUABLE MONEY-MAKING ASSISTANT IN YOUR SHOP
Checks quality (emission, shorts and gas) of over 800 tube types... Checks each section of multi-purpose tubes... Tests all 6 and 12 volt standard auto radio vibrators... Handy push button fuse can be reset manually—never needs replacement... Tube compartment with own lock holds over 400 tubes... Tube storage drawers with tube carton dividers and drawer sheets provide for automatic inventory control... Etched aluminum panel always retains its handsome appearance... Takes only 19" x 19" of floor space. Stands 6'1" high... Illuminated colorful plastic display tops the cabinet... Colorful window streamers supplied with each tester to attract customers.
Model 201-F (Floor Model)... $158.00
Model 201-C (Counter Model)... $109.50

SEE YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONICS PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

Correspondence

NAME WANTED

Dear Editor:
I would like to locate some underprivileged youngster who is interested in electronics. I have many good books pertaining to radio and TV theory and repair, and would be very happy if I could help someone who, otherwise, couldn’t obtain this type of material. The books would cost him nothing, except perhaps postage.

NAME WITHOUT

Cicero, Ill.

[Please send any information or name(s) you may have to: Correspondence Editor, RADIO-ELECTRONICS, 154 W. 4th St., New York 11, N. Y. —Editor]

SUPERCEPTION. MOEBIUS RADIO

Dear Editor:
Concerning the editorial "Superception" (April, 1960, page 31), Mr. Gernsback does not suggest the most exciting possibility that Superception opens up, besides the obvious one of enabling the blind to see and the deaf to hear. By this system, it seems to be perfectly possible to blend a transmission by allowing the inductive fields to overlap the various perception brain centers. Thus one could not only hear music, but "see" it as well. A painting could be "heard" in addition to just seeing it. This could create a whole new art form or series of art forms.

May I be so bold as to suggest that the honored Dr. Fips is on the verge of something magnificent? If he can design his paper-thin radio in such a way that it can be warped, he could twist it into a Moebius strip and thus create the world's first unilateral radio!!

STEPHEN A. KALLIS

Albany, N. Y.

DEFENDS "EGGY"

Dear Editor:
One cannot disagree with Robert G. Middleton’s intentions in trying to simplify his explanation of characteristic impedance in his article “What’s with Characteristic Impedance?” (March, 1960, page 74). One can, however, disagree with some of the things he points out.

His approach, while readable, lacks depth. There is considerable merit in explaining concepts in nontechnical and nonmathematical terms. Yet when this 

(Continued on page 22)
IMPORTANT: For the man who wants to make big money in Radio-Television!

ONLY SPRAYBERRY TRAINING IN
RADIO and TELEVISION

OFFERS YOU ALL OF THESE VITAL NEW ADVANTAGES
TO HELP YOU EARN MORE MONEY FROM THE START!

NEW BUSINESS BUILDERS
...through these practical proven plans and ideas we help you make plenty of extra money in spare time while training.

NEW TRAINING EQUIPMENT
...the famous Sprayberry Training kits have been newly engineered by our staff to offer you the latest in Radio-TV Service Techniques!

NEW TRANSISTOR COURSE
...literally millions of new transistor radios are being used. We show you how to make money fixing them!

NEW HIGH FIDELITY
...there's big money to be made installing and servicing Hi-Fi units. Your Sprayberry training now offers you this valuable and profitable preparation!

The field of Radio-Television Servicing is such a fast moving industry that the best jobs and biggest incomes always go first to the man with the most modern, complete and up-to-date training. Thanks to constant revision and improvement... Sprayberry Training helps you earn more from the start... and keeps you earning more in the months and years ahead!

Make no mistake! All radio-television training is not alike. The basic purpose behind Sprayberry Training is to prepare you as rapidly and as surely as possible... to make top money servicing Radio and Television sets and equipment. This is where the big money has been for years... and will continue to be in the years ahead.

It's important for you to know that for over 30 years... Sprayberry Training has been preparing ambitious men for success in this interesting and profitable kind of work. Our school has helped hundreds to qualify for the best jobs... or to get started in profitable businesses of their own. Today our student rolls are the largest in our school's history... because the need and demand for Radio-Television Service Technicians has never been more urgent.

MAIL COUPON - No Salesman Will Call
SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO-TELEVISION
DEPT. 20-M, 1512 W. Jarvis Ave., Chicago 26, Ill.

Please rush all information on your ALL-NEW Radio-Television Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me and that no salesman will call upon me. Include New Catalog and Sample Lesson FREE.

NAME ___________________________ AGE ______
ADDRESS ____________________________________________________________
CITY ___________________________ ZONE ______ STATE ______
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MAIL COUPON - No Salesman Will Call
Lots of people, people who buy them as well as sell them, still judge a speaker by the weight of its magnet. "The heavier the magnet, the better the speaker," so the old rule of thumb goes. And when speakers were all pretty much alike, that was probably as good a way as any to grade them.

But speakers, like everything else in electronics, have changed enormously over the past few years. Magnet manufacturers know so much more today about making magnets. The magnets used by Delco have more highly oriented grain structures. They're premium grade, more efficient.

And Delco has improved every other speaker part—from basket to gasket, voice coil to cone. All these parts are now made with new, stronger materials. They work better together. They stand up longer. And Delco Radio's precision engineering makes possible better magnetic circuits. The result is a greater range of rich, deep, distortion-free sound—sound that you once could get only from more expensive speakers with far heavier magnets.

Delco Radio sells speakers by the sound instead of by the pound. May we suggest you contact your Distributor soon. Here's why Delco speakers give more sound per pound:

- Quality controlled premium magnets
- Efficient pot design provides extremely short magnetic path with minimum magnetic air gap to minimize stray flux
- High quality steel in magnetic circuit
- Exacting ratio of cross section area of magnetic air gap to length of air gap gives optimum energy from magnet
- Precision manufacture and assembly of parts make possible greater efficiency from magnetic circuit.
Delco gives you a complete line of Hi-Fi speakers. Illustration A is the 8" Model No. 8007. It offers the most highs, the most lows, the most watts in a medium-priced speaker. Designed for replacement use and high fidelity audio systems.

Delco's most popular auto radio speakers: (B)—Model No. 6112, 6" x 9", and (C)—Model No. 6109. Delco's exclusive 4" x 10". All Delco auto radio speakers are life tested to perform under severest climatic conditions. All, including our full line of rear seat speakers, are equipped with quality controlled, premium Alnico magnets.
STANCOR®

has a complete line of
RF-IF COILS

The Stancor name is a synonym for quality and dependability. Just as you rely on Stancor for the best in exact replacement flybacks and yokes, so you can expect the highest standard of performance from Stancor coils. Your parts distributor has them in stock.

CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
3501 ADDISON STREET
CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

RADIO-ELECTRONICS

CORRESPONDENCE (Continued from p. 18)

is done, we assume that, although the treatment is not exhaustive, it will not unduly distort fact. Mr. Middleton has faulted.

The article started out beautifully. The development of the concept of characteristic impedance was just right. We arrived at the conclusion that the line had a characteristic resistance of 300 ohms. But then, for some reason or other, it became necessary to sneer at “Eggy.” “Eggy” says to solve the quadratic equation, which Mr. Middleton does not like to do, but immediately proceeds to do anyway. We get two solutions, one positive, one negative. The positive solution is the only one which satisfies the definition of characteristic impedance, the only one which could be obtained by experimental test.

Mr. Middleton fails to point out the real significance of the -200 ohms. This is the characteristic impedance of the line if we look in from the opposite direction. The -200 ohms has no real significance to us whatsoever.

But in banging away at “Eggy,” he goes on to state that negative resistance is as real as positive resistance. This is either nonsense or wishful thinking. Sure, we can make something that acts as though it were a negative resistance, but this is not a real resistance like a “composition resistor, lamp filament” etc. (If it is, tell me where I can buy one!). No doubt, this concept of negative resistance has significance, but not to the discussion at hand.

My intention in writing this letter is not to point out all the inaccuracies or to argue with Mr. Middleton’s article. I feel, as he must, that there are many things in the field which should be made more understandable. Most of us who read your magazine are interested, primarily, in the practical aspects of electronics. We relish articles which make the difficult more understandable. But taking a few swipes at “Eggy” just for the sake of taking a few swipes is not what we want. “Eggy” has a real and vital part in the industry today. We may dislike his talking in terms we cannot understand, but that is how he and we are.

JAMES G. MACK, JR.
Lowell, Mass.

[You have hit upon our reason for printing this type of story. It is extremely readable, and experience has shown that—for reasons brought out in this letter and in the original article—many of our readers shy away from anything that hints of being mathematical in nature.—Editor]

CANADIAN CITIZENS BAND?
Dear Editor:
I would like to know if there are any other Canadians like myself who are interested in a Canadian Citizens band? If so, please contact the person nearest you of those listed below. Let them know of your interest and tell them the name and issue of the magazine you (Continued on page 26)
MORE POWER PER POUND SPEAKER now offer MORE SOUND PER LIFE in the revolutionary Utah LIFETIME SPEAKER guaranteed for the life of the owner

24 hours a day, we lay our reputation (and our profits) on the block! We guarantee perfection of performance for a lifetime. To do this, we have to make the speakers of our lifetime... and we do!

Order a Utah Lifetime for your next replacement and see! (All popular sizes and shapes).

Utah Radio & Electronic Corp., Huntington, Ind.
YOU be the judge of

quality and value

FREE examination privilege

More and more people are finding out how easy it is to build exciting Knight-Kits, how satisfying they are to own, and how much they save.

If you haven't yet enjoyed the experience and fun of building and owning a Knight-Kit, we invite you to take advantage of our free examination offer. Order any Knight-Kit. Examine it on arrival. Inspect the quality of the components, the circuitry, the easy-assembly manual. We're so confident you'll want the kit, we can make this offer: If you're not COMPLETELY SATISFIED, just return the kit for full refund.

Order a Knight-Kit now. Know the thrill of the most satisfying build-your-own experience in electronics.

—ALLIED RADIO
Y-713  Top value, best-selling Citizens Band Transceiver. Tunable 22-channel super-regenerative receiver, 5-watt transmitter... $39.95

Y-258  4-Band "Span Master" Receiver; exciting worldwide reception; with cabinet... $25.95

Y-737  "Ranger" Clock-Radio with Telechron clock, sleep switch and appliance outlet... $24.95

Y-125  General-purpose VTVM (11 meg input resistance) $25.75

Y-608  Lab quality AC VTVM with amazing Automatic Range Selection; reads as low as 100 µV, $99.50

Y-143  Model "600" Tube Checker (checks over 700 types) $32.95

R-100  Amateur Communications Receiver (Hi-gain, with built-in Q-Multiplier) $104.50

G-30  Amateur Grid Dip Meter (continuous coverage, 1.5-300 mc) $22.95

plus many other
HOBBYIST KITS

"Space-Spanner" Receiver
"Ranger" Radios
"Ocean Hopper" Radio
Radio-Intercom
5-Transistor Portable
2-Transistor Pocket Set
2-Way Intercom
Electronic Lab Kits
Photoelectronic System
and many others

there’s a money-saving knight-kit for every need...see them all in the ALLIED CATALOG

Write for catalog featuring the complete KNIGHT-KIT line. Order the kit of your choice—judge quality and value for yourself under our FREE examination privilege!

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 8-F
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

□ Send FREE Catalog featuring Knight-Kits

Name: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
City ____________________________ Zone ______ State ________
Just published—Latest issue of Tung-Sol Tips
Write for your free copy today!

Mobile Communication Equipment

Issue #9 in Tung-Sol's widely acclaimed technical series for the industrial serviceman is brimmed full of double-barreled information of the most vital significance... especially if you're looking to extend your servicing career into mobile communications, one of the fastest growing avenues in the industrial electronics field. More than just providing essential descriptions of key circuitry, this issue discusses many aspects of F.C.C. regulations concerning servicing of mobile equipment. And like every issue of Tips, this one is jam-packed with the most up-to-date information, diagrams and illustrations that deliver valuable know-how to you in depth.

You'll discover:
- What the F.C.C. requires in transmitter servicing.
- How a phase-modulated transmitter operates.
- What the various phase modulation circuits are.
- What the typical circuitry for multiplying the frequency of FM signals from FM transmitters consist of.
- What the F.C.C. says about transmitter servicing procedures to prevent spurious transmissions which might cause interference problems.
- What a squelch circuit does for the high gain receivers and how it works.
- What some of the techniques are to eliminate ignition interference in motor vehicles.

But there is even more...

You'll also get a rundown of the equipment you must have to service mobile equipment adequately. What's more the entire issue is carefully tailored to supply you with only information that you need in your job. There's nothing extraneous. So don't miss out on this issue. Get your request in immediately. We've been swamped by requests for every issue in this series so far. We expect this issue to be snapped up too. So don't delay... write today.

CORRESPONDENCE (Continued from p. 22)

saw this in. The sooner the letters start coming, the sooner we can get the ball rolling.

Eastern area—Larry D. Whiting, L. W. Electronics, Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.

Western area—Henry J. Ruhl, Bud's Radio & TV Service, Box 25, McCord, Saskatchewan, Canada. HENRY J. RUHL McCord, Sask., Canada

OFFERS SUGGESTIONS

Dear Editor:

Your Try This One column is the first one I turn to in each new issue of RADIO-ELECTRONICS. Almost always I find some useful idea.

The March issue showed how to make a soldering-iron cleaner. Instead of making one, you can purchase a suede shoe brush at almost any variety or shoe store.

Also shown was a parts bin for resistors, etc. made out of discarded plastic cheese boxes. A really complete storage file for resistors can be made using 100 manila coin envelopes (2 1/4 x 4 1/4 inches). Tuck in the end flap, and mark the resistor value in the upper right (or left) corner. The store (or bank) that sold you the envelopes should be able to give you the standard 500-envelope box to keep the envelopes in. For small capacitors, use a larger-size envelope.

I would like to see a note of warning printed about using soldering guns too close to meters. If the needle flicks when you press the trigger, you are too close and may have already affected the meter accuracy. I have seen meter movements completely demagnetized with guns.

Again, many thanks for your Try This One column.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

[Mr. Sutton's ideas seem excellent to us, with the possible exception of resistor storage. Many technicians dislike pulling parts out of envelopes and use either jars, plastic boxes or multi-drawer cabinets.—Editor]

SHORTAGE? WHOSE FAULT?

Dear Editor:

I read the item in the February, 1960 (page 131) issue, about shortage of TV technicians. This lack cannot be blamed on the "greener pastures" but rather on the shops themselves. Good students come out of accredited schools and the shops refuse even to consider them. All you hear from them is the old theme song: "Sorry, no experience." These men are forced to go to work for manufacturers or in factories, even though they would prefer to work for a shop.

If the shops want to get technicians to fill their needs, they had better look to their own housekeeping and not try to place the blame on others.

GLENN C. READ Los Angeles, Calif.
JUNE, 1960

Stereo Amplifier-Preamplifier HF81
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STEREO AND MONO HI-FI... the experts say your Best Buy is EICO

Stereo Preamplifier HF85

70W Stereo Power Amplifier HF89

20W Stereo Power Amplifier HF87

FM Tuner HFT50

FM Tuner HFT601

AM/FM Tuner HFT921

Stereo Amplifier-Preamplifier HF81
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If YOU LOVE TO CREATE... BUILD EICO KITS
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Exclusive advanced systematized engineering

Lastest and finest quality parts

Exclusive "Beginner-Tested" easy step-by-step instructions

Exclusive TRIPLE quality control

Exclusive LIFETIME guarantee at nominal cost

IN STOCK—Compare, then take home any EICO equipment—right "off the shelf"—from your neighborhood EICO dealers throughout the U. S. and Canada.

HF81 Stereo Amplifier-Preamplifier selects, amplifies, drives stereo source & feeds it thru self-contained dual 15W amplifiers to a pair of speakers. Provides 2xW monophonically, Canced level controls, separate balance control, independent bass and treble controls for each channel. Identical Williamsson-type, push-pull EL84 power amplifiers. "Excellent"—SATURDAY EVENING POST. "Outstanding... extremely versatile."—ELECTRONICS WORLD. Kit $69.95. Wired $109.95. Included cover.

HF85 Stereo Preamplifier: Complete master stereo preamplifier-control unit, self-powered. Distortion borders on imperceptible. Level, bass, & treble controls independent for each channel or ganged for both channels. Inputs for phono, tape head, mike, AM, FM, FM-Multiplex. One each auxiliary A & B input in each channel. "Extreme flexibility... a bargain."—Hi-Fi REVIEW. Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Included cover.

HF87 70W Stereo Power Amplifier: Dual 35W power amplifiers identical circuit-wise to the superb HF89, differing only in rating of the output transformers. IM distortion 1% at 70W; harmonic distortion less than 1% from 20-20,000 cps within 1 db of 70W. Kit $74.95. Wired $114.95.

HF86 28-Watt Stereo Power Amp. Flawless reproduction at modest price. Kit $43.95. Wired $74.95.

HF89 70W Stereo Power Amplifier: HF87 35W per channel or 70W total output. Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Included cover & F.E.T.

HF12 Mono Integrated Amplifier: Complete "front-end" facilities and true hi-fi performance 7200 continues. 25W peak. Kit $34.95. Wired $57.95. Included cover.

HF93 3-Way Speaker System Semi-Kit complete with factory-built 3½" veneered plywood (4 sides) cabinet. Bellows-suspension, full-inch excursion 12" woofer (2200 watts), 3½" midrange speaker with high internal damping cone for smooth response. 35° cone tweeter. 2½ cu. ft. ducted-port enclosure. System Q of 0.4 for smoothest frequency & best transient response. 70-14,000 cps clean, useful response. 16 ohms impedance. HWD: 26½" x 13" x 14½". Unfinished birch. Kit $72.50. Wired $84.50. Walnut, mahogany or teak. Kit $87.50. Wired $99.50.

HF95 2-Way Speaker System Semi-Kit complete with factory-built 3½" veneered plywood (4 sides) cabinet. Bellows-suspension, 5½" excursion, 8" woofer (4500 watts), 3½" cone tweeter. 11½ cu. ft. ducted-port enclosure. System Q of 0.4 for smoothest frequency & best transient response. 45-14,000 cps clean, useful resp. 16 ohms.

HWD: 24" x 21½" x 10½". Unfinished birch. Kit $47.50. Wired $56.50. Walnut, mahogany or teak. Kit $59.95. Wired $69.95.

HF51 Bookshelf Speaker System complete with factory-built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen compression driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth clean bass, crisp extended highs. 70-12,000 cps range, 8 ohms. HWD: 23" x 11" x 9". Kit $29.95. Wired $47.85.

HF52 Omni-Directional Speaker System (not illustrated) HWD: 10½" x 11½" x 16½". "Fine for stereo"—MODERN HOME. Complete factory-built. Mahogany or walnut $139.95. Blond $144.95.

New Stereo Automatic Changer/Player: 4-speed, all record sizes, automatic changer and auto/manual player. New extremely smooth, low distortion moisture-proof stereo crystal cartridge designed integrally with tonearm to eliminate mid-range resonances. Constant stylus force is optimum to prevent groove flutter distortion. No hum, tunable attractions. Acoustic feedback, center-hole engraving. Only 10¾" x 13". Model 1007B: 0.7 mil diamond, 3 mil sapphire dual stylus. $59.75. 1007T: 0.7 mil, 3 mil sapphire. $49.75. Included F.E.T. $3.95. Shown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet $17. Unfinished Birch, $9.95; Walnut or Mahogany, $13.95. Shown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet $17. Unfinished Birch, $9.95; Walnut or Mahogany, $12.50.

EICO, 33-00 N. Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N. Y.

Show me how to SAVE 50% on easy-to-build hi-fi kits. Send FREE catalog "Stereo Hi-Fi Guide plus name of neighborhood EICO dealer. Name ____________________________

Address __________________________________________________________

City ____________________________ Zone _______ State ____________

LISTEN to the EICO Hour, WABC-FM, N.Y., 95.5 MC, Mon. to Fri. 7-11:59 P.M., Sat. 11-12 P.M. Ask dealer about EICO's Stereo Records. © 1960 by EICO, 33-00 N. Blvd. L. I. C. 1, N. Y.
The specs prove it...your best buy is EICO®

A Tests all receiving tubes (picture tubes with adapter), npn and pnp transistors. Composite indication of Gm, Gp & peak emission. Simultaneous selection of any one of 4 combinations of 3 plate voltages, 3 screen voltages, 3 ranges of continuously variable grid voltage (with 5% accurate pot), Sensitive 200 µa meter, 10 x-position lever switch (free-point connection of each tube pin). Sensitive 200 µa meter, 10 x-position lever switch (free-point connection of each tube pin). Sensitive 200 µa meter, 10 x-position lever switch (free-point connection of each tube pin).

B TV-FM SWEEP GENERATOR & MARKER #368 KIT $69.95 WIRED $119.95

C DYNAMIC CONDUCTANCE TUBE & TRANSISTOR TESTER #666 KIT $69.95 WIRED $109.95 Complete with steel cover & handle.

D PEAK-TO-PEAK VTVM #232 & UNIPROBE KIT $29.95 WIRED $49.95

E COLOR & MONOCROME DC TO 5 MC LAB & TV 5" OSCILLOSCOPE #460 KIT $79.95 WIRED $139.95

F Features DC amplifiers! Flat from DC to 4.5 mc, usable to 10 mc. Vert. Sens.: 25 mv/in.; input 2.3 megs direct-coupled & push-pull throughout. 4-step freq-compensated attenuator up to 1000:1. Sweep, perfectly linear: 10 cps - 100 kc (ext. cap for range to 1 cps). Preset TV V & H positions. Auto sync, lim. & amp. Direct or cap. coupling; bal. or unbal. inputs; edge-lit engraved lucite screen with dimmer control, plus many more outstanding features.

FREE CATALOG shows you HOW TO SAVE 50% on 65 models of top quality professional test equipment. MAIL COUPON NOW!

*PAT. PEND.*

New Transistor Portable Radio RA-6 Kit $29.95 Wired $49.95

New Power & Bias Supply for Transistorized Eqpt. #120 KIT $19.95 Wired $27.95

New Tube & CRT FIL. Tester #612 KIT $39.95 Wired $59.95

VTVM Probes Kit Wired

Peak-to-Peak $4.95 High Voltage $3.75

RF $5.95

High Voltage Probes $3.75

Scope Probes $3.75

Demodulator $3.75

Direct $2.75

Low Capacity $2.75

Add 5% in the West. © 1959

EICO 33-00 Northern Blvd. L.I.C., 1, N.Y.

Send me HOW TO SAVE 50% on Test Instruments:

- Hi-Fi
- Ham Gear.
- Send free Stereo Hi-Fi Guide.
- Send free short course for movies license. Send me FREE Catalog, name of neighborhood dealer.

Name

Address

City. Zone State
RECORDING THE INVISIBLE

... Electronics Will Eliminate Future Air Disasters ...

N O ONE has actually ever seen radio or television waves in open space, yet our radio and TV sets intercept them readily and make them audible to our ears and visible to our eyes, thanks to modern electronics.

But we are still quite blind to various natural phenomenons which frequently become disastrous to human lives and for which electronics so far has offered no solution. Many of these are of a meteorological nature. Because we cannot see air in motion, we are often totally unprepared for the onslaught of sudden violent wind gusts, "twisters", and other atmospheric disturbances. True, a rapidly falling barometer may herald such an event, but there are other peculiar and little understood air perturbations that no known instrument can record or detect today. And frequently they are mass killers of humans.

One of these took 63 lives last March when a Lockheed Electra disintegrated in mid-air, without warning, near Tell City, Ind. Meteorologists are now reasonably certain that the cause of the disaster can be directly traced to Clear-Air Turbulence—called CAT by pilots and meteorologists.

According to Dr. Harry Wexler, head and chief of research for the US Weather Bureau, clear-air turbulence—it can be quite violent—is usually caused by what is known as wind shear, the effect of two air layers flowing at different speeds and often in opposite directions.

High-speed airplanes nowadays fly at from 15,000 to 40,000 feet altitude, precisely the region of the so-called jet stream—which in mid-latitudes moves at about 250 miles per hour from west to east. Because it gives planes additional speed to cut their flying time, pilots seek out the jet stream wherever possible.

But no radar or other instrument in existence today can warn the pilot that he is approaching a CAT region. This region is close to the jet stream—usually below it. It may start at any altitude from 15,000 feet up to 40,000, and is of course quite invisible in a clear and totally cloudless sky. The action of CAT on the unsuspecting airplane personnel is brief, violent and at times disastrous. It is much like flying a plane into a 10-foot-thick, rapidly falling wall of water. An airplane, flying at 500 to 600 miles an hour, can then disintegrate in mid-air.

In the case of the Electra which met disaster near Tell City, the pilot, a few minutes before he passed the check point, radioed that all was well, no trouble. Then silence. The disaster came so fast that there was no time for another radio report. It is probable that, when the plane hit CAT, either one or both of the wings were ripped off suddenly, breaking up the airliner.

It has been known for some years that there is normally considerable turbulence below and above the jet stream proper. It may become quite rough on planes, depending at what angle and where they enter the jet stream. Not all planes, of course, are demolished or even damaged. But, in all too many cases, passengers not strapped in their seats have been thrown about the aisles violently and injured.

Unfortunately, there probably will be more disasters to our big jet-prop or jet planes before we shall have invented and engineered a practical CAT detector. It seems to us that, for obvious reasons, only electronics can satisfactorily supply the solution.

Let us state categorically that there exists no physical phenomenon that cannot eventually be detected by man. The CAT effect is no exception. We know that ordinary radar is not the answer. Radar can detect clouds, rain, hail or snow, but not moving air masses. Yet it would seem that rapidly moving air layers should not only become electrified, but probably heated. Such rapidly moving atmospheric masses should radiate their energy at a certain frequency, just as do hydrogen clouds millions of miles distant which can be detected by radio-astronomy today. The heat effect of the air masses as they rub against each other—probably quite small—can assuredly be detected in time, via infrared amplifiers.

By using one or the other means, i.e., radio-astronomy and infrared detection—or both combined—it should be possible to evolve a compact instrumentation that can readily be installed in a modern airliner.

By continuously scanning the space ahead, the pilot will have sufficient warning many miles away as to exactly where the maximum turbulence is located. He can then take the necessary precautions to avoid the dangerous CAT centers and change his approach and entry into the jet stream.

We have spoken here of only two eventual approaches of the problem: radio-frequency and infrared techniques. There certainly must be others, not so obvious. There may be a static-electric-amplifier solution, or even a barometrical-amplifier means, among others.

One approach would seem to be obligatory, and that is all the experimental and exploratory work must be performed in a laboratory airplane. It cannot be done from terra firma, because of the great speed of the moving air masses as well as their altitude. The scientists in their meteorological plane must fly with the CAT within a few miles of its lair to obtain the important data they seek.

This should be an urgent project of the Weather Bureau. It should be instituted at the earliest possible moment before additional air disasters pile up on us.

—H.G.
Updating the R-E Twin-Coupled Amplifier

Variations of original twin-coupled amplifier eliminate instability, motorboating and give more gain and add tone controls

By NORMAN H. CROWHURST

Since the twin-coupled circuit was first published in November, 1957, in Radio-Electronics, scores of people have built it and added various adjustments or improvements to suit their own particular needs. A few had to make changes to overcome difficulties. Everyone reports that it works well in comparison with everything against which it is compared. Quite a few asked for a larger version—particularly to drive currently popular inefficient loudspeakers with a larger reserve. So here are some of the questions that have come up, with the answers:

A very few asked for constructional details, such as those you might receive with a kit. But many more have written to comment how easy it was to follow the schematic (reproduced in Fig. 1), with the aid of the photos (also reproduced with this article, for the benefit of readers who missed the original story). Several commented that this was the first piece of equipment they had ever built, and they found it quite easy. I mention this as encouragement to anyone who feel they need more constructional details.

As I mentioned in the original article, the important thing is to keep the output tube wiring (from the transformers and the 0.5-uf capacitors between cathodes and screens) compact, following the layout illustrated. This is because this wiring carries a high audio voltage which must not be allowed to get near the earlier stages, or instability will result.

Apart from this, layout is simple. Just put the components on the chassis and mark where you want holes drilled and bigger holes made with a knockout punch, and the rest is easy. Alternatively, if you don't want to buy Greenlee punches just for this job, drill holes inside a scribed circle (using compasses), break out the middle part with wire cutters and file to a smooth round hole. It's harder work, but can make quite a presentable job.

Trouble with Motorboating

Quite a few ran into this trouble when they coupled on a preamplifier, but usually only when the bass boost was turned well up. Sometimes just connecting the preamplifier to the main amplifier started it, regardless of any setting of controls. These differences depended on the type of preamplifier circuit used.

The motorboating is due to insufficient decoupling in the B-plus supply to the preamplifier. As a result, there is enough feedback from the power output stage to the preamplifier stages to cause low-frequency oscillation. Fig. 1 shows the original circuit. The take-off point for the preamplifier's B-plus (marked 240 v) has proved quite successful in many instances. But where instability has occurred, it has always been cured by adding a separate feed point for the preamplifier, as shown in Fig. 2. Using a separate feed permits better filtering, without causing loss of voltage to the first stage of the twin-coupled amplifier.

Use a resistance that will drop between 50 and 100 volts. (Use Ohm's law to calculate the drop from the preamplifier tube currents.) Use enough electrolytic capacitance to get adequate decoupling (stop instability) or eliminate hum from the preamplifier stages.

Loss of Bass

Two or three have found the twin-coupled produces a bass loss, in comparison with some other amplifiers, although otherwise its performance is completely satisfactory.

This is invariably due to poor matching. In two instances the reader was using the twin-coupled with a ceramic or crystal pickup, without any preamplifier. This will work, but the input...
resistance of the amplifier as originally built is too low—causing this bass loss—as well as some loss of sensitivity.

The remedy is simple. Just change the input control from 100,000 ohms to 1 meghohm or higher.

Another case where the preamplifier had the tone controls in its output circuit showed the same trouble. Here the bass boost works effectively only if the input to the main amplifier is at least 1 meghohm and preferably higher. Making the same change remedied matters here too.

More gain needed

This complaint also came from those who used ceramic pickups without a preamplifier. It is not too difficult to remedy. The gain can be increased by reducing the feedback. Besides increasing the value of the feedback resistors, the balance of the voltage fed to the second half of the 12AX7 needs readjusting. The table gives approximate alternative values. If you wish, you can use a potentiometer to make fine adjustment, as shown in Fig. 3, the same as for the original circuit.

A few found insufficient gain because the preamplifier they are using gives less than a volt output. Surprisingly, there are preamplifiers that give less than a volt output even when given more than a volt input. This is because the gain does not equal the losses introduced by the tone control circuits.

Tone controls

Several people asked how treble and bass controls can be added to the twin-coupled amplifier. It is feasible to do this only by adding another stage. Also, where full output is required for less than a volt input, an extra stage is the better way of remedying matters because it avoids sacrificing feedback.

Fig. 4 shows circuits using one half of a 12AU7. Other tubes with similar specifications can also be used.

When an extra stage is added for use with another preamplifier that has insufficient output, extra care is needed in decoupling the B-plus feed for the preamplifier. Fig. 2 shows the combined feed arrangement. Values will have to be determined by experiment. First see how much you can drop the B-plus voltage in resistor R without restricting the preamplifier output or making it distort. The value of R will depend on the voltage drop you can stand and the total current drain of the preamplifier. Having found a suitable value of R by experiment, make the value of C large enough to prevent instability at all settings of the preamplifier tone controls, or to eliminate hum induced in these stages.

Voice-coil feedback

That voice-coil feedback experiment of mine, described in RADIO- ELECTRONICS in October, 1956, inspired some to want to combine it with the twin-coupled circuit. As described in that article, the feedback must be worked out individually according to speaker and amplifier characteristics. But Fig. 5 is a good starting point, using the
original twin-coupled as a basis. Change R2, R3 to 2,700 ohms, 5%. The 0.1-µf capacitor in Fig. 5 bypasses voice-coil feedback above 1,000 cycles. The 0.003-µf capacitors limit electrical feedback to frequencies above this point. R6 and C1 level off the high-frequency response of the amplifier. Their values may be varied for smoothest response when using voice-coil feedback. Their values may be varied for smoothest response when using voice-coil feedback. They are not necessary when using an electrostatic tweeter.

It may be hard to get very much feedback this way, because there is not too much gain available. On the other hand, remember that feedback obtained this way is far more effective in reducing overall distortion than amplifier feedback alone.

I would not recommend tackling this project unless you have an audio oscillator so you can check frequency response and make the necessary circuit adjustments to get balanced performance.

A preamplifier

This is something I still hope to get made up in due course, for publication in this magazine. Many readers have requested it. The problem is that scarcely any two readers want the same preamplifier. Some want the bare essentials: equalization but no tone controls, loudness compensation or filtering of any kind (rumble, scratch, etc.); others want “the works”. Yet others would like this feature but not that, in various combinations. Finally stereo has thrown in a whole lot of other ideas, including how to arrange for balance and combined control facilities.

What I hope to do when time permits is develop a basic design with a number of circuit elements that can be combined in custom fashion to suit everyone’s individual need. If you want the bare essential and think tone controls are superfluous to high fidelity, then build it that way. If you want any particular feature, add it as required, in the appropriate circuit position. But this approach needs careful planning and circuit workout to make sure everyone really gets what he wants.

More power

A large percentage of readers have been asking for more power. Some have even built two amplifiers and paralleled them. I am told this works quite well. But I am not in favor of it, for if either amplifier deteriorates, it will load down the other. This will give you even less power than one amplifier by itself. To me this doubles the opportunity for failure.

Several amplifier manufacturers use parallel operation (with the same theoretical disadvantage) and say they get no adverse complaints. This seems to mean equipment is so much more reliable these days that even doubling the chance of failure does not make the total liability big enough to matter!

Probably the main objection to parallel operation is that it doubles the work and cost. Some have gotten more power from the circuit merely by changing tubes and making some corresponding changes in the power supply and circuit values. To a certain extent this works. How much more power you can get depends to some extent on whether you are prepared to sacrifice some maximum power at the extreme low end—20 to 30 cycles.

Some manufacturers are using the circuit and have larger transformers made specifically for them. But this will not help readers, because such transformers are available only on quantity order. However, transformer manufacturers have now made a larger-version twin-coupled output transformer available as a catalog item, so that problem is now solved.

In a later issue we will show how to go about setting up a larger version, tailored to your own requirements or choice of tubes. You may use either the original transformer or the new larger version. Another thing we propose to include is how to use a transformer input circuit. This has been asked for two or three times. It seems the one-time prejudice against audio transformers is fading. There are stock transformers that will serve for this use without the manufacturers having to invent a new catalog number! END
Does your local high school or college have a modern foreign-language laboratory? That is, does it have a room with the necessary electronic equipment so a student can sit in an individual booth, listen to recorded foreign speech from disc or tape, respond vocally to it, then compare his response with the original "master"?

Interest in language laboratories has increased because the people of the United States are becoming aware that the ability to understand and speak languages of other peoples is of vital importance to us and to world peace. This realization is evidenced in the National Defense Education Act of 1958 (Public Law 85-864). Title III of this law authorizes Federal grants to state educational agencies on a dollar-for-dollar matching basis for purchasing laboratory equipment—including audio-visual materials—suitable for use in teaching modern foreign languages in public elementary or secondary schools and for minor remodeling of space used for such equipment.

Role of the electronics technician

This field should be of special interest to the electronics technician. Modern foreign-language laboratories use the latest devices and techniques in magnetic recording. They provide employment opportunities ranging from design and assembly to installation and maintenance.

Schools usually purchase the equipment—magnetic tape and disc recorders and players, turntables, amplifiers, control panels, microphones, headphones, etc.—and installation on bids. Dealers are often companies specializing in audio-visual equipment. These companies employ electronic technicians who are familiar with these items.

Early language labs were often "home-brew" affairs assembled by an electronics-minded instructor. With the increased complexity of equipment plus the opportunity of qualifying for matching Federal funds, professional installations are becoming more and more the rule.

Likewise, servicing the labs is swinging from the "do-it-yourself" type by the lab director to servicing by the installation contractor, dealer or service agency.

An electronics technician may well find it profitable as well as interesting to learn the basic needs of language labs. New equipment is reaching the market constantly, but you can easily learn the basic principles underlying all language labs and their equipment.

Purpose of the laboratory

While the labs you may visit will vary in certain respects, they all have the same basic purpose: to provide regular practice in hearing, imitating, understanding and responding to correct foreign speech, as well as providing a chance for the student to compare his efforts with the instructor.

You might run into differences of opinion among educators as to the role of the lab in an overall language program. Some believe that the lab should be only supplementary. They view it as a library or workshop where a student can go to drill or brush up.

Educators holding the opposite viewpoint state that most of the instruction should take place in the lab. They say: "The lab should bear the main burden of teaching the student; the classroom should be supplementary."

Needless to say, many educators hold views between these extremes. I mention these opposite viewpoints because the theory as to the use of the lab can affect the type and amount of equipment you will find in it.

Types of labs

The simplest system—and not truly a language lab according to our definition—consists of a playback device. A magnetic tape or phonograph record is played to students listening on headphones. The students may sit around a table or in booths. A booth enables a student to repeat in privacy the words he hears.

Should there be booths, you might
find an individual microphone and amplifier for each student to allow him to hear his response in the headphones.

Next comes the system which permits the student to record his response along with the original master. By playing back this recording, the student can judge how he is doing.

Fig. 1 illustrates how this can be done by having a magnetic disc or tape recorder in the booth to record the master signal coming from the instructor's console along with the response of the student. (The student also monitors himself while recording.)

Only a single-channel tape recorder is needed in this system. Califone Corp.'s Simplex-LP 502 student recorder has its two reels and heads fully enclosed so it is not necessary for the student to handle the tape. As the tape approaches either end, a light flashes the words, "End of tape," several times. Should the student disregard the light, the reels will stop without the tape coming off the reels, and the light will remain on. The instructor can change the reels when he desires.

A dual-channel tape recorder can be used as shown in Fig. 2. Not only can the student record master material from the instructor's console along with his own response, but he can place a master tape on the machine in his booth and use it, instead of the instructor's console, as the program source.

This is possible because master material is already present on one channel of the tape and the student response can be recorded on the other channel at the time he uses the tape. In operation, the master channel of the tape machine is on playback while the student channel is on record.

In some units, the student channel will record the master speech coming from the master channel as well as the response from the student. After recording, the student can play back his channel to hear the master material followed by the response.

Other units do not record the output of the master channel on the student channel. Such a unit provides for simultaneous playback of both channels so the student can hear the master material followed by the response.

Either way, the student can erase only his channel, not the master channel. Thus he can repeat the entire performance by playing back the master track and making a new recording on the student track. When he is finished with the tape, it can go back into the tape library with the master channel still intact.

If the channel selected for master use is the same one an ordinary dual-track tape recorder records on monaurally, master tapes can be made on any ordinary tape recorder.

The relationship to two-track stereo tape equipment is apparent. The major difference is that in a two-track stereo tape recorder (one that records as well as reproduces stereo tapes) both tracks are performing the same function at the same time. This is not necessarily so in language-lab applications. As pointed out, one track might be recording while the other track is playing back.

An example of magnetic tape equipment is the Viking of Minneapolis CS75 student console which can record the incoming material from the instructor console on both the master and the student channels of the tape simultaneously. The student's response is also recorded at the same time on the student channel. Thus, a new master tape duplicating the original material is made. The student can reuse this master tape again and again.

The student channel is erased each time he makes a new recording on it; the master channel is not erased. Both channels can be erased by the instructor setting a switch at his console whenever he desires to duplicate a new master.

While we have been mentioning only tape recorders in connection with the system shown in Fig. 2, we must not forget that magnetic-disc equipment is also used.

Magnetic Recording Industries model 45 Magneticon Examiner has two turntables—one for the master disc, one for the student disc—and associated amplifying and mixing equipment that makes it possible for the student to monitor himself and to record his response along with an incoming master from the instructor console. He can also record his response to the master disc played on the unit. The 9-inch discs are preground for tracking, almost indestructible and instantly reusable.

The student can quickly "start-stop" between turntables. This means that the master disc can be played and certain pauses for student-response time, and the student disc can be solid with responses.

**Minor variations**

You will find minor variations from the basic systems. Functions are generally the same; how they are handled varies.

For example, all systems must have some means of controlling the volume level of the various signals to the headphones and to the recorder. The trend is to have the student control only the volume to his own headphones. The recording levels are preset and the student cannot change them.

If the student's tape recorder can record on the master channel, the switch for this function must not be where the student can move it, or an irreplaceable master could be destroyed.

Magnetic Recording Industries models 65 and 68 tape units have a concealed selector switch for recording on the master channel; the Viking CS75 has the switch for this function at the instructor console.

Instructor consoles may be in the open in the same room with the booths or in a small room similar to a studio control room.
Instructor console can handle up to 50 students, contains between one and four tape players in pull-out drawers.

The console generally has a distribution amplifier to send programs to the booths. Student amplifiers might be at the console if not in the booths. The console will usually have several possible program sources: one or more tape decks; magnetic disc players; conventional record turntables; microphones and external audio sources such as from a 16-mm sound track.

Also, the console control panel may have elaborate switching: the teacher can monitor any booth; the teacher can record any student on a tape recorder at the instructor console; the teacher can intercommunicate with any student.

Safety in the installation
Anyone installing or repairing language-laboratory equipment must observe safety regulations called for by law and by common sense.

I saw one high school installation that was well done from a safety viewpoint.

In this installation all electronic equipment is properly grounded by three-wire cable and devices. Even the desk lamp in the booth is grounded so there is no chance of shock should the “hot” side of the ac line accidentally contact the metal lamp fixture.

Make sure the installation is properly fused and ventilated. Have a master switch for the entire installation for use in case of emergency and to make it possible for the instructor to know that all booths are shut off without having to check them individually.

Other business opportunities
As a technician you might watch this field not only for the advances in electronic equipment that will occur, but also for the business opportunities offered.

Use by schools and colleges of this equipment will build up the desire of students to own or rent their own equipment for supplementary study even though not required by the course.

You can also use these same basic principles in interconnecting or mixing equipment and in making custom installations for individuals wanting their own facilities for language study at home.

6SL7-GT

A GAS (neon) tube on sinusoidal ac usually flashes at double frequency and lights during an appreciable part of each half-cycle. For sharp images of moving objects, the flashes should be much shorter than the time between flashes. This flasher, consisting of a grid-leak-biased class-C amplifier and a switching tube with an inductive load, gives short, sharp flashes at the fundamental frequency. It should not be operated without the gas lamp or the high transient voltage may damage the choke or the tube. For very short flashes, C2's value should vary inversely with frequency. The value shown is satisfactory at 440 cycles.

A typical use is for setting turntable speed by WWV where there is no controlled-frequency ac line. As too many lines would be necessary at turntable speed, cement a small paper strobe disc to the governor (see photo). Illuminate it with a small neon lamp, and view it through a peephole in the cabinet. For the General Industries type 20004 turntable and WWV 440 cycles, 16 dark sectors are right within 0.4%.

For other turntables, use whatever flash frequency (f) and number of sectors (N) that give most nearly 60f the right speed: rpm = \( \frac{N \times \text{gear ratio}}{60} \).

The system is ideal when the phono or other rotary equipment is in a remote area not served by power lines. Also, the circuit can be used wherever you want a sharp flash from an audio signal. — A. H. Taylor
Use a tape recorder to add a recorded commentary to your collection of 35-mm slides, complete with background music and change-slide indicators.

By DANIEL M. COSTIGAN

IT ISN'T uncommon to find electronics enthusiasts dabbling in photography. And with 35 mm dominating the field, many of them, including myself, have frequently gone through the routine of dragging out the slide projector and screen when company comes and talking ourselves hoarse through 50 or 100 slides or more, only to find our audiences struggling to stay awake by the time the show ends.

I decided that the way to remedy this situation would be to put my tape recorder to work and let it do the talking for me. As the first step I designed a simple mixing circuit that would combine the outputs of a microphone and a phonograph, so I could record a sequence of descriptive narratives against an appropriate musical background. The narration, of course, corresponds to a certain group of slides, prearranged in a particular sequence, while the musical background simply adds a professional touch.

The basic circuit shown in Fig. 1 is, in a sense, a simple voltage divider, but one in which the higher voltage appears closer to ground potential than the lower one. The object is to equalize the two voltages by putting a heavy shunt (R2) across the higher one. The high voltage in this instance is the phonograph output (assuming a typical crystal or ceramic pickup unit is used) and the low voltage is the microphone output. Since both are fed to the recorder's microphone input, the phonograph output must be attenuated.

When R1's wiper is at the microphone end, not only is the microphone output fed directly to the tape recorder, but some of the phonograph's output seeps through R1 and is superimposed on that of the microphone. When the wiper is moved to the phonograph end, the microphone is effectively out of the circuit and the phonograph output is fed directly to the tape recorder.

Fig. 1—Basic mixing circuit used in the Talkie control.
The result is a pleasing professional sounding effect with the background music always present. It is simply lowered in volume whenever narration is injected. (In the actual unit a pot was also used for R2 so variations in the level of different records could be compensated for.)

Control unit

The mixing circuit is integrated into a general control unit designed to fit under the projector base. It is built into a 4 x 4 x 2½-inch aluminum chassis with a 10 x 10-inch piece of ¼-inch plywood for the baseboard. Four holes corresponding to the rubber feet on the bottom of the projector are drilled in the baseboard. The projector sits in these holes and its weight holds it in place.

Fig. 2 is the control unit circuit. The signal lamp is a standard pilot light operated by (a spdt) switch S3 and is used during the recording process to give the narrator his cue to start talking (assuming a second person does the narrating). A variety of background music is made available by using two phono-graphs. While one is in operation, the other stands by with an alternate record. The MON switch (S2), shown in its normal position, switches the head-phones from the tape recorder output to the idle phono-graph so the operator can set the pickup arm at the desired spot on the alternate record before switching over.

The output of the average crystal or ceramic cartridge should be enough to operate headphones directly. Through phono selector switch S1, only the phono-graph that is idle is contacted when the MON switch is pressed. The snap-action switch S4 and socket J7 are optional. They are included only to facilitate a possible future adaptation of the unit to a completely automatic system including a tape-marking and signaling device. For the same reason, the dc supply is sufficient to satisfy any additional current require-ments that may arise. Otherwise, its only function is to operate the signal lamp, so a single dry cell will suffice in place of the bulky cluster of cells shown in the photo. S4 need not be connected to the battery. You may want to connect it across two terminals of J7 and use it to control an external circuit. When the unit is ready for service, the least complicated method is to use the background music swelling up to full volume between narrations as a signal to change the slide. However, there may be instances where a single narration will apply to more than one slide. Then, you should inject an audible signal which can be distinguished from the background music.

The signal should not appreciably distract from the music, and would have to be introduced in the phono input since the microphone is ineffective while the background music is at full volume. Fig. 3 suggests a way of doing this with S4. Whenever a slide is changed, S4 closes momentarily, shunting the phono input with capacitor C, making the music more bassy for an instant. When the slides are being shown, this momentary change of tone tells you when to change the slide. The capacitor's value is best determined by experiment.

If you decide to include this feature in the unit, the projector's elevating mechanism (if it has one) cannot be used during the recording process because the projector must remain fixed relative to snap-action switch S4. The design of the mounting bracket for this optional switch is determined by the projector used.

Better Power Pentodes

O UR cover photo shows how a new kind of plate construction increases the maximum output from power pentodes. Two interchangeable audio pentodes are shown, both operating under a severe overload of 80 watts plate dissipation.

In the older type 6L6-GB, whose conventional plate is rated at 22 watts dissipation, the overload causes a hot spot which shows up as a bright red area on the tube's anode (plate). This hot spot limits the available power output.

The newer tube, a G-E 7581, has ratings similar to the 6L6 except for its plate dissipation, which is 8 watts higher—30 watts. This tube, under the same overload, shows only a dull red glow over the entire surface of its plate because of its unusual construction.

This special kind of plate is made by General Electric and will be used in all their power pentodes. It is a five-layer sandwich of copper, iron and aluminum. G-E starts off with a copper core, adds a layer of iron to each side and coats the whole works with aluminum (see diagram). The copper provides excellent heat dissipation, the iron contributes its strength and the aluminum radiates the heat from the surfaces. As the cover photo shows, it works and works well.

A similar method of construction, with a three-ply material, is used for anodes in power rectifiers made by G-E. The metals serve the same purpose with the added feature of having a polished copper surface facing the cathode and reflecting heat to it. This also provides a considerable degree of increased efficiency as compared with older single-metal type rectifier anodes.
Electronic studies point toward the discovery of a 100-mile-wide ionized band that circles the earth.

Recordings of atmospherics at 27 kc indicate the presence of an ionized band about 100 miles wide encircling the earth at an altitude of 50 miles.

Members of the AAVSO Solar Division, using transistorized receivers at various locations in the United States, are recording Sudden Enhancements of Atmospherics (SEA's) at 27 kc for the National Bureau of Standards Indirect Flare-Detection Patrol. SEA's caused by solar flares, are received and recorded only during daylight hours, although the equipment operates continuously day and night. As a result, a very strange pattern in the recording traces of the observers was discovered. The pattern showed a small dip and hump, or a fall and rise in level, about a half-hour before sunrise.

What does it mean?

The reason for the strange dip pattern on the recordings 36 minutes before sunrise could be an ionized band, about 100 miles wide, 50 miles above the earth. About 36 minutes before the earth's sunrise, reception of the atmospheric pulses is weakened for about 8 minutes, during the period when the ionized band is located directly between the receiving station and the high E- and F-layers. The ionized band temporarily blocks the atmospheric pulses normally reflected via these layers to the receiving station (Fig. 1, path b).

The reason for the hump pattern—which follows the dip, appearing on the recordings about 20 minutes before sunrise—could be the existence of a space, or weakly ionized separation, in the D-layer region. The hump indicates an improvement in the reception of the atmospheric pulses and a consequent rise in the level of the recorded trace (Fig. 1, path c).

When the earth has rotated the receiving station to a location 20 minutes before sunrise, the atmospheric pulses become stronger for about 8 minutes. They are then reflected from the high E- and F-layers, down through this separation to the receiving station. The separation between the ionized band and the beginning of the D-layer is about 100 miles. (At New York's latitude, 1° or 4 minutes of the earth's rotation is equal to about 50 miles. The duration of the dip and the hump on the record is about 8 minutes for each, or 100 miles.)

Not only does the before-sunrise pattern of the dip and hump indicate the presence of a narrow ionized band encircling the earth, but there is also an after-sunset pattern of a hump and dip to offer additional proof of its existence. A recorded trace from an observing station on the West Coast of the United States clearly shows both the sunrise and sunset patterns for Feb. 28 and March 1, 1959 (Fig. 2). The West Coast member of the AAVSO observing group in China Lake, Calif., is Justin Ruhge, a physicist at a missile base, who operates his own home-made receiver in his spare time. His equipment runs unattended for several days.

When atmospheric pulses are received, they are stored for about 60 seconds, averaged into a direct-current output, then graphically recorded. The normal recorded trace is...
rather high during the night and low during the day. The D-layer, created only by the sun's rays, does not exist at night, so atmospheric pulses received during the night from the thunderstorm centers are reflected from the higher E- and F-layers. When the reflecting ceiling is higher, it reflects from greater distances and the receiving station is able to receive a greater number of atmospheric pulses from more thunderstorm sources on this very low frequency of 27 kc.

How the D-layer works

As the earth rotates the receiving station into daylight, the D-layer, formed by the sun's rays, gradually begins to take form about 50 miles overhead, below the higher E- and F-layers. As atmospheric pulses at 27 kc cannot pass through the D-layer, it becomes the reflecting ceiling. Because the D-layer is lower, the number of reflections increases and each reflection absorbs some of the energy of the atmospheric pulses. As a result, the receiving station receives fewer and weaker atmospheric pulses and the recorded trace gradually falls to a lower level. The trace usually remains low during daylight hours, except when a solar flare causes an SEA.

On the daylight side of the earth, the sun's rays create the D-layer region, an umbrella of ionization, 50 miles above the sunlit half of the earth's surface. The amount of sunlight intensity concentrated on a surface increases with the sine of the angle formed by the sun's rays and the surface (Fig. 3). For this reason the earth's surface is weakly illuminated at sunrise, but not by the sun's direct rays. 50 miles directly above the earth at sunrise, the concave or under surface of the D-layer region is also weakly concentrated for the same reason. At this same 50-mile altitude the sun's rays form an angle of about 10° to a neighboring layer or region which curves into the earth's shadow, and the concentration on this layer is more intense.

The neighboring layer, about 100 miles wide, is the ionized band, which is separated from the actual D-layer. It is illuminated and ionized by the sun's rays penetrating the earth's atmosphere below the 50-mile altitude. Until recently it was not thought probable that the ionizing rays could penetrate this lower altitude enough to form an ionized band. The existence of radiation that penetrates below the D-region is taken for granted nowadays.

For each day of August, 1958, when there were thunderstorms in the mountains of New England, the recording traces received in New York failed to show the pre-sunrise dip and hump patterns. When reception is from the northeast, instead of the usual southwest, the reflecting ceilings are the E- and F-layers. The propagation path from this source to the receiving station passes through the separation or space between the D-layer and the ionized band (Fig. 1, path 4). Because neither the D-layer nor the ionized band blocks the path of propagation, the recording trace shows no dip or hump pattern.

Position of the band

On Dec. 21, at geographic latitude 77.5° north, the ionized band is located directly overhead for about 2 hours before and after noon, as shown in Fig. 4. However, it is not difficult to plot the ionized band for the other seasons. For example, during the summer it is directly overhead for about 4 hours around midnight at geographic latitude 56.5° north. During the March and September equinoxes, at all latitudes except 80° north, the ionized band is directly overhead a half-hour before local sunrise and a half-hour after local sunset for only a few minutes. At 80° north latitude, the ionized band is directly overhead from about 10 pm to 2 am. When plotting the position of the ionized band for any day of the year, remember that the ionized band encircles the earth in a plane perpendicular to the sun's rays and situated about 10° farther than the tangent point made by the sun's rays to the earth's surface (sunset). Some of the communications problems of airlines using the arctic areas should be eased with the knowledge of the exact location of the ionized band.

Recent rocket observations of the upper atmosphere have indicated that shortwave radio fadeouts (5 to 30 mc) are caused by an extra ionized layer which is formed by an increased intensity of X-rays emitted by the sun during solar flares. This extra layer of ionization may extend downward to about 12 miles below the normal D-layer while the higher layers appear to remain undisturbed during the fadeout. The extra or additional layer, present during solar flares, temporarily makes a better reflecting ceiling for atmospheric pulses on 27 kc, thus causing an SEA at the same time as the solar flare.

AAVSO Solar Division members receive and record SEAs and send the recordings to their chairman, H. L. Bondy in Flushing, N. Y. He analyzes the tabulations for atmospheric pulses on 27 kc, thus causing an SEA at the same time as the solar flare.

END
Low Voltage SILICON RECTIFIER

By RONALD L. IVES

ABOUT 3 years ago the cartridge type silicon rectifier appeared on the market and was immediately adopted in industrial and military work. It has not been as widely used in communication and amusement radio equipment, perhaps because designs were all made for vacuum-tube and selenium rectifiers.

Advantages of silicon rectifiers over all other types are many: no standby current; low voltage drop, easy replacement, very long life and small size.

When a silicon rectifier replaces a vacuum tube, there is an immediate reduction of 10 to 15 or more watts in the drain on the power transformer, and a proportional reduction in the heat radiated by the equipment. Output voltage goes up about 10% because of the low internal drop in the rectifier (1.5 volts per unit, at full load). Replacements are reduced, because of the long life of the silicon unit. In one batch tested, only 3% failed during 10,000 hours of service. No statement of average life is yet possible, as most of those under test seem to be immortal.

Characteristics

The typical silicon-rectifier cartridge, such as the Sarkes Tarzian M-600, is about 1 inch long and 13/32 inch in diameter. It has a central ceramic barrel and metal ends, the cathode end being notched for identification and to prevent backward insertion in the clips supplied for it.

Electrical characteristics of this type of rectifier, which carries the JETEC number 1N1084, are:

- Max peak inverse volts: 400
- Max rms volts: 280
- Max de load at 100°C: 0.5 amp
- Voltage drop at full load: 1.5

It is recommended that rms input volts be halved for a capacitive load in half-wave circuits. If the load is pure resistance, as in Fig. 1-a, with an applied rms voltage of 280, the piv (peak inverse voltage) will be 280√2, or 396 volts, which is just below the allowable maximum. If the load is capacitive, the charge on the capacitor adds to the inverse voltage from the transformer winding and the total is, or may be, with 280 rms volts applied, 792 volts, which far exceeds the maximum piv allowable. With 140 volts applied, the piv with a capacitive load is 396, and the rectifier rating is not exceeded.

Neglecting this limitation on the piv rating of silicon rectifiers has resulted in a number of serious equipment failures.

Heat radiation from a silicon rectifier of this type, at full load, is 0.75 watt. Unless it is operated in a confined space which is also thermally insulated, it will run cool by any ordinary standard. In typical communication equipment use, these rectifiers run from 15 to 23°C above ambient.

With capacitive loads, a 5-ohm surge-reduction resistor is recommended by the manufacturer. Any number of these rectifiers can be used in series without requiring any special circuitry.

A full-wave rectifier circuit, using silicon rectifiers and meeting all physical requirements of the rectifiers, is shown in Fig. 2. As the circuit fills the needs of most communications receivers and uses components already in the sets, except for the rectifiers, it is not difficult to change from the rectifiers in use to silicon units. If a vacuum-tube is replaced by silicon rectifiers, one 5-volt winding, rated at 2 or more amperes, is available for other use in most instances.

Obviously, if the transformer voltage is higher than 280, more than two silicon rectifiers must be used in series, and the value of the surge damping resistor must be increased. For tube replacements at high voltages, special silicon rectifiers are made, with a socket mounting, for direct replacement of tubes. For medium voltages, these plug-in adapters are costly, as they are rated for much higher applied and peak inverse voltages than usually encountered in receivers and low-powered transmitters.

Make an adapter

Where per-plate voltages of the equipment under consideration do not exceed 280 rms and a full-wave octal-based rectifier tube is used, a low-cost universal silicon rectifier adapter can be made. It plugs into the tube socket.
Fig. 2—Full-wave center-tap rectifier circuit using silicon rectifiers. Two rectifier units per leg are used here as a safety factor.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Base connections which make the adapter work in the octal socket of any 5- or 6.3-volt full-wave rectifier tube are shown in Fig. 3.

Adapter construction is simple, and requires few parts. Principal ones needed are four 1N1084 silicon rectifiers (Sarkes Tarzian M-500's or equivalent), and two dual mounts for them (Littelfuse 099063 or equivalent).

Straighten the crossed lugs at one end of each mount, and file a shallow groove lengthwise up the center back of each. Bolt the two mounts back to back, using 4-40 x 1/4-inch binding-head screws and nuts. Run a No. 28 twist drill lengthwise through the center of this sandwich, using the previously filed grooves as a guide. Run a 41/2-inch 6-32 threaded rod through this hole, allowing about equal projection at each end. Put a lock washer on each end of the threaded rod, and run a 1/2-inch long, 1/4-inch diameter, 6-32 inside threaded spacer (H. H. Smith No. 2122 or equivalent) onto each end. Tighten them firmly against the fiber of the mounts.

On the top end put a flat washer over the screw, and another spacer. Tighten it firmly against the washer. Run a spacer onto the other end of the threaded rod and tighten it.

Join the top lugs on opposite rectifier mounts with 10-ohm 2-watt resistors. The clip arrangement on the mounts automatically gives the required series-aiding rectifier connection.

Force a 10-32 cup washer over the top spacer, and drive it down until it presses firmly against the flat washer already in position. Over the same end of the assembly, slip a disc of bakelite, about 11/4 inches in diameter, 1/8 inch thick and with a 1/4-inch center hole. Over this slip a knob of any convenient dimensions, press it firmly against the bakelite disc, and tighten its setscrew firmly. This top assembly provides a convenient handle for the adapter, and the bakelite disc prevents accidental contact with hot portions of the rectifier mounts. A skirted knob can be used here, if desired, with its index line oriented to show the direction of the base key.

Prepare a bakelite disc about 1 1/2 inches in diameter, 1/8 inch thick, and with a 1/4-inch center hole. Clean up an old octal tube base, being sure that the pins are clear of solder and old wire. Old base cement can be removed by scraping or be softened by methyl-ethyl-ketone (a rubber-cement solvent) and then wiped out. Prepare a round piece of bakelite about 1 1/2 inch thick, and roughly 1 1/2 inches in diameter so that it will just fit into the top of the tube base. An old knob is excellent for this purpose as it already has a center ferrule to take the adapter's center shaft.

Mount the bakelite disc on the plug just prepared, using screws tapped into the plug and taking care that the centers coincide. Drill four holes through both bakelite pieces for the rectifier leads and mount the top assembly on the disc and plug assembly. Use either a bolt through the center, or the ferrule and setscrew if a knob was used to make the plug.

Pass a 6-inch length of medium-gauge hookup wire (such as No. 24) through each of the four holes in the adapter base assembly, and solder each to one lug of the rectifier mount. Put a 1 1/4-inch length of sleeving over each wire.

In the tube base, bridge pins 3 and 4, and 5 and 6, with solid wire. Pass both cathode leads from the rectifiers through pin 8 of the base. Then put one anode lead through either pin 3 or 4, and the other through either pin 5 or 6. Pull leads tight, and slip base of rectifier assembly into tube base. Solder leads, clip off surplus wire, and fasten base assembly into the tube base with two small screws.

The adapter is now finished and ready to use. Remove the tube it will replace, and plug the adapter into the socket. A number of simple changes can be made in the construction of an adapter of this type without impairing its operation. The adapter shown has almost the same physical dimensions as a 5U4-G. By mounting two sets of back-to-back clips in tandem and using eight rectifier cartridges, voltages up to 560 each side of center tap can be handled. Many other variations in both circuitry and format are possible, and all will work well if the piv ratings of the silicon rectifiers are not exceeded.

"I never did get around to buying a speaker. I enjoy music better on the oscilloscope anyway!"
PRINCIPLES OF MODERN RADAR

Part I—The first section of this two-part series describes the operation of pulse-modulated and frequency-modulated radar, and shows some of the ways of displaying data.

By JORDAN McQUAY

MODERN radar has advanced far beyond the ponderous equipment of short range and limited accuracy that emerged as one of the major technical achievements of World War II.

Through continuous improvement, the range of modern radar has been increased to global and even outer-space distances. Accuracy has been infinitely improved. And the usefulness has been expanded—with many new military as well as commercial applications.

Originally developed as a military weapon, radar was a closely guarded secret until the closing days of World War II. With dissemination of technical data to the radio-electronics industry, came extensive development and continuous improvement. Today, radar has achieved advanced technical status. Because of its inherent nature and operating characteristics, it is primarily a military adjunct to national defense. But it also has many peaceful uses.

For navigation at sea, small radars (Fig. 1) are installed on pleasure boats and small commercial vessels. Larger setups are used on ocean-going liners and transports (Fig. 2).

For air navigation and flight safety, radar is used aboard aircraft as altimeters and to map areas over which the plane is flying. Ground-based radar is used to control flights of aircraft (Fig. 3).

For storm detection, radar can locate and portray heavily charged clouds associated with hurricanes, thunderheads and other weather disturbances (Fig. 4).

Military radar is used for short- and long-range surveillance, artillery fire control, mortar locating, aerial navigation, electronic mapping and many other purposes.

Whatever the application, the basic principles of all types of radar equipment are deeply rooted in radio and electronics.

Accuracy has been improved through increased use of microwaves—often in the millimeter part of the spectrum—through development of electron tubes and circuitry capable of handling such wavelengths. Advanced types of cathode-ray tubes now permit pictures of extreme definition and accuracy. Many of the important new developments in high-speed automatic data-processing equipment have been applied directly to modern radar.

Radar in general

A radar is a composite radio-electronic apparatus that detects and locates objects and targets—such as aircraft, ships, buildings, mountains, terrain, and even people—at various distances and with incredible accuracy, even when darkness, fog or clouds make the targets invisible.

A radar consists essentially of a microwave transmitter, an antenna system, a microwave receiver, a timer or synchronizer and an indicator—all working with microsecond precision.

Rf energy is broadcast in any desired direction. When it strikes an object or target, a minute portion of the rf energy is reflected and returns to the radar within a few thousandths of a second.

Knowing the speed of rf energy (186,000 miles per second) and measuring time differences between the transmitted energy and any reflected echoes, these data are translated electronically into direct distance or range—from the radar to each object or target. For example, an echo is picked up 100 microseconds after the rf energy pulse is transmitted. In that length of time, the rf energy has traveled 18.6 miles. This means that the object is half that distance or 9.3 miles away. (The distance is halved because the signal has to travel both ways—to the object and back.)

The angular direction or azimuth of a target is determined by the physical position of the movable antenna system.

Through accurate measurements of range, altitude, and azimuth, the exact location of any target can be determined by electronic geometry—whether the target is in space, or on the ground or sea.

Data obtained directly or through electronic processing are displayed continuously on an indicator. This is usually a cathode-ray tube, called a scope. Any of several different kinds of scopes (Fig. 5), may be used, depending upon the type of data to be displayed—range, altitude, azimuth or other.

The A-scope is widely used—but provides only range data. The scan is a single horizontal line across the scope screen, which is calibrated in feet, yards or miles. The beginning of the trace first shows the main pulse radiated by the radar transmitter. Then, various objects and targets appear along the trace at distances corresponding to their range from the radar. Since the antenna beam is highly directive, the maximum-strength signal appears as the brightest glow along the trace of an A-scope when the antenna is pointing directly at the target—providing a physical indication of its azimuth.

The B-scope plots range against azimuth and is used primarily for radar on aircraft. There is a vertical sweep, and the position of the sweep is aligned with the azimuth position of the antenna—which usually scans a region up to 90° on either side of the aircraft, dead ahead. Reflected signals from targets appear on the B-scope as small glowing spots.

The C-scope plots elevation against azimuth and is also used aboard aircraft. The display is similar to a graph,
with the vertical center of the scope representing a direction dead ahead.

The J-scope presents the same type of range information on a circular trace that the A-scope presents on a horizontal trace. Advantage of the J-scope over the A-scope is that the J-scope has a longer trace for a given range. This allows more accurate determination of distance between the radar and a target. Reflected signals appear as outward deflections of the circular trace of the J-scope.

The PPI-scope—Plan Position Indicator—is an electronic polar map. At the center of the scope screen is the main pulse, representing the location of the radar. A circular scale around the screen is calibrated in degrees of azimuth with respect to the location of the radar. The distance from the center of the screen to the illuminated spot of a target is the range to that target. The scan of a PPI-scope is a trace extending from the center of the tube to the outer edge of the screen. This trace is rotated around the circumference of the A-scope synchronously with the physical rotation of the antenna system. Objects or targets within range of the radar appear on the screen as bright spots. Utilizing a long-persistence screen, the PPI-scope thus provides a polar map of the area within range of the radar.

For all kinds of scopes, target data are displayed almost instantly. If a target moves or changes its position, the scope display will also change.

The effective range of any radar depends upon its ability to distinguish between reflected energy from objects and targets, and other interfering "noise" signals and disturbances which may be present. Although the radar transmitter may radiate as much as several kilowatts of power, only a part reaches the target and a still smaller amount is reflected to the radar receiver. Reflected signals may be as weak as 1 µv upon reaching the antenna system.

To economize on transmitted power and to provide extremely accurate target reporting, rf energy is concentrated in a very narrow beam by the antenna system. This is done with various kinds of parabolic reflectors associated with the active elements of the antenna. For low-power short-range radar, a small-size antenna is sufficient. For long ranges, the antenna is sometimes very large (see head photo).

The entire antenna system is constructed to move or rotate so that the narrow beam of rf energy can probe a large arc across the region or area being searched or surveyed.

Depending on its design, a radar can detect and locate targets at ranges of a few thousand feet or yards—or thousands of miles.

The primary qualification of any radar is its ability to measure accurately all reflected signals in terms of range or distance. There are three basic methods of measurement corresponding to the three basic kinds of modern equipment: (1) pulse-modulated or PM radar, (2) frequency-modulated or FM radar and (3) pulse-Doppler or PD radar.

**Pulse-modulated radars**

PM radar is widely used for detecting and locating air and sea targets. Range is measured in terms of the time required for a pulse of rf energy to travel to a target and return to the radar.

For short ranges, targets are physically small and compact (Fig. 1).
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obscured by succeeding pulses of rf transmission. This necessary time interval fixes the highest possible value of prf.

When the antenna system is turned or rotated at a constant speed (usually about 10 or 20 rpm), the beam of pulsed rf energy strikes a target for a relatively short time. During this time, enough rf pulses must be transmitted to assure receiving sufficient echoes to produce an indication on the radar scope. Thus, the rotational speed of the antenna plus the persistence of the scope screen determines the lowest possible value of prf.

The minimum range at which targets can be detected is determined primarily by the duration of each transmitted pulse. If a target is so close to the radar that its echo is returned before the transmitter is switched off, reception of such echoes will be impossible.

A duplexer, or TR switch, permits use of a single antenna for both transmission of rf pulses and reception of echoes. When the transmitter is operating, the duplexer blocks off the microwave receiver. When the transmitter is not functioning, all incoming echo signals are fed from the antenna directly to the receiver.

A radar receiver is a superheterodyne tuned to the same frequency as the transmitter (several thousand megacycles). It is highly sensitive to the weak echo signals, which are often less than a microvolt. These signals are mixed with the signal from a local oscillator (usually a klystron) to provide an if signal of 30 or 60 mc for broadband if amplification. After detection, the pure video signals are amplified and then applied to an indicator or scope. Most radar receivers also include automatic circuits for local oscillator frequency control and for gain control of incoming echo signals.

Transmitter and receiver are synchronized by a timer, which may be physically associated with the transmitter, receiver, or indicator. The timer consists essentially of a controlled master oscillator, which establishes the prf and provides trigger voltages for other elements of a PM radar.

At the indicator, echo signals are measured in terms of the time interval between the transmission of an rf pulse and the reception of its reflected echo. This gives a direct, visual indication of range to an object or target. There is usually some "ground clutter" at ranges close to the radar, and there is usually an intense signal marking the main pulse of the transmitter; but this "interference" is fixed and at very close range.

The azimuth or direction of a target is determined by the angular position of the antenna system.

When the elevation or altitude of a target is required, such data are computed electronically from known information about the range and azimuth. Improved types of radars have antenna systems that do not move physically. The pulsed rf beam scans vertically and horizontally by electronic means, and the antenna is stationary. This is sometimes called frequency scanning.

Very-long-range PM radar recently developed utilizes ionospheric scatter to detect and locate targets at ranges of several thousand miles. Rf pulses—at about 30 mc—are beamed directly at the ionosphere, and bounce back and forth between the earth and reflecting layers until they strike a target in space, such as a missile or aircraft. Echoes return via the same scatter path, eventually reaching the receiver of the FM radar (Fig. 5).

Frequency-modulated radars

Instead of transmitting pulses of rf energy, an FM radar transmits a continuous wave varied rapidly and below a reference frequency.

Reflected waves (from objects or targets) arrive at the radar receiver some time after transmission, and thus have a slightly different frequency from that of the rf energy being broadcast at the moment of reception.

A comparison between the transmitted wave and the reflected wave at any instant provides a difference frequency. Knowing the speed of rf energy and knowing the rate at which the transmitted frequency is varied, electronic measurement of the difference frequency is a means of accurately measuring the range to a reflecting object or target.

Azimuth or direction of a target is determined conventionally, according to the physical position of the antenna system with respect to the target. When either the FM radar or a target is moving with respect to the other, the frequency of the reflected wave will also be subject to the Doppler effect. This effect causes a further change in the frequency of the reflected wave, and provides a means of determining the speed or movement of the radar with respect to the target, or of the target with respect to the FM radar.
The FM radar uses most of the units already described for the PM type, and the block diagram of Fig. 8—with slight modifications—could be used to picture an FM radar. The local oscillator in the FM type is connected to the detector as well as the mixer, and the amplifier need not be a video type, since no sharp pulses are handled. As will be explained below, two antennas are used, and the microwave transmitter has a direct connection to the mixer instead of the connection between timer and indicator of the PM radar.

A microwave transmitter—usually a magnetron—operates continuously at a reference frequency of 500 to 1,000 mc or higher. A timer controls variations in this frequency. Unlike a PM radar, FM radar is not required to handle a high peak power output during transmission of rf energy.

Since an FM radar transmits and receives signals simultaneously, separate antennas are used for transmission and reception. When an FM radar is used as an altimeter, an antenna is located on each wing of the aircraft.

Low-reactance (large-diameter) half-wave dipoles are widely used for antennas at about 500 mc. Four- and five-element Yagi arrays have also been used. At operating frequencies above 1,000 mc, parabolic-cylinder reflectors are used with half-wave dipoles. Also used are slot type antennas which, for airborne installations, are mounted flush with the outer surface of an aircraft.

Reflected waves from the receiving antenna are fed to the mixer, which also accepts an attenuated signal directly from the microwave transmitter. The mixer is a balanced detector, composed of triodes (for 500-mc operation) or crystal diodes and waveguide circuits (for 1,000 mc and higher).

By combining these two input frequencies, the mixer produces a difference frequency, which is a very low-frequency, or if signal. This signal passes through several if linear amplifiers. After detection, the signal is amplified and analyzed. Changes in the frequency of this signal represent measurements of range to an object or target. Some form of spectrum analyzer is used to differentiate between signals received simultaneously from several targets.

Indicators for FM radar may be any kind of scope (Fig. 5). When the radar is used as an altimeter, meters are used to simplify reading by pilots (Fig. 10). As an altimeter, the range or distance to ground—the plane's actual altitude—is measured.

Unlike PM radar, there is no realistic minimum range for FM radar. In practice, an airborne altimeter can determine distances as short as a few feet. Additionally, FM radar provides greater range precision and is more compact than the PM types.

The basic block diagram shows in Fig. 8 omits much of the ingenious and complicated circuitry included in an effort to distinguish between target signals and "noise" interference. These techniques are associated with such high-sounding terminology as "information theory" and "correlation of data." Despite these advances and improvements, there is still great difficulty in telling one target signal from another and, particularly, in distinguishing moving targets. This has led to the development of a new and advanced kind of equipment known as the pulse-Doppler or PD radar, which will be discussed in the next part of this article.

TO BE CONTINUED
THE third International Tubes and Components Exhibition (Salon International de la Pièce Détachée et de Tubes Electroniques) was held in Paris from the 19th to the 23rd of February, 1960. It was a very successful and extremely interesting display of the world's best products in the fields of electronic parts, tubes, measuring and test equipment and audio amplifiers. Four hundred stands occupied an area of 14,000 square meters and, during the 5 days of the show, attracted numerous visitors from 32 countries.

The international character of the show was due not only to the 61 stands occupied by non-French companies, coming from 12 countries (among which the United States was represented by some 20-odd stands), but also to the participation of 15 of the principal foreign magazines specializing in electronics, including of course RADIO-ELECTRONICS.

For the first time, the spectator was able to compare on a grand scale the products marketed under the world's principal brand names. The first conclusion to be drawn is that there is no great difference between the products of different countries. Technique and industrial practice have come to be shared by all the producers of the world. And if some differences still exist, they are tending to disappear.

The French electronic material was found to exhibit the same tendencies as that of other countries—tendencies that can be characterized in two words: miniaturization and transistorization.

Transistors are continuing their victorious offensive and tend to replace tubes more and more in different domains. One televiser was entirely equipped with transistors, except, of course, the picture tube. This particular model was a prototype, the price of which would be too high to permit immediate mass production. But experienced observers expected to see completely transistorized televisers on the market shortly.

The Tecnetron, the field-effect transistor described in RADIO-ELECTRONICS when it first appeared (see "Tecnetron—Competitor to the Transistor?", by E. Aisberg, May 1958, page 60) was on view and will shortly be produced in large quantities by the French Thomson-Houston Co.

A revolution in the field of television is under way in France—the introduction of 110° tubes. Such tubes—now almost universal in US sets—have been made in French factories for more than a year. But up to the present they were all destined for export to European countries in which the 625-line standard is in use.

The high definition of French television—where the image is explored with 819 lines—presented difficulties to the introduction of 110° tubes. To deflect the beam 20,475 times per second (25 frames at 819 lines) over a 21-inch screen requires a notably greater

Philips GM 6020 microvoltmeter. It indicates the polarity of the measured voltage automatically by lighting one of the two neon lamps marked + and −, at left.

This Transistormètre by Metrix permits rapid measurement of different types.

To make it easier to put the speaker beneath the picture tube in a TV receiver, Audax has come up with this unit with an off-center magnet.
ANOTHER FORGOTTEN INVENTOR?

By ERIC LESLIE

ONE of the unexpected discoveries of the International Geophysical Year (IGY) was that the radiosonde was invented and forgotten or buried in Government files nearly 10 years before it was re-invented and became a part of the geophysicist's standard equipment. The radiosonde, which carries temperature-and pressure-measuring instruments into the upper atmosphere and radios their readings back to a ground station, is one of the fundamental instruments of atmosphere exploration. At one time, the instrument was expected to become the symbol of the IGY. A Westport, Conn., engineer, Lawrence B. Whit, therefore compiled a radiosonde history for reference. To his great surprise, he found that a radiosonde-like device was described in 1924 by Dan C. Wilkerson, an engineer living in Washington, D.C. Mr. Wilkerson, late in 1923, offered Dr. Tallman of the Weather Bureau a radio "tell-tale" that would transmit barometric measurements from an unmanned balloon. "Weather balloons" were already known and in use but, like modern cone noses, had to be recovered before their records could be used. Wilkerson proposed to end that with a device that would send barometric information back continuously, and whose signals would also indicate the position of the balloon.

This equipment was a little heavy by modern radiosonde standards—60 pounds, Mr. Wilkerson admits—and the Weather Bureau was short of funds to develop the idea. Therefore, in 1924, Wilkerson turned his attention to the Armed Forces. He pointed out, in a letter that shows wide knowledge of the field at that time, that methods of guiding missiles and unmanned planes being experimented with at the time were practically useless beyond line-of-sight. His "tell-tale" transmitter in the missile or atmospheric vehicle would radio its exact position at all times, so that its course could be corrected as long as it was within radio range.

Even while trying to sell the military on the guided-missile aspects of his "tell-tale" Wilkerson did not lose sight of its possibly more important meteorological features and, in a memorandum sent to the US Army Air Service on Sept. 3, 1924, he suggested that this radio-controlled system could be used for "sending out an exploration dirigible into the upper air to get the facts on:"

- **Heaviside layer**
- Presence of deadly nitrogenous gases in upper air strata
- Presence of solid particles of nitrogen
- Effect of gravity
- Penetration of radio signals beyond atmospheric limits

Further on in the same memo he stated:

"... the sounding of the upper air, which has been a cause for increased scrutiny due to the development of radio..."

In an article appearing in Hugo Gernsback's *Radio News*, March, 1925, Wilkerson showed how the same system of radio talk-back from the guided object could be used in a moon rocket to correct its course and keep it directed toward the moon, and to find out whether and how far radio communication works outside the atmosphere.

Meanwhile, a couple of small airborne transmitters had been made, one of which was tested on the ground at College Park, Md., and was said to have been tested in a Messenger plane by Navy engineers. The other one was shipped to Washington, but before any definite report on it came back, the Navy classified the matter as not important from a security standpoint, and in March, 1926, Wilkerson received a letter from the Bureau of Ordnance, Navy Department, that stated in part:

"This bureau regards the work it has done and is doing as the problem in question as highly confidential, and does not care to disseminate the fact that such work is underway... It also assumes that you will not communicate to anyone excepting directly interested departments of our Government plans or proposals based upon your knowledge of the objects which this bureau is seeking in this particular work."

Forced to discontinue even suggest that a radiosonde might be practical, Wilkerson found it impossible to go further with the invention. Later on, when Mr. Whit attempted to obtain more records of these early experiments, it was found that the correspondence between Wilkerson and the various Government departments as well as the plans and memoranda regarding the invention, were still classified after more than 30 years. One set of these records was finally cleared during 1958-59, and Wilkerson was free to discuss this early work in public. "... after the radiosonde that he had proposed in those documents had become an indispensable instrument in most of the weather bureaus of the world, and in all the missile and satellite projects now known to be using radio space-tracing."


---

A typical piece of European test equipment, this signal generator by Central permits a choice between 6 high-frequency channels and between the two principal European standards of definition: the 450 lines of France and part of Belgium and the 625 lines standard in most of the rest of Europe.
Electronics computers are taking over many of the drudgery jobs in business and engineering. We're all intrigued by the capability, speed and immensity of the giant electronic "brains." Actually they aren't brains, but merely slaves to do drudgery math and record keeping for mankind.

While there's reason for us to be awed by computers, there's no reason to shy away from them and decide they can't be understood. There are simple computer schemes that are easy to understand and duplicate (see "Mr. Math," Radio-Electronics, June 1958, page 47). This article describes one you can build in a couple of hours. It uses a simple Wheatstone bridge circuit.

The basic circuit of the Wheatstone bridge is shown in Fig. 1. The resistances in the bridge (A, B, C and D) have a special relationship when meter M reads zero. The relationship is:

\[ A = \frac{BC}{D} \]

If resistances B, C and D are 10, 20 and 30 ohms, respectively, and the resistance of A is unknown, it may be determined by solving the formula for A and substituting the known values. Thus, multiplying both sides of the equation by B:

\[ A = \frac{10 \times 20}{30} = \frac{200}{30} = 6.67 \text{ ohms} \]

If resistances B, C and D are 10, 20, 30, etc. to 100 ohms, the dial is marked in 28° divisions. If resistances B, C and D are 10, 20, 30, etc. to 1000 ohms, the dial is marked in 280° divisions. Therefore, each scale division is 5.6°. Each fifth division is zero. The dial layout is shown in Fig. 3.

The bridge calculator is a simple matter to come up with a calculator that can multiply and divide. The circuit of such a device is shown in Fig. 2. The potentiometers are wired and must be linear if you want to use linear scales without special calibration. The type specified in the parts list is inexpensive and will give accurate results. The battery supplies voltage to the bridge when either S1 or S2 is depressed. Meter M is the null detector and may be an external meter on the lowest milliampere range if you have a multimeter and wish to economize. S1 is depressed for coarse null; S2 for fine null. This arrangement makes things easy on the meter by minimizing off-scale deflections.

To multiply

Formula (2) can be used to work most problems. To multiply 32 × 36, for example, set 32 on B and 36 on C. Since you want the answer on pot A, you must set D to a multiple of 10 that gets the answer in the range of the A pot. Try setting D at 100. Now, depress S1 and adjust A for coarse meter null. Then depress S2 and adjust A for a fine meter null. Pot A reads 11.5 at null. Multiply by 100 (move the decimal point two places to the right) since pot D divided the problem by 100. The answer is 1,150. If you multiply 32 × 86, the true answer is 1,152. The error is less than 0.2%. In general, the error will not be this small, but it will be reasonably small if you do a good construction job and are careful in setting numbers on the potentiometer dials. Results are comparable with those obtained on an ordinary slide rule. There'll be more examples of how this calculator may be used later.

The Wheatstone bridge calculator is built onto a 8 1/2 x 12 1/2-inch panel of 1/4-inch Masonite. A wooden base may be attached to it with wood screws if you prefer a vertical panel.

The dial scales are linear and have 50 equal divisions. Every fifth division line is longer than the others. On scales A and B, each division corresponds to 1 ohm of resistance and every fifth division represents a 5-ohm increment with a full-scale value of 50 ohms. On scales C and D, each division represents 2 ohms, each fifth division a 10-ohm increment, and the full-scale value is 100 ohms. The electrical rotation of the potentiometer is 280°. Therefore, each scale division is 5.6°. Each fifth division is 28°. The dial layout is shown in Fig. 3.
C and D. Next, fill in the minor divisions 5.6°, 11.2°, 16.8° and 22.4° from the preceding major division. Finally, draw a ⅛-inch center hole, and cut it out. Ink the scales in if you wish. Fasten the dials to the panel with rubber cement. Be sure the panel is clean, and go easy with the rubber cement. Center the dials over the potentiometer holes.

Cut the pot shafts to ⅛-inch. Place a hex nut on each potentiometer bushing before mounting. Adjust the position of this nut till the bushing extends the thickness of a hex nut beyond the front of the panel, and then fasten the front hex nut. This makes the pointer knob ride close to the scale.

The pointer indicators are made by cutting out plastic pointers, scratching a hairline on them with an ice pick, filling the hairline with India ink, and then attaching the pointers to plain knobs with service cement. Be sure the hairline is aligned with the center of the knob shaft hole. Fig. 4 shows the pointer in detail. Fasten the pointer knobs to the pots so that the pointer travels an equal distance beyond the first and last graduation on the scale. The pointer travels beyond the ends of the scale since the potentiometer arm rides over the end connections on the pot.

Mount S1, S2, and the meter, and wire the calculator. Use the photos for guidance, put in the battery, and you’re ready to calculate.

Using the instrument

Here are a few examples of how you can use the calculator. Simple numbers that you can check mentally are used in the first few problems.

**Problem 1:** There’s a 40-volt drop across a 30-ohm resistor. Compute (a) the current I through the resistor, (b) the power P dissipated.

**Solution:**

(a) \( I = \frac{V}{R} = \frac{40}{30} \) Set 40 on C, 10 on B, 30 on D. The result obtained by adjusting A for meter null is 1.33. Since B was set on 10, the result is 10 times the actual answer. So divide the answer by 10 (move the decimal point one place to the left) to get 1.33. The answer your calculator will give on the problem might look more like 1.31 or 1.35, but accuracy is still better than 2%.

(b) \( P = \frac{V^2}{R} \)

From the preceding problem, \( V \) (30) is set on C. Set 1 (1.33) \( \times 10 \) or 13.3 on B, and set D to 100. Adjust A for null. The result is 4.0. Since we multiplied by 10 in setting B and the problem was divided by 100 in setting D, the result on A must be multiplied by 10 to obtain the answer, which is 40. This is reasonably close to the longhand answer (39.9).

**Problem 2:** A car traveled 45 miles per hour for 10 minutes. How far did it go?

**Solution:**

Distance = Speed \( \times \) Time

45 miles = 45 \( \times \) 10 \( \times \) 0.1667

Set 45 on B, 10 on C, and 60 on D. Adjust A for null. The result is 7.5 miles. In this case, the result on A is in the same units as the numbers were set directly on the pots without scale multipliers.

**Problem 3:** Square 35.

**Solution:**

Set 35 on B, 25 on C, 100 on D. Adjust A for null. The result is 1225 on A. This must be multiplied by 10 since the problem was divided by the 100 set on D. The answer from the calculator is 1,225, which is reasonably close to the actual result (1,225).

**Problem 4:** Find the square root of 20.

**Solution:**

Set 20 on A. Since the square root of 25 is 5, the answer will be near 5. Set B to 00, C to 50, and D to 100. Depress S2 and decrease B and C equally for a null. When B equals C at null, the result on either of them, divided by 10, is the answer. Again the division is required because of the scaling. Although using multipliers and divisors may seem complicated, you’ll catch on quickly. The practice actually will help you in your understanding of math.

**Problem 5:** A 30-, 40- and 90-ohm resistor are connected in parallel. What is the total resistance?

**Solution:**

\( R = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{R1} + \frac{1}{R2} + \frac{1}{R3}} \)

Set 1 on A. Since the problem was divided by the divisors may seem more like 1.31 or 1.35, but accuracy is still better than 2%. Here’s another pointer on getting accuracy. Adjust for a close null. Alternately press and release S2 in getting the null to be sure that there’s no movement of the meter needle in going from one switch position to the other. If you use a 0-1000-ma meter for a null indicator, you can increase the null sensitivity by boosting battery voltage to 6 (four flash light batteries in series) or by providing a transistor amplifier for the meter.

Once you get the hang of using the calculator with formula (2) (which I used in most of the illustrative problems), explore formula (1) and the formula AD = CD. With a little bit of thought and practice, you can do a lot with this calculator. And you’ll increase your skill with mathematics too.
SQUELCH WITHOUT
TUBES

By R. L. SHAUM, W5HEO*

There is a way to add a relay squelch circuit to almost any receiver without adding another vacuum tube to amplify the avc voltage. No additional tube is needed if the first audio amplifier is used as a dc amplifier in addition to its normal audio function.

Fig. 1 shows a conventional first audio amplifier stage. It normally draws about 1.5 ma plate current. Fig. 2 shows that plate load resistor R2 has been changed to 100,000 to 47,000 ohms. This almost doubles the tube's class-A current so a 2-ma relay may be reliably closed. The relay is placed in series with the plate load resistor, where it becomes a part of the power supply decoupling network consisting of R3 and C2.

Because relays usually close at a particular current and remain closed even when the current is reduced to some fraction of its original value, something must be done to keep the squelch from locking on threshold signals. For the 5,000-ohm relay shown, the closing current is 1.8 ma and the opening current 0.8 ma. A 10,000-ohm resistor placed across its coil will shunt nearly half of its current, so we place the resistor across the coil and through a set of normally open contacts on the relay. When the relay closes (at 1.8 ma), it shunts itself and reduces its coil current to 1 ma, or the threshold of opening. When plate current drops slightly, the relay opens, removes its shunt resistor and automatically becomes sensitive to closure again. This relay, then, operates over the small plate current range of 1.7 to 1.8 ma.

In Fig. 2, if the grid is grounded, as it is when no signal is being applied, the bias developed through R4 and R5 will allow only about 1.5 ma of plate current to flow. If the relay is open, the current is insufficient to close it. On the other hand, if the relay was previously closed, the shunt resistor would reduce relay current to less than 0.8 ma, and it opens anyway.

The 0.1-ma differential plate current represents a plate-voltage variation of about 5 volts. It is not enough to change the operating point of the amplifier appreciably, but this operating point could be disturbed by the incoming direct-current switching signal. Even if avc is used, the voltage may be in the order of 50 to 60. D3, which clamps the grid return to the junction of R4 and R5, limits the switching voltage. The bottom of R4 is the normal grid-return point, and it therefore represents the proper class-A amplifier bias setting. Thus the switching signal cannot saturate the tube and cause audio distortion.

The squelch action occurs when the switching signal from the voltage doubler (consisting of C5, C6 and diodes D1 and D2) drops to about 6 volts. When this happens, the relay opens, and a second set of its contacts switches the grid coupling capacitor C1 from the audio source to ground, with resultant silence. When an incoming carrier causes the voltage across C4 to rise to about 12, the relay closes and applies audio to the grid again. This function, of course, could as easily be in the speaker circuit.

There are ways to improve the squelch circuit, but for various reasons they were found to be undesirable. For example, a 12- to 15-volt Zener diode could be substituted for R5 to produce higher dc gain, but Zener diodes are still somewhat expensive. The dc gain at R5 can be maintained by adding a resistor from R5 to B-plus so about 15

Fig. 1—A conventional first audio amplifier.

Fig. 2—Audio amplifier with squelch components.

Fig. 3—Using a voltage divider for bias.

*Sandia Corp.
Threshold control is best achieved by the rf gain control, since this way it is not necessary to add a hole to the receiver panel. Otherwise, the circuit of Fig. 4 is suitable. But, if it is necessary to cut a hole, you should try to get the maximum benefit from R7 and use it for an rf gain control. This is especially true in noisy areas when you are using delayed ave, because the

Fig. 4—Delayed ave and a threshold control.

squetch circuit will open long before the ave circuit begins to work. This assures maximum signal-to-noise performance.

The circuits shown were tested on an Hammarlund SP-400-J receiver (Super Pro), but there is no reason to believe they won’t work elsewhere. Another application of this circuit might be found in a Conelrad alarm system.

CITIZENS HAMMING UP STATUS OF CITIZENS BAND

A very large proportion of Citizen’s band licenses are being abused the privileges granted them, according to recent reports on 11-meter activity. These newcomers to two-way radio are cluttering up the band with straight ragchewing, according to long-time hams who have taken to the new service for industrial or personal short-hop communications.

Most of the newcomers go through the formality of calling specific friends, though some call CQ openly, but then they discuss equipment, antennas, output stages—everything radio amateurs have always talked about.

There’s nothing wrong with this sort of activity—in the ham bands. But the class-D radio service was opened up by the FCC specifically to provide a band for communicating, sending messages from one point to another, not for the advancement of radio through technical experimental development, “not as a hobby in itself.” The FCC states that it did not “intend to parallel the activity in the ham bands.”

William D. Johnson, engineer in charge of FCC’s District 2 Field Engineering and Monitoring Div., says, “People who have the right and the real need to work in this band are being crowded impossibly by ‘users’ who operate improperly.” He said that FCC offices are putting additional men on monitoring work, and that some men have even been working overtime voluntarily at some of the almost 50 FCC primary and secondary monitoring stations and enforcement offices around the country.

Citizens-band self-policing clubs are springing up, and are being encouraged by the Commission. They are already performing valuable service, sending in evidence on improper and unlicensed operation.

A substantial number of license holders have received citations for ragchewing, overpower (maximum is 5 watts) and other improper operation. FCC officials state definitely that repeated offenders will have their tickets rescinded.

It has been pointed out that the FCC originally envisioned Citizens radio primarily as a way for individuals and companies to set up intercommunicating systems, though no prohibition against talking to stations in other systems was intended, so long as it was for getting messages through to specific people. For example, a taxicab company may have 25 transmitters, each of which talks only to other members of the system. Another system may be a TV service dealer who has two trucks out on calls, with a total of only three transmitters in his system. The members of these two systems may talk to each other to carry a message. But they may not “ham” back and forth, chewing the rag or experimenting to see how far away they can receive each other.

It is to be hoped that self-policing will work out in the Citizens band. If it doesn’t, legitimate users of the band may go elsewhere, and the FCC would then likely take the band away from the licensees remaining, since they belong in the amateur frequencies.

They would then be forced to study and get regular amateur licenses, or to go off the air entirely.

NEXT MONTH

Transistor Reflex Pocket Radio

Here’s a tiny set almost anyone can build. Its circuit is simple and the reception excellent. Build one for yourself and see just how good a modern all-transistor reflex receiver can be.

Modern Industrial Oscillographs

You can put more than 30 simultaneous traces on an oscillograph, while 5 will crowd the service technician’s oscilloscope screen. Learn where this important industrial instrument is used, how it works and how to work with it.

How Air Ionizers Work

Medical studies show that negatively ionized air tends to promote good health. The air is ionized with a piece of electronic equipment the service technician may be called on to check or repair. It’s really simple—find out for yourself.

Servicing Horizontal Output Stages

This is one of the toughest parts of a TV receiver. Proper servicing techniques are a must. If you have trouble repairing horizontal output circuits you may pick up some time- and trouble-saving information.
ALL-TRANSISTOR
FM-AM PORTABLE

First US-made receiver uses 11 transistors and 3 diodes to put FM in a carry-it-with-you package

ONE of the first FM-AM all-transistor receivers to reach the United States was the Sony TFM-151. A later model, the TFM-121, was described by Robert F. Scott in the April issue. Now the first American-made unit has been released. It is the Zenith Royal 2000.

This set is an 11-transistor portable, powered by eight D-cells which are good for some 300 hours of listening. Audio output from a 5 x 7-inch speaker is 1/2 watt undistorted. The whole works is assembled into an 111/2 x 8 x 41/2-inch package that weighs 111/2 pounds.

The set's vital statistics are:

**FM**
- Sensitivity (50 mw above noise) 4-9 µv
- Second channel interference ratio (110-µv input) 37 db
- Image rejection 40 db
- If rejection 55 db

**AM**
- Sensitivity (50 mw above noise) 9-12 µv/meter
- 20 db signal/noise ratio 50-80 µv/meter
- Image rejection 77 db
- If rejection 60-95 db

To increase the set's usefulness, Zenith has included a phono jack that permits using the unit as an FM tuner feeding a hi-fi system or a phono amplifier for crystal or ceramic phono cartridges. More on this feature later.

**FM operation**

The set picks up an FM signal with either its built-in collapsible dipole, its built-in capacitance antenna, or an external antenna. (see schematic and inside photo). This signal is fed to the rf amplifier, a common-base arrangement, which is used to avoid the necessity of neutralizing a common-emitter stage. For the same reason, both the mixer and oscillator are also common-base configurations.

Next comes the 10.7-mc if strip. Three if amplifiers are used—all neutralized common-emitter amplifiers. Note the double transformers in the first and second if stages. These are used for both FM and AM. The third if stage is not used for AM.

A ratio detector incorporating two point-contact diodes separates the audio. One of these diodes also provides the agc voltage which is applied to the base of the first if amplifier. Agc is also fed to the rf amplifier and mixer. This is tapped off the first if amplifier's emitter.

Another tap off the ratio detector supplies afc information to the afc stage. The tuning element of this stage is the afc transistor's collector-base capacitance. The transistor is set up as a dc amplifier with its base and emitter bypassed for 10.7 mc. An afc off position lets the user listen to a weak station whose channel is adjacent to a strong one. The extreme lock-in range of the afc is about 800 kc at 500 µv.

**AM operation**

Except for the third if amplifier and the afc transistor (not used during AM operation), circuit operation remains about the same. Of course, tuned circuits are switched when we go from AM to FM operation. Also, when we go to AM reception, the rf amplifier is switched from common-base to common-emitter operation. This is needed to get a satisfactory noise figure for AM listening. The ferrite-coil AM antenna is in the set's carrying handle.

The radio detector diodes are not used as the AM detector. A separate diode, in the third if transformer can, is used. Agc is taken off this diode too, and is fed back to the age-controlled stage as in the FM age system.

**Audio circuits**

The audio stages are, of course, common to both AM and FM. They include one interesting feature—a phono jack and switch arranged so the radio can be used as tuner for a hi-fi system (by disconnecting the audio amplifier and feeding the ratio detector's output to the external audio equipment) or as a phono amplifier (for portable record-player use or as the second-channel amplifier in a stereo system).

The first audio amplifier is a common-emitter stage that powers a common-emitter driver. The tone control is between these two stages and regulates both bass and treble response. About 10 db of negative feedback is taken from the voice-coil winding on the power transformer and applied to the driver's emitter.
Presents 18 New Kits for

GO STEREO IN STYLE . . . WITH HEATHKIT® QUALITY AND ECONOMY!

ECONOMY STEREO AM/FM TUNER KIT (AJ-10)
Full fidelity AM and FM reception, plus up-to-the-minute design features are yours at minimum cost with this new Heathkit stereo tuners. Features include: 2.5 µV sensitivity for 20 db of quieting; individual flywheel tuning; separate magic-eye tuning indicators for AM and FM; AM bandwidth switch; 3-position (off-half-full) automatic frequency control (AFC); FM multiplex adapter output; built-in FM rod antenna; terminals for external AM and FM antennas; "AM," "STEREO" and "FM" function selector switch. 14 lbs. $59.95

HI-FI RATED 25/25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT (AA-50)
In one handsome package, you get both stereo power and control, with a host of deluxe features. Hi-fi rated at 25 watts per stereo channel (30 watts monophonic), this new Heathkit design includes channel separation control . . . new mixed center speaker output . . . stereo reverse and balance controls . . . separate tone controls for each channel with ganged volume controls . . . five switch-selected inputs for each channel (stereo "mag. phono," tape head, three hi-level). Extra input for mono "mag. phono." Special outputs for tape recording. 30 lbs. $79.95

FREE CATALOG
Send for your copy today! . . . describes over 150 Heathkit hi-fi, ham radio, test, marine and general products.

YOUR "BEST BUY" IS HEATHKIT® HI-FI!

STEREO/MONO RECORD PLAYER KIT
Four speeds (16, 33 1/3, 45 and 78 RPM); Sonotone 8T244-SD ceramic stereo cartridge; 10 lbs. $33.95

MIXED LOWS STEREO CROSSOVER KIT
Delivers stereo bass frequencies to single woofer: highs to individual wing speakers. 10 lbs. $19.95

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE KIT
Tremendous value: 6-transistor circuits. Fun to build! XR-2P (plastic) 6 lbs. $29.95

Just 10% DOWN ON ORDERS OF $75 OR MORE!
HEATHKIT®... FOR FLEXIBILITY and COMPATIBILITY!

ECONOMY STEREO PREAMPLIFIER KIT (AA-20)
A low-cost, versatile stereo preamplifier control center. Four inputs - each channel accepts magnetic cartridge; crystal or ceramic cartridge; and tuner, tape, TV, etc. Six position function switch gives flexible stereo or monophonic use. Features cathode follower outputs plus hi-level outputs for tape recorder drive, calibrated Baxandall-type tone controls for each channel, clutch-type volume controls, filament balance controls, and accessory AC sockets. Self-powered. Stooled in black and gold. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.

Now... a complete Mobile PA Sound System in easy-to-build, HEATHKIT® form!

MOBILE PA SOUND SYSTEM
Perfect for political campaigns, advertising, sporting events. The powerful amplifier operates from any 12 v. car battery. Features an all-transistor circuit; inputs for microphone and music source. Two channel mixing circuit “fades” auxiliary input when used with microphone supplied... lets you override music with voice without changing control settings. Outputs for 8 and 16 ohm speakers. Mounts easily under auto dash. Mobile PA Amplifier Kit (AA-80). 7 lbs. $39.95

COMMERCIAL SOUND SYSTEM (CSS-1): consists of AA-80 Amplifier; microphone; plywood car-top carrier; one 16 ohm, 15 watt outdoor speaker. 24 lbs. $84.95

COMMERCIAL SOUND SYSTEM (CSS-2): same as above except with 2 speakers. 30 lbs. $99.95

EXTRA HORN SPEAKERS (401-38): As described above. 6 lbs. $19.95

SAVE 50%... ON THE WORLD'S BEST QUALITY KITS!
CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVER KIT (GW-10 Series)
Superb 2-way Citizens Band communication! Superheterodyne receiver may be switched to crystal control or continuous tuning. Featured are an automatic “series gate” noise limiter, to minimize ignition interference, etc.; and adjustable squelch control to silence receiver during “standby.” Press-to-talk microphone features a coil-cord connection to the transceiver. Transmitter is crystal controlled on any one of 23 assigned channel frequencies chosen. Order model GW-10A for 117 v. AC operation, and GW-10D for 6 or 12 v. DC operation; both have self-contained power supply. 11 lbs.

GW-10A (117v. AC) or GW-10D (6 or 12v. DC) ea. $6.30 do., $6.00 mo.

TRANSISTOR DEPTH SOUNDER KIT
Shows depth, type of bottom and submerged objects from 0-100 feet. Powered by 6 flashlight cells. 10 lbs.
DS-1. . . . . . . . . . . $69.95 ($7 do., $7 mo.)

6 & 10 METER HAM TRANSCEIVER KITS
Combined crystal controlled transmitters and variable tuned receivers. Operate fixed or mobile. 10 lbs.
HW-19 (10 meters) $39.95 ea. (less XTAL)
HW-29 (6 meters) $39.95 ea.

3-BAND “MARINER” TRANSISTOR DIRECTION FINDER KIT (DF-3)
Priced far below pre-assembled units of comparable quality, the DF-3 includes such important features as: 9-transistor circuit; 6 flashlight battery power supply; pre-assembled, pre-aligned tuning section; new modern styling; rugged aluminum splash-proof cabinet. Covers broadcast band, beacon and aeronautical band, and marine-telephone band. Special “sense” antenna eliminates “double null” effect common in many direction finders. Circuit has high gain IF amplifier and audio output amplifier delivering up to 380 mw of audio power to the large 4” x 6” weatherproof speaker. 13 lbs.

DF-3 $9.95
$10.00 do., $9.00 mo.

EDUCATIONAL KIT
First of a series . . . designed to teach, as you build, the basic “yardsticks” of electronics. Consists of kit and text-workbook. Finished voltmeter-multimeter has many uses. 4 lbs.
EK-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19.95
MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER KIT (TT-1)
An impressive list of electronic and mechanical features make this tube tester one of the finest values in the electronics industry. Tests Gm (amplifiers) from 0 to 24,000 micromhos, Emission, Leakage, Grid Current (1/4 microampere sensitivity), Voltage Regulators (built-in variable DC power supply), Low Power Thyatron and Eye tubes. Features 300, 450 and 600 ma constant current heater supplies, Life Test, Hybrid Tube test, built-in switch-operated calibration circuit. Large, easy-to-meter. Constant tension, free rolling illuminated chart. Kit includes 7 wiring harnesses. Assembly skill of technician or higher recommended; assembly time, 40 hours average. Black leatherette case with white trim, nylon feet, removable top. A specialized tool of unusual value that will pay for itself many times over! 27 lbs.

send today for Your FREE HEATHKIT® CATALOG
Over 150 items of hi-fi, marine, amateur, test and general equipment are illustrated and described in the complete Heathkit catalog.

WORLD-WIDE, ALL BAND RADIO RECEPTION
- Ceramic IF "Transfilters"
- Five Bands
- Flashlight battery power

10 TRANSISTOR "MOHICAN" GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER KIT
First kit of its kind uses ceramic IF "Transfilters." Covers 550 to 30 mc on 5 bands, with 5 separately calibrated bands to cover amateur frequencies (including 11 meter citizens band). Powered by 8 flashlight batteries. Built-in 54" whip antenna, tuning meter, headphone jack. (less batteries) (20 lbs.) GC-1 $109.95

HEATH COMPANY, Benton Harbor 20, Michigan
Please send the following HEATHKITS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>MODEL NO.</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ship via ( ) Parcel Post ( ) Express ( ) COD ( ) Best Way
( ) SEND MY FREE COPY OF YOUR COMPLETE CATALOG

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ Zone __________ State ________

Dealer and export prices slightly higher.
If you are looking for a diminutive transistor receiver that is about the ultimate in economy and power consumption, this set is the answer. As for the simple circuitry, try to beat it. It uses two transistors, a tuned circuit and a cheap battery. No resistors and no coupling capacitors are used. Hardware consists of a plastic box 2 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 1/2 inches. If you want to be foolishly lavish, add two miniature jacks, and you are in business.

Easy single-control thumb tuning, no tricky feedback arrangement, absolutely noncritical circuit and assembly and good audio quality. Sounds attractive? Okay, here we go.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The input is made up of a slug-adjusted broadcast-band coil tuned by a miniature polyethylene-insulated variable capacitor. A tap on the coil is directly connected to the base of the first transistor, a 2N229 mounted in a common-emitter detector circuit. Its collector is direct-coupled to the base of the second transistor, a 2N107 used as an audio amplifier in a common-emitter circuit. The output signal is taken between the collector and the negative side of the 5.5-volt battery.

The trick lies in the choice of transistors. Besides being about the cheapest types available, one of the three-legged critters is an n-p-n while the other is a p-n-p. This allows the direct cascading used in the circuit, the first transistor being fed by the base current of the second one, and at the same time providing a base circuit return.

A medium-impedance headset is connected to the output. The best impedance is somewhere between 1,000 and 5,000 ohms, and any value in this range will be suitable.

The tuned input circuit is connected to ground and antenna terminals. Any pipe, faucet, central heating system, etc. makes a suitable ground. Though not absolutely necessary, a good ground improves reception.

The antenna determines the set's sensitivity and selectivity. For good sensitivity, it should be long, but this makes for poor selectivity. Local conditions dictate the best compromise. In Pittsburgh, a legitimate antenna some 25 feet long, a 10-foot length of wire dangling out of the window and a box bedecking in a nonmetallic building have been used with good results. The half-dozen local stations were received with sufficient selectivity and loudspeaker volume. If a decent radio antenna is available, chances are it will be too good. It can then be connected to the tap on the coil, or a small capacitor (10 to 100 μf) can be inserted between antenna and receiver to reduce coupling.

Adjusting the inductance is easy. Choose one of the local stations near the edge of the broadcast band, set the variable capacitor to the approximately corresponding position, and adjust the inductance slug until the station is heard. Then clip off the excess
length of the adjusting screw so the coil can fit into the box.

Build one for yourself

The photographs give a good idea of the parts layout. The small size of the box might seem to make things difficult, but not if the proper sequence of operations is followed. First, drill the hole for the variable capacitor, so the unit just fits in the corner of the box. The receiver should be entirely assembled out of the box. Solder the metal cap of the coil to the capacitor lug. Connect the tuned circuit. Then, using cellophane tape, fasten the two transistors against the coil. Now connect the transistors, leaving the output connection (second transistor's collector) free for the time being. Connect the battery clips with two 1-inch lengths of flexible insulated wire. Insert the battery and connect a headset to the receiver in its box. Slip the battery into place. It should slip in and out easily and is held by its connecting wires. In the empty space between battery and coil, I added two miniature jacks, one for phones, the other for antenna and ground. If you want to follow suit, mark the position of the jacks with a sharp point after fitting them in the empty space. Empty the box, drill the holes, mount the two jacks and put the receiver back in the box.

The output jack is wired so the battery is connected only when a plug is pushed into the jack. Be careful handling the soldering iron inside the box. The plastic melts so easily that it would flow over the table if Brigitte Bardot happened to look at it.

When inserting the battery, respect the orientation indicated so you won’t have to worry about accidental contact with the capacitor. Another word of caution is in order: When you connect the battery, respect the polarity indicated. An error will cost you at least one transistor.

For the experimentally minded, a few variations can be tried. To begin with, a lot of spare room is available in the box. Another transistor might be added, but when I tried it, we got so little improvement that the idea was dropped. Of course, any sensible way of connecting the antenna, ground, and headset or speaker can be used. I tried some subminiature plugs fastened to the box, and ran into trouble when soldering.

A ferrite-core antenna coil could be used and would do away with the antenna system, at least on local stations. I did not try this since no suitable coil was available. Another experiment might be to wind a fine wire coil on the sides of the box and use it as an antenna instead of the internal coil. A good coat of varnish should protect this winding. A similar idea would be to use the back of the box and wind a flat loop antenna, using polystyrene coil dope to hold it in place.

Some sort of whip antenna could be plugged into the antenna jack.

YOU CAN ALSO DO THE BIG JOBS WITH WIZARDS

THE WIZARD 300

Electro-Magnetic COUPLER FOR ALL SINGLe ANTENNA MULTIPLE-OUTLET SYSTEMS IN TV FLAT LINE

*Pat Pend

$1.95 LIST PRICE

The high electrical efficiency of the Wizard 300 is proven in many installations where more than thirty receivers are being operated from a single antenna without amplification.

Information on any of the above jobs and a brochure covering Wizard System installations is available. Write Dept. RE 129

Charles Engineering, Inc.
6053 Melrose Avenue - Los Angeles, California

You Can Also Do The Big Jobs With Wizards

Home - 7 Outlets - One Antenna - No Amplification: Residence of Bob Barker, MC of the popular daytime NBC show Truth or Consequences.

Hotel - 120 Outlets - One Antenna - One Amplifier: The Montecito - 6050 Franklin, Hollywood, California.

Housing Project - 2,549 Wizards Installed To Date: L.A. Housing Authority, Los Angeles, California.

Apartments - 39 Outlets - One Antenna - No Amplification: The Del Rio - 10236 Old River School Road, Downey, Calif.

Apartments - 48 Outlets - Two Antennas - No Amplification: The Paramount Riviera - 12417 Paramount Blvd., Downey, California.
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REGENERATIVE detectors are popular among novice hams because of their simplicity and low cost. But in such a stage, the tube's grid–cathode circuit acts like a diode rectifier in which current flows that loads the tuned circuit and ruins the high Q. Ruining the tuned circuit's Q kills the selectivity of the whole stage.

Since grid current varies with the audio modulation, feedback depends on the momentary modulation. When a station is selected, feedback has to be adjusted according to the strength of its signal to prevent oscillation. For this reason, we cannot use all the regeneration without getting uncomfortable oscillation. Besides, two-knob tuning is difficult and not the most modern solution.

In my circuit (Fig. 1) the tuned circuit is electrically separated from the regenerative tube, so they do not influence each other. I do this economically by using a double triode 12AX7 or a triode–pentode 6U8. The first section (V1-a) is a cathode-follower amplifier which has a very low distortion, though its amplification factor is less than one. From cathode resistor \( R_1 \) the rf goes

\[ \text{RF OUT} \]

\[ C_2 \]

\[ 100 \mu F \text{ WHEN RF AMPL CONNECTED TO CONVERTER} \]

\[ 0.01 \mu F \text{ IF SET USED AS REGEN DET CONNECTED TO AUDIO AMPL.} \]

Fig. 1—Basic circuit of the simple rf stage.

![Fig. 1](image1.png)

In my circuit (Fig. 1) the tuned circuit is electrically separated from the regenerative tube, so they do not influence each other. I do this economically by using a double triode 12AX7 or a triode–pentode 6U8. The first section (V1-a) is a cathode-follower amplifier which has a very low distortion, though its amplification factor is less than one. From cathode resistor \( R_1 \) the rf goes

\[ \text{RF OUT} \]

\[ C_2 \]

\[ 100 \mu F \text{ WHEN RF AMPL CONNECTED TO CONVERTER} \]

\[ 0.01 \mu F \text{ IF SET USED AS REGEN DET CONNECTED TO AUDIO AMPL.} \]

Fig. 2—Stability is increased by adding voltage regulator.

![Fig. 2](image2.png)
to V1-b's grid. Its plate supplies feedback to the tuned circuit. So the feedback coil is electrically separated because V1-b's grid will not load V1-a's grid.

I used a potentiometer (R3) to adjust the feedback for maximum strength just before the whistle. Since I don't have to touch this pot once it is set, the rig appears as a one-hand tuning device. This is especially helpful when tuning in fading shortwave stations.

Frequency coverage depends on the value of the tuned circuit (L1-C1). Coils can be wound to cover whatever frequencies the user prefers. Those who have no experience in coil winding may make up an experimental set on 1¼-inch diameter forms (Amphenol 24-6P or equivalent). These are six-prong plug-ins. Wire can be No. 28 enamel-covered—or larger for the higher-frequency coils. The tickler (Lfeedback) is closewound with No. 28 or smaller wire, spaced about ¼ inch from the ground end of L1. The antenna coil varies with the antenna. It may be from 2-12 turns, wound between the turns of L1 at the ground end. Winding data for the four experimental coils for 2-28 mc:

Coil 1—L1 5 turns, spaced to 1 inch; tickler 4 turns.
Coil 2—L1 10 turns, spaced to 1 inch; tickler 6 turns.
Coil 3—25 turns, triple-spaced; tickler 8 turns.
Coil 4—50 turns, double-spaced; tickler 12 turns.

Coils are wound double- and triple-spaced by winding with two or three wires, then stripping off the extra windings. If the circuit does not oscillate, reverse the feedback winding and try more turns. If you run into a dead spot (part of the tuning range over which the set will not regenerate) increase or decrease the antenna trimmer (C2) or reduce the antenna coil turns. The coils may be squeezed together or pulled apart to adjust inductance and the tickler may be slid closer to or farther away from L1 to change coupling.

When the coils are adjusted right, paint them with thin coil cement (that's why it got its name) and let them dry. Then they will be completely stable. If they have all been adjusted with the pot in the same position, we can change from one band to the other with only a minimum adjustment of regeneration.

The device can be used as the first stage of a regenerative receiver or as a high-sensitivity rf stage in superheterodynes. In this case we have to tune L1-C1 in resonance with the superheterodyne's tuned antenna circuit. Note that we can expect more sensitivity and selectivity of this solution than from a regular two-tube rf amplifier.

The unit can also be used as a complete regenerative detector. Just hook a pair of phones to its output. If you couple the detector to an audio amplifier for speaker operation, use a .01-.0.1-rf capacitor for C2.

---

RCA needs experienced tech writers for Project BMEWS!

Permanent positions available at Riverton, N.J.

BMEWS—The Ballistic Missile Early Warning System—needs exceptional technical writers now... men who can work closely with top-flight engineers in creating technical handbooks of descriptive theory and operating and maintenance instructions.

At RCA, technical writers have room to grow. Their knowledge and experience is supplemented and expanded through RCA's vast electronic experience and extensive facilities.

If you are a technical writer and experienced in radar, or digital circuitry, RCA is interested in you. This interest begins with top salaries and extends to the most liberal company benefits—including a tuition-loan refund plan to help you on your road to the top!

You'll be working in the new air-conditioned RCA Service Company offices at Riverton, N. J., just a few minutes from Philadelphia and a short hour's drive from seashore points. RCA will provide relocation assistance.

Today, send us a résumé, so that you can begin a rewarding career at RCA. Address your correspondence to:

Mr. J. P. Thatcher, Empl. Mgr.
RCA Service Co., Dept. BM-14F
1908 Bonnard Street
Riverton, New Jersey
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MARCONI ANTENNA is the name of this obelisk on the grounds of Permindex, the new world trade center in Rome. Bas-relief panels depict incidents in Marconi's life. A miniature gold obelisk and a diploma will be awarded yearly to the person contributing most to "the progress and development of the ideas and discoveries of Guglielmo Marconi, in any field of human endeavor."

THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR by General Instruments Corp. runs continuously on $10 worth of propane a year. The 12- x 12-inch cylinder produces 5 watts of power. Its "super-efficient" constant-temperature burner uses more than 85% of the heat content of the fuel. Semiconductor "thermopiles" convert the heat directly into electricity. The unit is designed for use in remote areas where other sources of power are either unreliable or short-lived.

CARDIAC PACEMAKER, designed to be implanted in the human body, has batteries for 5 years. During this period it will watch for faltering or irregular heartbeat, and supply electric pulses to the heart muscles to start and steady heartbeat. Wilson Greatbatch demonstrated the unit at the last IRE convention.
WHAT'S NEW

MOST POWERFUL TUBE can produce 3 megawatts peak power at an average level of 300 kw at 450 mc. Made by RCA, the A-2346 weighs 150 pounds. It has been developed for possible use in outer-space communications, industry and intercontinental TV.

PRINTED-CIRCUIT BREADBOARD for experimental circuit layout comes etched and tinned. Dynamase by Dynamene, Inc. is designed for use with transistor circuits. It may be reused many times or be punched or drilled for permanent parts mounting. Base material is Epoxy-glass.

LOW-NOISE ANTENNA is used with maser to make a receiver so sensitive it cannot be used for point-to-point contacts on the earth. Atmospheric thermal noise would obscure the signal. It will probably be used for space-probe signal pickup or communication via satellite bounce.

ELECTRONIC ORGANS in low-price range, Baron (shown) and Baroness (no pedal board), by Electro-Voice have 32-note manuals. Additional 17 keys at end of manual play chords in the normal manner. Or they will each produce chords at the turn of a switch. Both models have six voices, variable tremelo and built-in speaker.

SUN-POWERED-AUTO is actually renovated 1912 electric with Solar King (International Rectifier Corp.) panel of more than 10,000 silicon cells supplying the power. Cells could be mass-produced for $2,000 to $3,000.
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YOU do not read an industrial electronics diagram as you do a communications electronics one. They just aren't the same. Symbols differ, and the same symbols may represent different components. However, once a few basic points are clarified, industrial schematics will be no more difficult to read than the familiar communications schematic.

The table presents a list of symbols with the communications symbol on the left, definition in the center, industrial usage. But there are some differences which may get confusing.

One of these is the industrial symbol for a relay contact. It looks very much like the communications symbol for a normally closed relay might be a capacitor. Also, the industrial symbol on the right. In most instances the differences are not great, and many devices are represented by the same symbol in both communications and industrial usage. But there are some differences which may get confusing.

Types of diagrams

Drawing practices also vary. Industry has long used "wiring" and "elementary" diagrams, unlike the schematic diagrams used in communications. Fig. 1 shows the difference between the three types. In the wiring diagram (Fig. 1-a) items such as relay contacts are drawn adjacent to the relay coil. This is also true in the schematic (Fig. 1-b). But in the elementary diagram (Fig. 1-c), we are concerned primarily with showing the sequence of events. So if A must happen before B, we show A first and then B, even if they are part of the same piece of equipment. If we have a transformer, and the items fed by various secondaries are separated in the elementary diagram, we will cheerfully draw all the secondaries where they are needed, and thus scatter the parts of the transformer all over the sheet. This is graphically illustrated by the separation of the relay contacts from their coil. Of course, parts thus separated must be carefully identified.

Elementary diagrams came in vogue with the introduction of complicated relay control diagrams, where the circuit often could not be understood unless there was a clearly indicated sequence of events in the diagram. (Symbols, pages 66-67; text continued page 68.)
Let SYLVANIA help you improve your business—now!

New Home Study Course for Radio-TV Service Dealers Offers 12 Important Money-Making Chapters:

1. How to make more money from today's sales
2. Attracting customers into your store
3. Saving dollars in buying, pricing, and inventory
4. Influencing customers to buy your TV service
5. How to get paid
6. Proven advertising and promotion methods to build your business
7. Where to get money and how to use it to make more money
8. The sure way to protect your earnings—insurance
9. Getting and keeping qualified personnel
10. Within the law
11. Uncle Sam and you—taxes
12. Simple record-keeping makes dollars and sense

As a service dealer you wear two “hats”—(1) you are a technical expert, qualified to repair and maintain electronic equipment, and (2) you are an independent shopowner, a businessman important to the economy of our country.

You can succeed in your profession only if you are thoroughly trained in both service and sales.

SYLVANIA now offers an outstanding, valuable course in “business practices.” It's easy to get. Easy to use. Sure to help you build more profits.

A certificate of achievement is awarded on completion of the course. Display it in your shop... it tells all your customers that you are a trained serviceman—a trained businessman.

YOUR AUTHORIZED SYLVANIA TUBE DISTRIBUTOR HAS COMPLETE DETAILS. CALL HIM NOW. CHECK YOUR TUBE STOCK FIRST. AND ASK HIM FOR SYLVANIA TUBES!

Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
## Understanding Industrial Diagrams

### Table of Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIODE (KENOTRON)</td>
<td>![Diode Symbol]</td>
<td>THERMISTOR</td>
<td>![Thermistor Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL-WAVE RECTIFIER</td>
<td>![Full-Wave Rectifier Symbol]</td>
<td>THERMOCOUPLE</td>
<td>![Thermocouple Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIODE (PHIOTRON)</td>
<td>![Triode Symbol]</td>
<td>THERMAL OVERLOAD</td>
<td>![Thermal Overload Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENTODE</td>
<td>![Pentode Symbol]</td>
<td>AIR-CORE COIL</td>
<td>![Air-CORE Coil Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOTOCELL</td>
<td>![Photocell Symbol]</td>
<td>IRON-CORE COIL</td>
<td>![Iron-CORE Coil Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGNITRON</td>
<td>![Ignition Symbol]</td>
<td>SLUG-TUNED COIL</td>
<td>![Slug-Tuned Coil Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-N-P TRANSISTOR</td>
<td>![P-N-P Transistor Symbol]</td>
<td>TRANSFORMER</td>
<td>![Transformer Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-P-N TRANSISTOR</td>
<td>![N-P-N Transistor Symbol]</td>
<td>SATURABLE CORE</td>
<td>![Saturable Core Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-N-P TETRODE TRANSISTOR</td>
<td>![P-N-P Tetrode Transistor Symbol]</td>
<td>3-PHASE TRANSFORMER WINDINGS</td>
<td>![3-Phase Transformer WINDINGS Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR</td>
<td>![Unijunction Transistor Symbol]</td>
<td>RELAY COIL</td>
<td>![Relay Coil Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-N-P FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR</td>
<td>![P-N-P Field Effect Transistor Symbol]</td>
<td>SLOW-CLOSING RELAY</td>
<td>![Slow-Closing Relay Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTROLLED RECTIFIER</td>
<td>![Controlled Rectifier Symbol]</td>
<td>SLOW-RELEASE RELAY</td>
<td>![Slow-Release Relay Symbol]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLAR BATTERY</td>
<td>![Solar Battery Symbol]</td>
<td>SLOW-ACTING RELAY</td>
<td>![Slow-Acting Relay Symbol]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Table of Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>NO (NORMALLY OPEN) RELAY CONTACT</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>ANTEenna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>NC (NORMALLY CLOSED) RELAY CONTACT</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>BATTERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>SPDT RELAY CONTACT</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>CONNECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>DELAYED-OPENING RELAY CONTACT</td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>MANUAL SWITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>DELAYED-CLOSING RELAY CONTACT</td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>LIMIT SWITCH</td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>PILOT LAMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>CIRCUIT BREAKER</td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>NEON LAMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>MAGNETIC OVERLOAD</td>
<td><img src="image16" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>FUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image17" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>RESISTOR</td>
<td><img src="image18" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>CIRCUIT WIRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image19" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>TAPPED RESISTOR</td>
<td><img src="image20" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>GROUND BUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image21" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>ADJUSTABLE RESISTOR</td>
<td><img src="image22" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>CONTROL WIRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image23" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>CAPACITOR</td>
<td><img src="image24" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>POWER WIRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image25" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>VARIABLE CAPACITOR</td>
<td><img src="image26" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>CROSSING WIRES, NO CONNECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image27" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>GROUND</td>
<td><img src="image28" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>CROSSING WIRES CONNECTED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This does not mean necessarily that these wires are cabled, although they often are.

We can go one step further, leave out the lines altogether and simply designate the origin and destination of the wires (Fig. 2-c). This is universal and long established practice in industrial electronics. For one accustomed to having every line drawn, this may need some study.

Long familiar to communications is the block diagram. Their equivalent in industrial diagrams are single- (one-) line diagrams. These are essentially similar to block diagrams, except that instead of blocks with designations written in, the single-line diagram often shows the more graphic single-line symbols as in the power business. Fig. 3 shows the difference. Single-line diagrams are used to give a quick view of the entire system and its major components.

A fifth kind of diagram you may encounter is the construction diagram. It is very much like the wiring diagram and sometimes serves the same purpose. Construction diagrams show the components in their actual physical relationship, with quite a lot more accuracy than a wiring diagram, and show only terminals. Thus rather than show the vacuum tubes and transformers with their internal construction schematically presented, only circles or rectangles are shown with the actual terminals and socket connections. Unless you are familiar with all the components involved, it is almost impossible to determine function from a construction diagram. Such diagrams also indicate how wires are dressed, whether or not they are cabled, and how various parts are fastened. It usually takes several construction drawings to give all the details of a particular system or instrument.

Here you have the most important differences in diagrams you may have to cope with. There are many hybrids, wiring and construction diagrams mixed, schematics and elementary diagrams combined and so on. Nor can you expect to find a pure application of symbols of one kind or another everywhere. But knowing about the possible differences is half the battle in coping with them.

COSTLY repairs are being reduced at ITT Federal Electric, Clifton, N. J., with a vacuum pump connected to a length of Teflon tubing. The device is used to remove solder from connections being disassembled. Once the joint is hot and the solder melted, the vacuum pump pulls the molten solder away through the Teflon tube. An ordinary fuel-line filter keeps the solder from getting into the pump (see diagram).

In one particular application, we had to remove quartz crystals from printed-circuit boards. With normal methods of heating the joint and wiggling leads free, excessive heat would ruin an average of $30$ worth of crystals per board. With the vacuum pump pulling the molten solder away, heat can be removed much sooner and all the crystals can be saved. The job goes much faster too.

The Solder removal method also has many other applications in repair operations. Solder can be drawn away from almost any type of soldered connection to facilitate the removal of components. This makes an easy job of the old problem of removing solder from tube socket pins, terminal lugs, printed-circuit feed-through holes, and other difficult spots.

The only problem you are likely to encounter in using the device is that, after long use, some solder may start to build up around the end of the Teflon tube. When this happens, cut off the clogged end and you’re back in business.

We use a 1/4-hp motor to insure picking up all molten solder, an automotive type fuel-line filter and a 4-foot length of 8-gauge Teflon sleeving.—William J. McGuinness

END

solder removal made easy

FROM CONNECTION MELTED SOLDER BEING DRAWN FROM CONNECTION SOLDERING IRON

VACUUM MOTOR 8 GA TEFON SLEEVING CRYSTAL PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
new departure in soldering irons

In the past many of us have selected a soldering iron largely on the basis of its wattage rating. Actually, there are other things to consider more carefully. The heat capacity (thermal capacity) of the iron and its temperature are very important, too. Unfortunately, temperature can vary widely.

There have been irons with temperature regulation using a bimetallic element as a thermostat. In some of these, the control element is so far back of the working tip of the iron that its action is very slow. In many cases, the temperature variation is close to 100°F. Since the best general range is only about 100°, between 650° and 750°, and since many irons start off after initial heating much below or above this temperature, control in use is out of the question for them.

Irons used with temperature-regulating bench stands have an even greater temperature swing than 100°, and go out of control as soon as they’re taken out of the stand for use.

One of the latest types of irons regulates its temperature within a total swing of about 40°F. It uses a magnetic control which opens the circuit at a predetermined temperature. When the tip reaches this temperature, a small magnetic iron slug in the tip loses its attraction to a magnet.

Referring to the drawing, B may be seen that copper tip A includes temperature-sensitive element B which loses ability to attract magnet C above the critical temperature, though it attracts the magnet below the critical temperature. Magnet C is fastened to switch F by connecting rod D and yoke assembly E. When cold, element B attracts magnet C, closing switch F, which turns on the current. After the current heats the iron to the critical temperature, element B loses attraction for magnet C, opening the switch and cutting off the current.

The iron is the Magnastat, made by Weller.

JUNE, 1960

SENSITIVE
H. H. Scott’s famous Wide-Band Circuitry makes this the most sensitive tuner available for under $180! It uses a sensitivity over 2.5 times (HFIM standards). H. H. Scott’s unique wide-band transformers separate stations so close together you were never able to listen to them before.

DRIFT FREE
You never have to retune the station, whether it’s strong or weak. Exclusive H. H. Scott Wide-Band design keeps the station in tune without the need for distortion-precluding A.F.C.

FAMOUS H. H. SCOTT QUALITY
The same silver-plated Wide-Band front end... the same copper bonded to aluminum chassis... the same wide-band detector found in all H. H. Scott tuners.

NEW TUNER
H. H. SCOTT WIDE BAND $114.95

Here at last is an H. H. Scott Wide-Band FM tuner at a modest price. The new 314 ranks with the very finest FM tuners available. H. H. Scott’s exclusive Wide-Band design delivers more distortion-free sensitivity; long range reliability; better station separation, even when measured by stringent HFIM standards. The fine performance of this unit is made possible by the use of special Wide-Band circuit components manufactured exclusively for H. H. Scott. The new 314 measures a compact 15 1/2 wide x 5 1/4 high x 13 3/4 deep. Listen to this fine tuner at authorized H. H. Scott dealers everywhere. You’ll be amazed at the fine performance it offers at this exceptional price.

*West of Rockies $116.95

Technical Specifications (HFIM Method)
Signal to Noise Ratio: 60 DB below 100% Mod.; Harmonic Distortion: 0.8%; Drift: 0.02%; Capture Ratio: 6 DB; Audio Hum: 66 DB below 1v; AM Suppression: 55 DB.

H. H. SCOTT
H. H. SCOTT, INC., 312 Powdermill Road, Dept. REq Maynard, Mass.
4 Please rush me complete technical specifications on your new 314 Wide-Band FM Tuner.
4 Also include your new catalog and award-winning booklet "How To Use High Fidelity Components in Your Decorating Plans".
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Export: Telefunken Intenational, 30 W. 40th St., N.Y.C.
Industry controls warns indicates counts PHOTOELECTRICALLY

By ALLAN LYTEL

ANY control systems rely on photoelectric cells for an efficient job. For example, they often handle the otherwise difficult task of counting products on a conveyor belt. Since a photocell or phototube can detect objects that have odd shapes, they simplify the counting process. Then, too, photoelectric counters are much faster than mechanical types and require less maintenance.

Fig. 1 shows a dual-purpose system. It indicates the number of large and small packages and counts the total number. Two photoelectric counters do the job. The one in the low position (on the left) counts all the boxes. The other counter is set so it counts only the high boxes. The low boxes pass under its light beam and not through it. By subtracting the number of large boxes from the total, you get the number of small boxes. Similar arrangements can be used to count three sizes of containers.

Fig. 2 shows a control system often used where packages are filled from a hopper. The feed to the hopper is usually continuous and at a steady rate. However, if the filling line should slow down or stop, the hopper can overflow, wasting material. The photoelectric control shown prevents this. Whenever the level in the hopper blocks the light beam, the feed is cut off.

Another variation of this type of system is shown in Fig. 3. Here, a motor-driven conveyor delivers boxes to a weighing station. However, the weighing station cannot handle the boxes as rapidly as the conveyor delivers them. To solve this problem a photocell is set up so it stops the conveyor whenever a box breaks the light beam. This triggers an electronic timer that restarts the belt after a suitable interval. The belt runs until another box breaks the light beam, and so on.

Photoelectric relay circuits

Sometimes operating speed is not im-
important and 60-cycle ac can be used for the phototube and amplifier plate supply. With an ac supply they conduct only while their plates are positive. While such an arrangement is inexpensive, it has drawbacks. A tube with self-rectifier action is going from conduction to cutoff 60 times a second. For low-speed operation this is satisfactory, but for high-speed operation dc plate supplies are used.

Fig. 4 shows a circuit designed for speeds up to 1,200 operations a minute. It is not high-speed in a radio sense but, if the device is counting packing cases on a conveyer belt, 1,200 a minute is very fast.

The unit's power supply uses a 6X4 as a half-wave rectifier. Note that the power transformer's two primaries can be tied in parallel for 117-volt or in series for 230-250-volt operation.

Relay RY1 (operating relay) in series with the 5AQ5 plate is energized when light falls on the 1P40 phototube. With 75 volts across the 1P40 and a 10-megohm load a steady small current flows while light falls on the cathode. The drop across the load makes the phototube's cathode positive—it is tied to the control grid of the pentode through a 1-megohm resistor.

A voltage divider (6,000, 3,000, and 1,200 ohms) is also across the 75-volt line. A sensitivity control, the 3,000-ohm potentiometer, adjusts the positive cathode voltages. When the light beam is interrupted, the 1P40 stops conducting and positive grid voltage is removed. Because of the positive cathode voltage, pentode plate current is reduced and plate relay RY1 opens.

There are a number of safety features in this circuit. A failure in either the light source, the rectifier tube or its associated circuit, or the amplifier tube will open the plate relay. If the control is being used as a safety device, the fail-safe feature is important since failure of the control will not go unnoticed. A second relay (RY2) is another safety device. It energizes the circuit is warmed up. It de-energizes if the phototube goes off or the amplifier tube fails. Relay contacts are wired in series so if either relay opens the controlled device is cut off.

Examples of uses for this relay are in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. In Fig. 5 a photoelectric control is used as a hand guard. If the operator's hands interrupt the light beam, the machine will not operate. In this application, phototube or light-source failure must stop the machine. Photoelectric devices alone are not recommended for safety protection since they can be fooled or tricked.

An automatic system for photographing book pages is illustrated in Fig. 6. When the page reaches the stop, it breaks the light beam and actuates the camera. Note that the beam is focused so it is very narrow where the page hits it, assuring accurate operation.

A carton sorter is shown in Fig. 7. Different register marks are used on the cartons. A register mark is a printed area used for photoelectric control because of the way the light beam reflects from it. In this example there are cartons with two types of register marks, high and low, as well as no marks. All cartons move along the main conveyor belt from right to left. At the first station, cartons with low register marks actuate the control which pushes these cartons onto the first side conveyor. Cartons with high register marks are pushed off onto the second side conveyor by the second control station. Unmarked cartons continue down the main conveyor.

**Modulated-light relays**

Photoelectric devices are often used outdoors. An ordinary light source would have to be very bright to operate a photoelectric relay in direct sunlight, but a modulated light beam overcomes this problem. Fig. 8 is the circuit of the G-E CR750S-B109GS modulated-light relay. It works like a radio receiver. A phototube (V1) is connected to two R-C-coupled amplifiers. The 6SH7 has a tuned plate circuit which responds only to the desired modulated light. A diode detector (V4-a) feeds the output stage (V4-b) which drives relay RY in its plate circuit.
Light falling on its cathode causes the phototube to draw current, but steady light, or slowly changing light intensity, will not pass through the ac amplifiers because of the coupling capacitors. But the light source for this relay is chopped by a rotating disk—is interrupted about 900 times per second. This is the system's carrier. The chopped light causes a series of dc pulses through R3, R1 and the phototube. There is a current pulse for each light segment at the 900-cycle rate. These pulses are coupled to the 6J7 control grid. Their polarity across R3 is positive, as indicated, and they appear at the 6J7 as an ac signal. The amplified signal is applied to the 6SH7 but, because of the resonant plate load (C4, L1), only signals of the desired frequency are amplified.

V4-a is connected as a diode detector. Current flow from cathode to plate creates a voltage drop across R9 so the cathode is above ground. This positive voltage is directed coupled to the grid of the output tube (V4-b). There is a positive voltage on V4-b's cathode from R12, which is part of a voltage divider across the supply voltage. Without any received signal there is no detection, no drop across R9, and V4-b's grid is at ground. This keeps V4-b cut off when no signal is being received, when steady unmodulated light is received or when the beam of modulated light is interrupted at a rate other than 900 cycles. The proper signal, however, drives V4-b's grid positive enough to overcome the cathode bias and the tube conducts, closing relay RY. If the modulated beam is interrupted (even for 0.1 second), V4-a stops the detecting action since it no longer receives an ac signal. C5 discharges through R9.
making V4-b's grid negative in a grid- leak action. As soon as V4-b is cut off, relay RY opens and gives an alarm through an external circuit.

A modulated-light relay can operate in daylight over distances up to 1,000 feet. Sunlight must not be focused on the phototube cathode or it will be destroyed. Such equipment can protect outdoor installations against intruders.

Three ways of using such controls are shown in Fig. 9. A sales-counter application is shown in Fig. 9-a. A photoelectric relay and buzzer automatically signals the approach of a customer. Each counter can have its own signal system.

In Fig. 9-b an automatic overhead door opener is shown. As a person or vehicle approaches the door (from either direction) the interrupted beam of light operates a relay that controls the door opening mechanism. A safety beam in the door frame keeps the door from closing until the vehicle clears the doorway.

An automatic break detector is shown in Fig. 9-c. A break in the roll or web trips an alarm and can also stop the machine. There are many other more complex control systems for machines which use long rolls of material but this type is a simple alarm or safety device.

Service and maintenance

To prevent shutdowns, a regularly scheduled program of preventive maintenance is required. At least once every month:

△ Dust the lenses with a clean, soft cloth.

△ Check the lineup between the light source and the phototube holder. (The light-source lamps have an expected life of about 1,000 hours at 5.2 volts and 3,000 hours at 4.8 volts.)

The following routine is suggested for servicing:

1. Inspect the light source for burned-out lamps.

2. To determine if the trouble is in the control panel or the phototube, disconnect the phototube connections and touch a jumper momentarily between the terminals to which the phototube anode and cathode connections were made. If the relay operates, the fault is not in the panel. Replace the phototube and check its connections for continuity and leakage. With the phototube removed, resistance between phototube leads should be about 1,000 megohms; resistance between the leads and ground should be greater than 100 megohms.

3. If the relay fails to operate in step 2:

△ Check for power on the incoming line by measuring the voltage at the incoming terminals.

△ Replace the tube.

△ Check the three transformer secondary voltages and the one dc voltage shown on the diagram.

Smoke detection

Photoelectric control of smoke from industrial furnaces is becoming increasingly important. The General Electric CR7505-R201 is a smoke-density indicating unit. Because black smoke absorbs light, the amplified phototube current can be read directly on a milliammeter calibrated in “smoke density.” This is true for black smoke only. Local ordinances must be considered and taken into account when calibrating the equipment. When the preset value is reached, a triatron is triggered which trips an alarm.

The unit's circuit is shown in Fig. 10. Half-wave rectifiers are used. The negative supply is used for the phototube (V4). The positive supply goes to the 6J5 amplifier. The 2050 thyatron has an ac plate supply which is one of the power transformer secondaries. Control R1 sets the value to trigger the alarm. Control R2 is a calibration for the indicator meter.

High-speed, high-sensitivity controls

In applications where both high speed and high sensitivity are needed, the CR7505-N210-N211-N212 relays can handle up to 600 counts a minute with a relay or up to 1,000 counts a minute with a dc counter or fast- operating load in plate output circuit.

A 6J7 voltage amplifier and a 6V6 power amplifier provide great sensitivity (Fig. 11). A 6H6 rectifier supplies the voltage amplifier and the
phototube. A separate 5Y2-6T, with its plates tied, is the power amplifier plate supply. Three adjustable controls are provided. R1 adjusts the amount of light required to actuate relay RY1. R2 adjusts the length of time the relay remains energized after it is turned on by the power amplifier. R3 adjusts the difference between the relay pickup (energized state) and dropout (de-energized state).

The circuit is direct-coupled from the phototube to the voltage amplifier and from the voltage amplifier to the power tube. It energizes the light relay on a light increase. Because of the direct coupling, the circuit responds to slow changes in light level which appear as low-frequency signals. By using capacitive coupling, the same circuit can be made responsive to only rapid changes in light intensity.

After the light source and phototube holder are properly aligned and focused, the LIGHT LEVEL control must be properly set for successful operation, using the following procedure:

A. For capacitive coupling:
1. Turn the LIGHT LEVEL knob (R1) completely clockwise.
2. Make and break the light beam at the source, using the same percent of cutoff that will normally occur. If the light is reflected, provide the normal signal repetitively.
3. Rotate the LIGHT LEVEL knob slowly counterclockwise until the relay starts operating. Note this position.
4. Continue rotating the LIGHT LEVEL knob counterclockwise until the relay stops operating. Note this position.
5. These positions should be separated by at least two divisions for consistent operation. The proper setting is halfway between these positions.

If the proper adjustments cannot be obtained despite proper alignment and focusing of the light beam, proceed as follows:

a. If the relay does not follow the light-source flashes or if there is insufficient difference between the positions found in steps 3 and 4, apply flashes by covering and uncovering the phototube lens. If the relay works now, ambient light must be reduced or an aperture must be placed inside the phototube holder to reduce the total light reaching the phototube.

b. If response is still off, recheck the aim, focus, distance, and cleanliness of optical parts. Check connections and replace the phototube. If no response is obtained, follow the instructions provided by the manufacturer.

B. For resistive coupling:
Resistive coupling should not be used outdoors unless necessary. If it is used, ambient light must be excluded.

Repeat the first four steps above.
5. Make and break the light beam at the phototube lens. The relay will probably start operating again. Continue rotating the LIGHT LEVEL knob counterclockwise until the relay stops operating. Note this position.

6. If the position in step 5 is more than one numbered division from the position in step 4, there is too much ambient light and it should be decreased.

7. If the position in step 4 is less than three numbered divisions from the position in step 3, there is insufficient change in illumination. If these positions are less than 5 on the dial, increase the sensitivity by disconnecting one of the 10-megohm resistors between R1 (LIGHT LEVEL control) and the phototube.

8. If the position in step 4 is above 7 on the dial, it can be brought into better range by masking off part of the phototube lens.

C. Relay differential adjustment:
This control does not normally require readjustment. But if the magnetic relay chatters (which may occur after the tubes are changed), the control (R3) should be turned clockwise just past the point where chattering stops. This increases the voltage differential between pickup and dropout.

Two uses for these relays are shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 12-a illustrates a control that automatically signals a cutting mechanism when the proper length of material protrudes from the machine. The device triggers the cutoff mechanism. As the extruded material leaves the press and breaks the light beam, the photoelectric relay energizes the cutoff mechanism. Tolerances of 1/16 inch may be held by providing a mask in front of both the phototube and light source with a 1/16-inch wide slit.

Fig. 12-b is a safety overheight signal. When a lift truck approaches with a load which will not clear a doorway or overhead conveyor, the light beam is interrupted and the alarm sounds. The alarm will continue to sound until the reset button is pushed. The equipment may be used indoors and will detect objects 1½ inch in diameter or larger traveling at speeds up to 10 miles an hour.

As we have seen, photoelectric controls perform many industrial duties. Knowing how they work and the differences between the various types is the first step toward keeping them operating properly.
Today — nearly every American family enjoys television’s wide range of entertainment and educational programming. Ten years ago this was not so, for there were problems that had to be overcome in order to provide the nation with top quality TV reception — weak signal areas, interference, areas geographically inaccessible to telecasts; areas where many antennas had to operate from a single antenna; UHF areas with peculiar reception problems. Ten years ago, Blonder-Tongue designed and produced its first product, a TV booster, the model HA-1. Immediately it was accepted for the dramatic improvement it brought to fringe area TV reception.

During the 10 year period in which the TV art achieved the advanced state that exists today, Blonder-Tongue was responsible for 22 important patents that expanded the scope and improved the quality of TV reception. Blonder-Tongue TV signal amplifiers, UHF converters, couplers, CCTV cameras and accessories provide better reception to more than 3 million TV receivers in the home, school, motels, hotels, hospitals and industry. To the nation’s TV viewers, we dedicate our 10th Anniversary Line.

It’s Transistorized to provide a new high in reliability — units can be left in operation indefinitely without damage from overheating. Practically eliminates need for service calls.

It’s Transistorized to reduce operating costs — low power drain makes operating costs negligible. Also has battery plug for 22 volt DC supply.

It’s Transistorized to achieve performance previously impossible — new circuitry (pat. pend.) provides maximum gain and minimum noise, high output capabilities with low cross modulation. Can be used with low input signals. Insures top performance for color and black-and-white TV, plus coverage of the FM radio band.

Blonder-Tongue BT-3 all transistorized broadband TV/FM Amplifier

More features to make the BT-3 ideal for master TV systems

- Separate low band (Channels 2 to 6 and FM) and high band (Channels 7 to 13) inputs permit the use of separate low and high band antennas and insertion of attenuators, if necessary, to equalize signal levels from both bands. Also has provision for single input for combined high and low band signals. 
- Convenient Output Monitor Jack permits system checking and adjustment without interrupting service.
- Solderless 75 ohm coax cable fittings — input and output 75 ohm.
- Gain: 18-16 db (channel 2-6); 34 db (7-13); 16-9 db (88-108 mc.).
- Maximum output: 0.7 volts max. for 1% cross modulation (total of both bands); 1.25 volts max. for 3% cross modulation (total of both bands).

Available at parts distributors. For further information write Dept. RE-6.

Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, Inc. 9 Alling Street, Newark 2, New Jersey

High noise levels won't muddle instructions to the TV cameraman if a booster amplifier is added to the studio's standard intercom system.

By DONALD K. HAAHR

There comes a time in almost every station operation when intercommunication between director and cameramen is not loud enough to overcome ambient noise. The two most common program offenders are sportscasts and musicals. Quick camera changes during the climax are important, yet this is the time of greatest program volume. We have used three methods to solve this situation here at WOI-TV, and they seem to help enough to make them worth passing on to others.

The WOI-TV remote equipment is Du Mont, model 124E, and the studio has RCA TK-11-A cameras. In comparing both systems without modifications, the studio equipment has a far superior intercom system. The important difference is the operating voltage on the carbon-mike button. Du Mont supplied 8 volts at each operating location while RCA furnished this voltage to all locations with a common supply adjustable to 24 volts. However, on certain musical productions in the studio, even the RCA system was inadequate.

Headphones

Our first step toward improving this condition was to construct a bracket which mounts the microphone assembly of a Western Electric headset to a surplus double-cushion headset (see photos).

Our crew likes them because they offer intercom to both ears, block unwanted sound from the normally unused ear, are rugged and more comfortable, especially in cold weather. The parts needed to make this modification are replacement parts for the Western Electric type 52AW headset, consisting of a No. L4AH 10-foot retractable cord, a 55AW transmitter, an N1 transmitter unit, a No. 310 plug, a P-458981 transmitter cap and a bracket we constructed as shown in the photos. Six of these are used on all our remotes as well as on a large number of our regular studio programs.

Director intercom amplifier

Our second step was to try to operate at a higher talk level by incorporating an amplifier. The talk circuits normally use two-wire interconnection, and the impedance varies from 50 to 100 ohms with the number of headsets. Normally, the talk voltage was about 0.5 peak to peak, while the maximum, about 3 volts, seemed to be limited by cross-talk to the video circuits in the camera cable. However, a 3-volt level was comfortable and adequate, so an amplifier with a gain of about 10 was considered adequate.

In the amplifier we use, the cathode voltage of the first section of a 6201 is used to supply the carbon mike, gain is controlled in the grid circuit of the second stage, and the output is transformer-coupled to the line (Fig. 1). Having used the amplifier for more than a year, we find it fills a definite need. We have installed it at the director's position in the WOI-TV remote truck and connected it through the camera control unit. The normal flow of traffic is from the director, who is usually in the quieter location, which allows him to hear adequately without amplification. Moreover, if the director is also in a noisy location, there is still the problem of his being able to hear at the increased level that the cameramen and floor director enjoy. So we added a key switch that allows the
Simple bracket mounts mike assembly of Western Electric headset to surplus double-cushion headset.

director to have line audio amplified and his headset alone on the output. This still leaves the disadvantage that the director's mike will be amplified into his own earpiece.

Headset transistor booster

These efforts to improve intercommunication in the studio led us to conclude that it would be desirable to have an amplifier at each headset location. Each one should have its own volume control. If possible, the audio in the interconnection circuits should be at its original carbon-mike button output level. It would be desirable to have a self-contained power source and produce adequate signal levels at a low construction and maintenance cost.

We decided on a transistor amplifier with a self-contained power supply, high operating efficiency and low-impedance circuits. To maintain simplicity, we chose a circuit intended as a telephone pickup. Tests showed it worked satisfactorily into our series-wired low-impedance (600-ohm) headsets.

The first WOI-TV revision to the circuit called for a second coupling capacitor at the input to provide dc isolation as well as a single common to be used between the receiver (earpiece) transmitter (microphone) of the headset. Then a level control was added. It took the form of a 5,000-ohm pot in V2's collector circuit. It also reduced battery drain at lower volume levels. A 3,000-ohm resistor was tied across the input side of the coupling capacitor to provide a low-resistance dc return for other headsets as well as to stabilize the high-capacitance input to the amplifier, Fig. 2.

The complete amplifier is built into a 2 1/4 x 2 1/4 x 4-inch case. Some difficulty was encountered with the size of some of the components, so a larger case might be advisable. To keep the entire circuit above ground, we used an insulated chassis made from 3/16-inch plexiglass.

Three stages in the construction of the transistor booster: (front)—chassis drilled and jack J fastened in place; (middle)—all components mounted and wired; (top)—batteries in place and input cable connected.

It was drilled and tapped for 4-36 screws to mount all solder lugs and battery clips. A piece of fiberboard was used to insulate the three-circuit jack from the case. The battery case for the nonstandard combination of batteries was made by cementing a split piece of 3/4-inch plexiglass tube to the bottom side of the chassis and cutting a hole large enough to allow the batteries to slip through. Metal clips are mounted at each end of the holder to make electrical connections, and a small spring inserted to maintain tension on these clips. The rest of the assembly is fairly straightforward. We find that spring-steel boom clips are handy for attaching the amplifier to the camera pan handle.

We have used these amplifiers about 3 hours per week for the last 3 months on remotes, as well as in our microwave communications system, and find them very satisfactory. No batteries have had to be replaced, which speaks well for the operating economy.

I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Thomas P. West, Leo E. Runge, Keith Ketcham and Chuck Benn for their valuable assistance.
SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 77

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
WITH NEW 6" FULL-VIEW METER

Compare it to any peak-to-peak V.T.V.M. made by any other manufacturer at any price

Model 77 completely wired and cataloged with accessories (including probe, Leads) for immediate service. Many well-known TV repairmen call for this unit because of its large-scale, low-cost price...makes any TV repair quicker and easier than ever before!

Model 77 employs a sensitive six-inch meter. Extra large meter scale enables you to print all calibrations in large easy-to-read size.

Model 77 uses new improved SICO printed circuitry.

Model 77 employs a 12A7 as D.C. amplifier and two 6SN7 as peak-to-peak voltage rectifiers to assure maximum stability.

AS A DC VOLTOMETER: The Model 77 is indispensable in TV servicing and a must for Black and White and Color Television repairmen. Every TVC circuit can be analyzed with absolute accuracy.

AS AN AC VOLTOMETER: Measures RMS values if sine wave, and peak-to-peak value if complex wave. Potentiometer to determine the "black level" in TV sets. Full-wave diode circuitry makes it insensitive to AC line frequency.

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODELS 79

A Combination VOLT-OHM MILLIAMMETER.

Plus Capacity, Reactance, Inductance and Decibel Measurements. Also Tests Selenium and Silicon Rectifiers, Silicon and Germanium Diodes.

Specifications

D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 75/37.5/187.5/375/1500 volts
A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 150/600/1500/3000/7500 volts
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 15/75/375/1500/6000 microamps.
RESISTANCE: 0 to 1000/10,000 ohms to 1000/10,000/100,000 ohms.
CAPACITY: 0 to 300 microfarads to 300/1500/7500 microfarads.
REACTANCE: 0 to 3000 microhertz to 3000/15000/75000 microhertz.
INDUCTANCE: 0 to 15/75/375/1500/6000 microhertz.
DECIBELS: 0 to -90/45/30/15/0

All resistors are protected against overcurrent. A semi-logarithmic scale gives an equal change in reading for equal changes in delicate components.

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODELS 79

GENOMETER

7 Signal Generators in One!

R.F. Signal Generator for A.M.
R.F. Signal Generator for F.M.
Audio Frequency Generator
Marker Generator

A versatile all-inclusive GENERATOR which provides ALL the outputs for servicing:

A.M. Radio
F.M. Radio
Amplifiers
Black and White TV
Color TV

R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR: The Model TV-50A Generator will provide 0 to 450 cycles sine-wave audio. The Model TV-500A provides a 7 to 20 vertical bars. The Model TV-500A comes absolutely complete with shielded leads and operating instructions.

BAR GENERATOR: In addition to a fixed 400 cycle sine-wave audio, the Model TV-500A provides a 7 to 20 vertical bars.

D.O.T. PATTERN GENERATOR (FOR COLOR TV)

Although this generator is very simple in design and construction, it is a must in any Color TV service shop. The Model TV-50A will enable you to adjust for proper color convergence.

MARKER GENERATOR: The Model TV-500A includes all the above, plus provision for any additional needed marker points. The following additional waveform types are provided: 456 Kc., 600 Kc., 1000 Kc., 1400 Kc., 1600 Kc., 2000 Kc., 2500 Kc., 3579 Kc., 45 Mc., 100 Mc., 127 Kc., 3076 Kc. (the color burst frequency).

THE MODEL TV-50A comes absolutely complete with shielded leads and operating instructions.

$47.50 NET

EXAMINE BEFORE YOU BUY!

USE APPROVAL FORM ON NEXT PAGE

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL TW-11

TUBE TESTER

STANDARD PROFESSIONAL

★ Tests all tubes, including 4, 5, 6, 7, Octal, Lock-in, Hearing Aid, Thyratron, Miniatures, Sub-miniatures, Novels, Subminars, Proximity fuse types, etc.
★ Uses the new self-cleaning Lever Action Switches for individual element testing. Because all elements are numbered according to pin-number in the RMA base-numbering system, the user can instantly identify which element is under test. Tubes having taped filaments and tubes with elements terminating in more than one pin are truly tested with the Model TW-11 as any of the pins may be placed in the neutral position when necessary.
★ The Model TW-11 does not use any combination type sockets. Instead individual sockets are used for each type of tube. Thus it is impossible to damage a tube by inserting it in the wrong socket.
★ Free-moving built-in roll chart provides complete data for all tubes. All listings printed in large easy-to-read type.

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 82A

TUBE TESTER

Multi-Socket Type

TEST ANY TUBE IN 10 SECONDS FLAT!

1. Turn the filament selector switch to position specified.
2. Insert tube into a numbered socket as designated on our chart (over 600 types included).
3. Press down the quality button—THAT'S ALL! Read emission quality directly on good bad meter scale.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Tests over 600 tube types
- Tests OC4 and other gas-filled tubes
- Employ new 4" meter with sealed air-damping chamber resulting in accurate voltage readings
- Use of 22 sockets permits testing all complete tube types and prevents possible obsolescence
- Dial Scale meter permits testing of low current tubes and prevents possible obsolescence
- 7 and 8 pin straighteners mounted on panel
- All sections of multi-element tubes tested simultaneously
- Ultra-sensitive leakage test circuit will indicate leakage up to 5 megohms

MODEL 82A—Tube Tester
Total Price $36.50
Terms: $6.50 after 10 day trial, then $6.00 monthly for 5 months if satisfactory. Otherwise return, no explanation necessary.

MODEL 83—C.R.T. Tube Tester
Total Price $38.50
Terms: $5.50 after 10 day trial, then $6.00 monthly for 5 months if satisfactory. Otherwise return, no explanation necessary.

MODEL 82- Tube Tester
Total Price $47.50
Terms: $11.50 after 10 day trial, then $6.00 monthly for 6 months if satisfactory. Otherwise return, no explanation necessary.

SUPERIOR'S NEW C.R.T. TESTER

TESTS AND REJUVENATES ALL PICTURE TUBES

ALL BLACK AND WHITE TUBES
- From 50 degree to 110 degree types —from 8" to 30" types.
  - Model 83 is not simply a rehashed black and white C.R.T. Tester with a color adapter added. Model 83 employs a new improved circuit designed specifically to test the older type black and white tubes, the newer type black and white tubes and all color tubes.
  - Model 83 provides separate filament operating voltages for the older 6.3 types and the newer 8.4 types.
  - Model 83 employs a 4" air-damped meter with calibrated scales.
  - Model 83 properly tests the red, green and blue sections of color tubes individually—for each section of a color tube contains its own filament, plate, grid and cathode.

MODEL 82 comes housed in handsome portable saddle-stitched Texon case.

MODEL 83 comes housed in handsome portable saddle-stitched Texon case—complete with sockets for all black and white tubes and all color tubes.

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL

NO MONEY WITH ORDER—NO C.O.D.

Try any of the instruments on this or the facing page for 10 days before you buy. If completely satisfied then send down payment and pay balance as indicated on coupon. No interest on Finance Charges. Add 11% if not completely satisfied in 10 days turn unit to us, no explanation necessary.

Moss Electronic, Inc.
Dept. D-764, 3669 Teaneck Ave., New York 24, N.Y.

Please send me the units checked on approval. If completely satisfied I will pay on the terms specified on the coupon or add 11% if not completely satisfied. Otherwise, I will return after a 10 day trial without incurring any further obligations.

Model 77—Total Price $42.50
$12.50 within 10 days. Balance $40.00 monthly for 5 months.

Model 77—Total Price $39.50
$12.50 within 10 days. Balance $40.00 monthly for 6 months.

Model TW-11—Total Price $47.50
$12.50 within 10 days. Balance $30.00 monthly for 6 months.

Model TW-11—Total Price $47.50
$13.50 within 10 days. Balance $30.00 monthly for 5 months.

Model TW-11—Total Price $47.50
$13.50 within 10 days. Balance $30.00 monthly for 5 months.

Address
City State Zip

Name

All prices net, F.O.B. New York 16, N.Y.
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**TELEVISION**

**about those color tv controls**

*By ROBERT G. MIDDLETON*

**SERVICE** technicians now tackling practical work in color TV servicing and installation are often baffled by the many names used for the same service controls. The chart lists these names, defines control function, usual location of the controls, results of misadjustment and notes interaction where it exists. This is a tabulation to be tacked over your bench for ready reference. There's a trend toward standard naming of controls. In the meantime, we have to be on our toes!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>NAMES</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>RESULT OF MISADJUSTMENT</th>
<th>INTERACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center-screen convergence (Fig. 1-a).</td>
<td>Beam-positioning, static convergence, converging or beam-correcting magnets; dc convergence controls.</td>
<td>On convergence yoke (neck of pix tube) or front access panel (Fig. 1-b).</td>
<td>Magnets turn or slide in yoke assembly. Pots adjust dc through coils on convergence yoke.</td>
<td>Color fringing in monochrome pix.</td>
<td>Each control shifts other two somewhat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sideways motion of blue beam (Fig. 2). Used with above controls.</td>
<td>Blue lateral corrector, blue lateral magnet, blue lateral beam magnet; blue convergence control.</td>
<td>On pix-tube neck (looks like ion trap). May be directly over blue gur or at 2 o'clock to it (Fig. 2). May be pot on front access panel.</td>
<td>Usually PM slug which turns or slides in strap or ring. Rarely, pot which adjusts dc in coil on pix-tube neck.</td>
<td>Color fringing in monochrome pix.</td>
<td>Shifts adjustment of 3 above controls to some extent, most in 2 o'clock position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-screen color purity (Fig. 4).</td>
<td>Purity magnets or device; color purity control or magnet; purity current control.</td>
<td>On pix-tube neck. (Looks like centering magnets on monochrome set.) On older sets pot on chassis.</td>
<td>Flat ring magnets with projecting tabs rotate on tube neck.</td>
<td>Raster tinting in monochrome picture. Localized incorrect hues in color pix.</td>
<td>With convergence and centering controls slightly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color purity around screen edges.</td>
<td>Rim magnets; field-neutralizing, dc purity, rim coil control; field equalizer, swivel, color equalizer magnet.</td>
<td>Usually around pix-tube rim. Sometimes pot on front access panel.</td>
<td>Individual permanent magnets or coil around pix-tube rim. Sometimes coil and permanent magnets.</td>
<td>Raster tinting at edges of screen in monochrome pix. Incorrect hues in color pix.</td>
<td>With convergence controls to some extent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower convergence-magnet cores to neck of pix tube.</td>
<td>Retraction lever. (Used on older-model sets.)</td>
<td>On back of deflection yoke, between it and convergence yoke.</td>
<td>Flat lever with spring follower. Thrown to lift magnets from tube neck for shipment.</td>
<td>Convergence impossible unless lever thrown to lower magnets.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1—**a—Color dot motions resulting from adjusting the three beam magnets; b—set-up controls on access panel. Note the three static controls at the left which produce the dot motions in a.

---

**Fig. 2—**Another control—the blue lateral—moves the blue beam left or right.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>NAMES</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>RESULT OF MISADJUSTMENT</th>
<th>INTERACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protect owner from shock if back board removed.</td>
<td>High-voltage interlock. (Not on all receivers.)</td>
<td>On back of high-voltage cage.</td>
<td>Plastic tube containing center pin and flat grounding springs.</td>
<td>Set inoperable with back board off, unless HV cheater inserted (Fig. 5).</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjust chroma signal voltage.</td>
<td>Color-intensity chroma gain, color, color-saturation, color-contrast or chroma control.</td>
<td>Front or side of cabinet. (Operating control.)</td>
<td>Knob control. Adjusts vividness of color in picture.</td>
<td>Too low; color pix weak, washed out. Too high; colors objectionably vivid.</td>
<td>Negligible inter-action with other controls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjust chroma signal phase.</td>
<td>Color-phasing, color-fidelity, hue or color-shading control.</td>
<td>Front or side of cabinet. (Operating control.)</td>
<td>Knob control. Adjusts color spectrum.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converging top and bottom of screen.</td>
<td>Vertical amplitude, parabola or dynamic amplitude control. (3 controls: 1 each red, green, blue.)</td>
<td>Back or front chassis apron, or in separate convergence box (Fig. 1-b).</td>
<td>Pot control. Adjusts convergence current through convergence coils.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converging top and bottom of screen.</td>
<td>Vertical tilt, sawtooth or phase control. (3 controls: 1 each red, green, blue.)</td>
<td>Back or front chassis apron, or in separate convergence box (Fig. 1-b).</td>
<td>Pot control. Adjusts phase of ac through convergence coils.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converging left and right sides of screen.</td>
<td>Horizontal amplitude, parabola or dynamic amplitude control. (3 controls: 1 each red, green, blue.)</td>
<td>Back or front chassis apron, or in separate convergence box (Fig. 1-b).</td>
<td>Pot. Adjusts ac through convergence coils.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converging left and right sides of screen.</td>
<td>Horizontal phasing, tilt or dynamic phasing control. (3 controls: 1 each red, green, blue.)</td>
<td>Back or front chassis apron, or in separate convergence box (Fig. 1-b).</td>
<td>Pot or slug. Adjusts phase of ac through convergence coils.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking electron guns in color pix tube.</td>
<td>Screen control, G2 control. (3 controls: 1 each red, green, blue.)</td>
<td>Behind operating control panel, on back or front chassis apron, or in convergence control box.</td>
<td>Pot adjusts bias on pix-tube screen grid.</td>
<td>Tinting in monochrome pix.</td>
<td>With other convergence controls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking electron guns in color pix tube.</td>
<td>Background difference, G1 or grid control. (3 controls: 1 each red, green, blue.)</td>
<td>Behind operating control panel, on back or front chassis apron, or in convergence control box.</td>
<td>Pot adjusts bias on pix-tube control grid.</td>
<td>Tinting in monochrome pix.</td>
<td>With background and brightness controls.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Pot, when present, adjusts current through rim coil. Perhaps reversing slide switch also.

Failure to insert cheater can damage HV rectifier or flyback or blow HV fuse.

**Fig. 3**—The blue lateral corrector is mounted in the 2 o'clock position in this Admiral receiver.

**Fig. 4**—Typical locations of purity magnet(s), blue lateral corrector and convergence coil assembly on neck of a color picture tube.

**Fig. 5**—Technician inserting high-voltage cheater into high-voltage interlock.
A Home Study Program for Engineering Technicians and Professional Engineers Comparable in Technological Content to College-Level Electronics Residence Courses.

CREI's Extension Division offers combinations of courses in advanced electronics engineering technology to meet present or future employment requirements, and step up your earning power.

A CREI program, the product of 33 years experience, is neither short-cut nor magic formula. It is an accredited home study curriculum which may take as little as 18 months, or as much as 3 years, depending upon the course selected and amount of stick-to-itiveness brought to bear. The program is designed specifically for men employed in a technical capacity in the electronics industry, where a shortage of manpower with advanced technical education not only exists, but shows every likelihood of increasing.

Now fifth in volume among American industries, the electronics industry offers almost unlimited employment and advancement opportunities. Applications of new electronic developments in automation, instrumentation, industrial electronics, aeronautical electronics, guided missiles, servomechanisms, computers, astronautics and telemetry create new jobs every day. Yet, paradoxically, industry growth does not always mean individual growth. Companies actively seeking men with modern, advanced technological knowledge are simultaneously firing mediocre men who lack this knowledge.

CREI students (more than 20,400 are currently enrolled) keep pace with the needs of the ever-advancing electronics industry and are eagerly sought by employers who offer solid opportunities for rapid promotion.

Since 1927 we have directed the technical education of students in advanced electronics engineering technology. We developed the prototype civilian electronics course for the Army Signal Corps in 1941, supplied 300,000 texts to the U. S. Navy in a special course for radio technicians in the South Pacific in 1943, trained hundreds of technicians during World War II for the Signal Corps. We co-founded
the National Council of Technical Schools, which first established scholastic and business standards for the technical school field. We were among the first three technical institutes whose curricula were accredited by the Engineers' Council for Professional Development. In 1946 we instituted the group training programs used by companies representing the cream of the electronics and aviation industries. CREI courses are widely employed today in company-sponsored educational plans by companies throughout the U. S. and Canada.

What does this record of achievement mean to you as a CREI student? It means that industry and the Armed Services alike respect CREI men. It means that your CREI diploma is a door-opener. Significantly, Help Wanted ads often specify "CREI education or equivalent required." Our Placement Bureau, which helps graduates and advanced students find more desirable positions, is always available to CREI men. While no placement guarantees will be made by CREI or any other reputable institution, for many years the demand for CREI graduates and advanced students has far exceeded the supply.

CREI HOME STUDY ADVANTAGES.

This advanced technical education is accomplished on your own time, during hours chosen by you. You waste no time in travel. You have plenty of time to do your best. Your work is under the supervision of a regular staff instructor who guides your progress step by step. Courses are prepared and taught by men experienced both in teaching and in electronics, presented in easy-to-understand form, kept up to date by periodic revision. Experience in more than three decades of home-study teaching, during which time we have corrected and commented on many hundreds of thousands of examinations, enables us to anticipate questions in our lesson material.

CREI STUDENTS are professional electronics engineers and technicians, all over the world and in every phase of electronics, about one-third military, the rest civilian. Their median age is 28. In 1958 they devoted approximately 1,572,400 hours to 104,831 lesson texts, answered and were individually graded upon 1,048,310 searching questions and engineering problems. They studied advanced electronics engineering technology associated with transistors, microwaves, forward scatter, computers, servomechanisms, radar, electronic navigational devices and the entire field of modern electronics. New students enrolled during the year are on the missile ranges of Vandenberg AF Base and Cape Canaveral. They are at Almagordo and China Lake, at SAC bases around the world. They are in the research laboratories and manufacturing plants where the latest electronic equipment is designed and produced. They maintain electronic equipment for United Air Lines, and Trans-Canada Air Lines. They share in electronics at All America Cables and Radio, Inc., and The Martin Co. They work for USIA (Voice of America) and Columbia Broadcasting System, for Gates Radio and Federal Electric, to name but a few. All of the firms mentioned offer their personnel CREI education under company sponsorship. CREI men are found by the hundreds among field engineers of major electronic manufacturers. They're across the world and across the street. They're men you'll compete with—to gain or hold your place in the electronics profession.

If ambition is part of your make-up—if you want to convert interest and energy into dollars of income—if you want to convert your spare evening hours into material benefit and the personal satisfaction that comes with advancement and respect of your associates—then CREI's home study education assures you of:

1. A solid foundation of college-level, advanced technical electronic engineering knowledge.
2. A means of keeping abreast of the complex developments in electronics.
3. The ability to communicate intelligently with your engineering associates and superiors.
4. The best preparation for professional advancement in electronics as the industry demands more qualified personnel.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR CREI. College degree is not essential. If you have had basic electronic education, practical experience in electronics and a high school education, you can probably qualify. A good way to find out: Use the postage-paid card. It will bring you the free 54-page book which has launched thousands on their advanced careers: "Insurance for Your Future in the New World of Electronics." Tuition is reasonable and may be paid monthly. It takes just one $10-a-week raise to repay your investment in CREI education and leave you a substantial bonus the first year. Available to veterans under GI bill.

RESIDENCE SCHOOL in Washington, D. C. for those who can attend classes. Day and evening classes start at regular intervals. Qualified graduates earn AAS degree in approximately 27 months. Electronics experience not required for admission.

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
ECPD Accredited Technical Institute Curricula. Founded 1937
Dept. 1406-G-1 EE
3224 16TH ST., N.W.
WASHINGTON 10, D. C.
By LARRY STECKLER
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

In the early morning hours of April 1, 1960, a Thor-Able satellite-carrying rocket left Cape Canaveral, Fla., to mark a new high in space technology.

The satellite, named TIROS I—Television, Infra-Red, Observation Satellite, now orbits the earth once every 90 minutes and travels at about 18,000 mph. It is packed with 250 pounds of TV cameras, tape recorders, TV and radio transmitters and receivers, and other electronic equipment with an outer wrapping of more than 9,000 solar cells.

The satellite itself is shaped like a large drum. It measures 42 inches in diameter, is 19 inches high and weighs 250 pounds. The photos show internal and external views of TIROS I and the various components are pointed out.

The main purpose of TIROS is to photograph the cloud cover around the earth and transmit this information to tracking stations. Such photos give meteorologists cloud patterns that indicate the birth or existence of hurricanes, cyclones and other weather activity. It is hoped that these pictures will also give meteorologists a better understanding of the causes of our weather. Mosaics made up of TIROS photographs are expected to aid in making more accurate long-range and immediate weather forecasts.

(It is interesting to note that TIROS was foreshadowed in Hugo Gernsback's Forecast 1959, a Christmas booklet issued in December, 1958. The Television Space Observatory, pictured on the cover of that booklet, would, among much other equipment, carry a TV camera, to record "...the birth of every major storm, tornado, hurricane or typhoon. Every snowstorm or other atmospheric disturbance will be observed...then tracked if deemed necessary." Other equipment described as part of TVSO's complement is also used by TIROS.)

The cameras are designed to take a series of 32 still pictures and record them on magnetic tape. Then they are stored until played back to a ground station on request. The recorders hold a reel of 400 feet of 1/2-inch Mylar-base tape which moves at 50 ips during recording and playback—3½ minutes to play back all 32 photos. As the pictures are played back and transmitted to earth, the tape is erased, preparing it for further recording of new pictures on its next orbit.

Besides recording the pictures, the recorder also tapes coded signals that indicate the rotational position of the satellite as a time reference to help identify the pictures when they are received on the ground. TIROS I carries small infrared detectors to sense the heat radiation of the earth as the satellite spins. As the scanners sweep across the earth, a pulse is developed. Signals marking the beginning and end of each pulse are sent to a ground station where they are timed and re-...
Telemetry transmitters

Beacon transmitters supply tracking and telemetering information. The beacon transmitters are always on. However, they can be turned off on command from the ground if necessary. Minitrack stations pick up the beacon signals and track the satellite along its journey through the heavens.

Both transmitters are all-transistor units that are contained in a space only 15 inches in diameter and 1½ inches high. The beacon transmitters are also used to send telemetry data back to earth—a running account of temperature in the satellite, battery charge levels, and other conditions that influence the satellite’s operation.

For greater reliability, the same information is transmitted by both beacon transmitters at the same time. One operates on 108.00 mc, the other on 108.3 mc. Both transmitters have a 30-mw output.

More than 9,000 solar cells are mounted on the top and sides of TIROS I to generate the electric power needed by the satellite. They are connected so the power converted from sunlight gives the voltages needed to operate the various power supplies. As a whole, the power supply delivers 28 and 14 volts to accommodate the various power requirements of the satellite system.

A bank of 63 nickel-cadmium storage batteries power the equipment. Voltage regulators stabilize power supplies that deliver operating voltage to the electronic circuitry. Direct battery output, unregulated, operates the tape transport, telemetry switches and other non-critical circuitry.

TIROS I is expected to operate successfully for about 3 months. Useful life is limited to this period for two reasons. First, the satellite is stabilized in its orbit by making it spin. As it travels around the earth, this spinning motion decreases. When it reaches less than 9 revolutions per minute, one of three pairs of small rockets on the satellite’s base is fired. This increases the rotation to the desired 12 rpm. However, these rockets are expected to keep the satellite spinning for only 3 months. The second reason is that the reliability of the large number of individual components that make up the operating portion of the satellite is not considered great enough to give the satellite a much longer useful lifetime.

The TIROS system, including the satellite and its associated ground network, was designed and built by scientists and engineers of RCA’s Astro-Electronics Product Div. at Princeton, N. J., under the general systems management of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and technical direction of the United States Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory at Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Two more TIROS satellites are scheduled for launching this year. These will carry infrared sensors, completed too late to be installed in TIROS I. They will be used to map relative temperatures of the earth’s surface.
CALLBACKS are a big problem in TV service work. One way to avoid them is to be very careful in making diagnoses, and very thorough in the final checkout after repairs are completed. Be on the lookout for those marginal defects which show up in one circuit after repairs have been made to another. I found a very good word in the dictionary for this a while ago: serendipity. Roughly, this means "to find one thing while looking for another." (Truthfully, that's the way I found it; I was looking for something else!) In this application, it would mean finding unsuspected troubles in a circuit while checking out an entirely different one.

A typical example of what not to do would be simply to adjust vertical height and linearity controls—instead of pulling the chassis and checking the circuit completely—to cure a case of vertical instability. By these adjustments, instability can sometimes be alleviated, but not eliminated: the real trouble is in leaky capacitors, drifted resistors, weak sync or the like. If the vertical output waveform looks somewhat like Fig. 1-a, you might have a weak output tube or leaky coupling capacitor. The waveform should look like Fig. 1-b: with a good clean, sharp point, for proper linearity. In the sync input circuit a barely perceptible sync pulse (Fig. 1-c), seen as a mere "wiggle" on the waveform, would make the vertical hold extremely unstable. A good strong sync pulse (Fig. 1-d) would snap the picture into place firmly.

Similar troubles show up in horizontal oscillator and sync circuits. For instance, if you found very unstable horizontal hold, adjusting the ringing coil, horizontal hold control, etc., could bring the set into synchronization, but the controls quite obviously don't have enough range to allow continuous, stable operation. Tube changing seems to help somewhat, so there's your choice: change the tube, and leave the set as it is (taking a chance on a callback within a few days) or pull the chassis and find the real trouble.

This kind of trouble can be caused by drifting resistors, leaky capacitors, defective and noisy controls, and even dirty tube-socket contacts. Fig. 2 shows only a few of the sources of trouble. Any component which helps to determine, in any way, the operating frequency of the circuit is a possible suspect. The R-C networks in plate and grid circuits of the horizontal oscillator, circled in Fig. 2, are all prime suspects. Voltage supplies here are also critical. Be sure that the plate-voltage source is up to its rated value, and that plate-load resistors are not suffering from thermal drift.

Age circuits are another good source of this kind of trouble. If the set has an adjustable age control, check its setting on all usable channels, after the set has been returned to the home. This is especially important where rectifiers or rectifier tubes have been changed, tubes replaced in the tuner or video if, or any part replaced which could affect the signal level applied to the age tube. If the control happens to be left "on the edge," a sudden increase in signal levels will cause the set to bend, fuzz or black out entirely, meaning a quick callback.

Noise-elimination circuits also suffer from the complaints outlined above. Always be sure that the setting of the "noise" or "sync-stability" control is checked and left in the position that gives maximum picture stability. Improper setting of this control can definitely cause bad sync stability, by clipping sync pulses. This is perfectly normal, so watch out for it.

Before leaving any repair job, go over it with the proverbial fine-tooth comb, and see if you can't find those "marginal defects." This may save you much time, and an equivalent amount of money!

Poor vertical linearity
We have a Zenith Super K TV chassis, which has poor vertical linearity. Not the usual result, but too much height at the top, and the linearity control won't bring it down. We have tried replacing the cathode bypass electrolytic and the coupling capacitors, but it still has trouble. The 12B4 tube tests good.—P. O. S., Denver, Colo.

This is an odd but not uncommon complaint in this series, and others using the 12B4 tubes as vertical output amplifiers. To cure the excessive height, replace the 12B4 tube! Apparently, the old tube will have almost, but not quite, enough output to deliver a perfectly linear scan signal to the yoke. Therefore, we unconsciously advance the vertical height control to fill the screen, and the linearity goes bad. A scope will show the flattening of the top of the waveform (Figs. 1-a and 1-b) and the change when the tube is replaced.

No high voltage
In an Admiral 21B1 TV, there is no high voltage. If I disconnect the yoke,
the voltage returns. I have changed everything in the B-boost system, also C431 with no results. Disconnecting the vertical output from the boost circuit has no effect.—W. E. P., Los Angeles, Calif.

This looks like yoke trouble. You have already checked most of the common sources of trouble here, including the vertical output circuit and the capacitor in series with the yoke lead, C431. Therefore, the trouble must be due to shorted turns in the yoke which are causing the high voltage to be "shorted out" by lowering the Q of the yoke-flyback system (Fig. 3).

Leakage in the yoke-return capacitor, C431, is a very common source of trouble in this circuit, as it lowers the B-plus too much to allow correct operation.

Short tube life
I can't get tubes to last in a Motorola 21T25CH TV set. The 12L6 audio output tube goes most often, but the 12DQ6 and the 19AV4 don't last either. I have put four 4BQ7's in the tuner. I measured the heater voltages and they are: 12DQ6—14 vac; 19AV4—20 vac; 12L6—14 vac. The rest of the tubes are normal, but they warm up slowly when the set is in the shop.—A. M., Kenosha, Wis.

It is obvious that you must have a very high line-voltage condition at the house where the TV set is used. The heater string on this set adds up to almost 120 volts, and even a line voltage as high as 125 would not give you the huge overload you mention. Take line-voltage readings at the home at several times during the day if possible. Better still, ask the power company to put a recording voltmeter on the line for 24 hours; they are usually glad to do so. I fully expect you'll find a line voltage somewhere in the neighborhood of 140 volts! This is not uncommon; we have had several cases like it of late. In some cases,
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Addition of too much load to one side of a three-wire circuit will cause an unbalance, raising the line voltage on the other side correspondingly. A ballast or tube-saver in series with the TV set will help out, until you can get the line voltage down to normal.

Charring resistors, controls

So far I have replaced the contrast control in an RCA 21T7417U twice. Each time, it is accompanied by burning out the 6AQ5 cathode resistors, and charring the 18,000-ohm resistors in the plate circuit. The picture goes gray and white, no blacks at all, and there is a loss of horizontal sync after it’s been running for a while. Before I replace the burned parts again I’d like to know what’s causing this.—J. P., West Hollywood, Fla.

To get “basic” about it, this trouble is being caused by excessive plate current in the 6AQ5 video amplifier! Since all the parts damaged are in that same circuit (Fig. 4), this must be the source of your trouble.

The most likely suspect, of course, would be the 6AQ5 tube, with an internal short, and very likely an intermittent one (something like a screen-control grid short or even very heavy leakage). Aside from this, leakage through the coupling capacitor, altering the grid bias, would have the same result.

I would suggest replacing all the defective parts, including the video peaking coils, which may have been damaged by heavy current, replacing the tube, then taking a reading of the cathode current by inserting a milliammeter in series with the bottom of the contrast control. At these voltages, your plate current should be less than 45 ma, and the screen current less than 4.5 ma.

Missing voltages

I have on the bench a Stromberg-Carlson TC-19 which is puzzling me. I replaced one of the 5U4’s and a resistor which burned out when the 6BG6-G screen bypass shorted. Now, I can’t get any voltages on the age tube screen, the 6AU6 or any of the if tubes. This
set has a plug for the controls, which I left in the cabinet. Could this be the cause of the trouble?—L. P., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Yes, that’s right. The B-plus circuits are connected through this plug. When it is pulled, the B-plus feed to the age tube, the if plates and screens and several other circuits are opened. The plug must be in place before the set will play at all.

The sound trouble you mentioned could also be due to an incorrect setting of the age switch. In “fringe” position, on this chassis, it would cause a very quick agc block, unless you had a very small signal input.

Before you return the set, check the two 6,800-ohm resistors in the horizontal output tube screen circuit. When the capacitor shorted out, they got at least a momentary overload and could have burned enough to cause a change in value. They will be found between the two 6BG6-G tubes, toward the flyback transformer.

Voltage-doubler trouble

I have high-voltage trouble in a Sylvania 512-1 TV chassis. It uses a voltage-doubler circuit in the high-voltage supply. When I received the set, the three resistors from the cathode of the first rectifier to the plate of the second were overheated and charred, and had changed value. I replaced them with the right value, but these got hot too. I tried replacing the tubes, and the three high-voltage filter capacitors, but the resistors still get too hot. I would appreciate any help you could give me on this trouble.—A. H., Tipton, Ind.

From the description, I am afraid that you have used the wrong type resistor for this replacement (Fig. 5). Special high-voltage types are made just for this kind of work. They have extremely good insulation and are rated to withstand the tremendous pulse voltages which show up across them. Ordinary service type replacement resistors will stand up in this application. If you will use the special units, you will find your troubles are over since you have replaced everything else in the circuit! 

Fig. 5—Voltage-doubler circuit showing 1-megohm resistors that overheat.

**Fig. 1**—The dog in the manger here was L, which was draining the horizontal sweep voltage into the horizontal oscillator and vertical output circuits.

**Things** are not what they seem, as they say in the books, and nowhere is the old saw better illustrated than in servicing dog TV receivers.

Take the case of one that was brought into the shop with a complaint of no raster. A bypass capacitor had shorted, taking with it a couple of resistors and the horizontal sweep circuit. The faulty components were replaced, after which the raster failed to fill the screen satisfactorily. The B-plus boost voltage was subnormal, and the second-anode voltage a little low. Otherwise, the dc voltages measured OK. All dc resistances measured correct. The raster, though narrow, was bright.

A scope was not available in the shop, so ac voltage checks could not be made by this means, and the vtvm did not provide peak-to-peak indication. Checks of the capacitors in the sweep circuit with a capacitor checker and by substitution did not affect the narrow raster. Although resistance checks of the flyback transformer and yoke showed correct values, these components were replaced, as a shorted turn or two cannot be detected by a resistance measurement. The narrow raster remained unaffected. At this point, it was realized that a great deal of time was being wasted, and a scope was obtained to check the ac voltages in the defective section of the chassis.

First the grid-driving waveform to the horizontal output tube was checked. Since the plate of the horizontal oscillator received its supply voltage from the booster circuit, a separate power supply was first required to bring the plate voltage of the horizontal oscillator up to normal. The scope then indicated correct peak-to-peak voltage for the drive waveform, showing that the trouble was on the secondary side of the transformer. With the horizontal oscillator operating from the bench power supply, a scope check was next made on the secondary side of the transformer; the peak-to-peak voltage here was subnormal.

This was a real stinker, because the sweep circuit had been almost completely rebuilt with new components. At this point, the technicians went into conference and sat down with the circuit diagram to try to study the problem out.

The “hot” side of the sweep circuit was arranged as shown in Fig. 1. It seemed that all possibilities of voltage attenuation in this circuit had been eliminated. Then the clue appeared!

One of the technicians recalled that coil L was not an exact replacement, but was another inductor which had the same value of dc resistance. He pointed out that it would be quite possible for the replacement coil to have lower inductance but the same resistance, if wound with a wire one or two sizes smaller than the original coil. Another technician observed that this coil was situated in the circuit in such a manner that subnormal inductance would attenuate the sweep current; in other words, the coil was being used as an ac choke to isolate the dc booster load from the flyback transformer and yoke. He suggested that excessive inductance would not have an attenuating effect on the sweep voltage, if the dc resistance of the coil were not too high.

We experimented, using another non-standard replacement in the form of the primary of a spare flyback transformer. The primary winding was connected into the circuit in place of coil L (Fig. 1). This primary coil had more turns and a larger core than the burnout one, and hence an obviously larger value of inductance. Its dc resistance was also higher than specified, although not a great deal more.

As soon as the receiver was turned on, the raster filled the screen, and the receiver operated normally, proving the correctness of the circuit analysis. An important lesson had been learned the hard way: There is no necessary rela-
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used in the test but, instead, a sweep generator which was the technician's own personal property. He observed that it might be well to check out the sweep generator for flatness, to determine whether the false trap indication was being caused by the generator. The regular shop equipment was rolled over to the bench, and connected to the receiver under test. Presto! . . . the mysterious trap dip disappeared from the if response curve. Next, the defective sweep generator was checked out with the arrangement shown in Fig. 3, which verified the conclusion.

Finally, an inquiry was made to find what was wrong with the generator. The instruction book for the instrument showed that the swept output for the 45-mc if band was obtained by beating together two oscillators; one of them swept from 72 to 84 mc in the test, while the other operated at a fixed frequency of 37.5 mc. The difference frequency, 34.5 to 46.5 mc, was being used in the test. The second harmonic of the 37.5-mc fixed oscillator (75 mc) fell into the band of the swept oscillator (72 to 84 mc), causing a serious disturbance and spurious response at 37.5 mc in the swept output.

Although the sweep generator was unstable at this end of the band for 45-mc if amplifier alignment, because of the large spurious output, it was next determined it could be made to work by running the dial slightly off-scale on the next lower band. This next lower band operated with a 75-mc fixed oscillator, instead of a 37.5-mc fixed oscillator, so the second harmonic fell outside the operating range, causing no difficulty.

Another important lesson had been learned the hard way: Don't assume the trouble must always be in the receiver—perhaps it's in the test equipment this time!
A good-looking meter scale is not hard to make, if you have a camera

By C. L. HENRY

HOw many times have you completed an extra-special construction project, only to have it marred by a poor meter scale? But it is easy to have professionally-looking meter scales for all your equipment. Most instruments are easier to operate (and look better) with proper scales on the meters. Now neither you or I are professional draftsmen, but fortunately we don't have to be. All you will need is a camera with a good lens, a protractor, compass and a lettering guide. If you are an amateur photographer who processes his own black-and-white photos, you will probably have everything else you need. If you do not process your photos, you can get that part of the job done at your local camera store without too much cost.

The first step in making your own meter dial or scale is to measure the angle or arc of the present scale on your meter (Fig. 1). The new scale must match this, of course. Measure from the left side of the scale to the right with a protractor, and note the angle. Make sure the base line of the protractor passes over the center of the meter movement. In Fig. 1 the angle measured was 90°.

Now draw the new meter scale on a large piece of paper, preferably white, matte and the larger the better. A piece of white drawing paper such as is being used in Fig. 2 is probably best. Make this as neat a drawing as possible, using a lettering guide for the letters and numbers. The guide should be available from art-supply and stationery stores. Also make your lettering and drawing heavy. This is necessary since we are going to reduce this drawing photographically.

Fig. 3 shows the next step in making the meter scale. Set up the completed drawing or pin it to the wall. Put a sheet or other piece of white material behind the drawing, so that it extends 2 feet or so beyond the edges of the drawing paper. [Use white paper or a large sheet of art mounting board—sheets wrinkle.—Editor]. Set up your camera in front of the drawing on a tripod, after determining the proper distance required to fill the negative with the drawing (a closeup lens adapter may be required). The Kodak Data Book on Copying, which you can find at your photo dealer, will be useful in determining this.

If your camera is a twin-lens or single-lens reflex, focusing is fairly simple. However, if it uses a rangefinder or zone focusing, you must use a ground glass to focus on the drawing. Obtain a piece of thin glass that is lightly frosted on one side. Cut this to fit in the film gate of your camera, as shown in Fig. 4. Then, observing the image on the ground glass, focus the camera on the drawing. After focusing, put the film in the camera, being very careful not to change the distance of the camera from the drawing or the focus adjustment.

You should use Kodak Verichrome Pan (Panatomic-X or a line-copying film should give better results) or a similar medium-speed film in your camera. Kodalith, available in cut-film sizes, is specially suited to this work. After loading the film in the camera, set up two lights as shown in Fig. 3. The lights should be set at 45° to the plane of the drawing. Adjust the light carefully so that the light is even across the entire drawing. You can do this by sight, but a more accurate method is to check the lighting with a photoelectric exposure meter. You can also determine the proper exposure while adjusting the lights. After you even the lighting, read the exposure meter. Set the aperture on your camera to f16 or f22 to get as much depth of field as possible. Use whatever shutter speed is necessary, and make as many exposures as you wish. A good idea is to make several exposures at twice the proper shutter speed, several at the proper speed and several at one-half the proper shutter speed.

After you have made the exposures, develop the film in a high-contrast developer, such as Kodak D-11 or equivalent. If you must use a medium-contrast developer such as Kodak D-76, develop the film 3 minutes longer than normal, to build up the contrast. After fixing the film, hold it up to a light and look it over. The background should be very dense, and the scale and lettering clear.

You are now ready to make the print as in Fig. 5. Use the highest-contrast paper available. The paper I used for this is Kodabromide F-5, single-weight. (The F indicates glossy paper.) Remove the scale from your meter and place it on the easel of your enlarger. With your best negative in the enlarger, turn it on and adjust the size of the image on the easel until it coincides exactly with the scale on the original metal meter scale. Remove the metal meter scale from the easel, put in your paper and make a print.

After the print is processed and thoroughly dried, it can be installed on the meter. Carefully trim the print to fit the meter scale, and glue it in place. Be sure to use a glue that will not harm the print (Fig. 6). As a final touch, a dulling spray may be applied to the meter scale to remove any surface reflection.

Using the method just described, you can have any type of meter scale that you wish. If you don't have the facilities to process your film and prints, you can expose the film and tell the processor exactly how you want it finished, including the exact size of the final print. This should cost little more than the processing of one roll of film.

END
Fig. 2—Draw the meter scale as large as possible.

Fig. 3—Pin or tape the drawing to a suitable background such as a sheet or a white wall. (Second light is out of sight at right.)

Fig. 4—Be sure the ground glass used for focusing fits flush against the film guides.

Fig. 5 (lower left)—Adjust the image size to match the old scale.

Fig. 6—Trim the print and glue it to the rear of the old meter scale.
FIELD-CHECK COLOR CRT'S

By JAMES EGAN

A skilled technician will have little trouble in recognizing the symptoms of a low-emission monochrome CRT. All he does is watch the picture as the brightness control is rotated. The problem of evaluating the condition of a color CRT in the field is somewhat more complicated since some of the symptoms displayed by a weak color tube may also be caused by bad components elsewhere in the receiver or by improper setup adjustments.

The color CRT may develop low emission in one or more of its guns, and the symptoms will vary according to the particular combination. Typical symptoms are excessive warmup time required for the screen to reach a neutral shade of gray, changes in screen color when brightness control is rotated, colored lowlights or highlights on black and white programs, and poor reproduction of colors on color programs.

In designing the unit described here, my primary objectives were compactness, light weight and rugged construction as it is primarily a field service instrument. It is so compact that it can be carried in a pocket or slipped into the service kit. To maintain simplicity and low cost, I use an ordinary 20,000-ohm-per-volt multimeter to provide the readings. This is no problem as the meter is already part of the service kit.

Fig. 1-a shows how the output voltages are developed across the individual cathode resistors.

New tubes should give readings close to 2 volts. Any gun reading less than 0.75 volt after 3 minutes' warmup is weak, but still usable if the receiver can be adjusted for acceptable tracking of the brightness. When only one of the guns is weak, the screen will tend to swing toward the color of that gun as brightness is reduced. A CRT which doesn't read at least 0.5 volt on all guns after a 3-minute warmup should be replaced.

The 3-minute figure is arbitrary and there may be some customers who will be willing to replace the kit before it reaches this level of performance.

Fig. 1-b shows construction details. The socket used fits all color CRT's currently being produced, and virtually all in use.

Used with a vom, pocket-sized unit checks emission of color picture tubes
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Remember us?
We’re still cutting call-backs...

... because I’ve got new coil heaters. You can wave goodbye to your front-end troubles.
Your CBS 6BQ7A

... because you get no fireworks with me. That means no more damper arcing for you.
Your CBS 6AX4GT

... because I’ve got new coil heaters. You can wave goodbye to your front-end troubles.
Your CBS 6BQ7A

... because I’ve got new coil heaters. You can wave goodbye to your front-end troubles.
Your CBS 6BQ7A

... because my new plates behave like plates... not filaments. You can forget your low-voltage rectifier problems.
Your CBS 5U4GB

... because I’m loaded with performance, man. You buy no sync problems with me.
Your CBS 6CG7

... because I like high voltage. So stop worrying about arcs and burnouts.
Your CBS 1B3GT

TOTAL RELIABILITY...proved in performance

Yes, we are typical CBS receiving tubes especially designed to cut your call-backs. We offer you total reliability... proved in performance by leading TV set manufacturers — and service technicians too. You can profit more from the total reliability of CBS tubes. Just make it a habit always to replace with us... and with other dependable CBS tubes.
FREQUENTLY a device capable of transforming an unbalanced source of audio voltage to a voltage balanced with respect to ground is needed, for example when an R-L-C-bridge is to be driven with a conventional audio signal generator.

If a push-pull amplifier is to be driven by a conventional audio signal generator, detector, phono pickup, or microphone, the same need exists. In addition, an impedance transformation may be desired. It is often desirable to convert a high-impedance output to low impedance, minimizing high-frequency attenuation and reducing electrostatic hum pickup. The electronic transformer does these jobs.

Its circuit is uncomplicated and might be best described as a cathode follower—phase splitter. It consists of two cathode followers—the first driven by the applied signal, the second by the 180° phase-shifted signal from the plate of the first triode. Fig. 1 shows the phase relationships that exist at the various tube elements for a given input waveform.

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2. Note that few parts are used and voltage requirements are moderate. The potentiometer (R3) is a BALANCE CONTROL. It allows the input to the second tube to be adjusted so that the outputs measured from cathode to ground of the triodes are of equal magnitude.

The photos show an underchassis and top views of the completed device. The electronic transformer is housed in a 21/2 × 21/4 × 5-inch interlocking box chassis. A piece of aluminum, used as a subchassis, provides a mount for the 12AU7 and the BALANCE CONTROL. Input to the tube is brought in through a coaxial connector on the top of the case. The output leads come out to one of the ends. Power leads are brought out through the other end.

To balance the electronic transformer, connect the power supply leads to an external power supply. Heaters and plates use 6.3 volts ac and 250 volts dc, respectively. Apply a 1,000-cycle signal of about 4 volts to the input terminals. Connect an audio voltmeter, a high-impedance ac voltmeter or an oscilloscope from across J2 and J3 (ground). Record the magnitude of the signal at this point. Then connect the instrument which you are using across J4 and J3 to ground. Adjust the balance control until the signal is equal in magnitude to the value observed across J2 and J3. When this step is completed, recheck the magnitude of the signal across J2 and J3. If the output levels are not quite equal, it may be necessary to readjust the BALANCE CONTROL to secure a fine adjustment.

The electronic transformer has many applications for the service technician and experimenter. Remember, it is not a high-power-handling device, and the signal input should never exceed 6 volts. Furthermore, it is not presented as a high-fidelity device. Distortion is reasonably low for bridge measurements and routine audio testing, but the audio enthusiast should not attempt to utilize the circuit described as part of a hi-fi audio system.

By H. F. WOODS

Fig. 1—Phase relationships at 12AU7 socket: a—grid and cathode of first triode section; b—grid and cathode of second triode and plate of first triode section.

Fig. 2—Transformer circuit.
THE electroscope is a tool, but it has become as obsolete as the stone axe of the paleolithic era. Yet surprisingly, the one described here is an educational novelty that gives convincing proof that the face of an ordinary TV receiver does carry an electrostatic charge.

The instrument is shown in the diagram. It is a 6 x 8-inch piece of polystyrene plastic clamped between two right-angle metal brackets. In each upper corner a 2-inch metallic plate is cemented to the plastic. The plate is a piece of foil from a package of cigarettes, placed so the foil sides face each other.

The “gold leaf” or swinging vane is a strip of aluminum foil which is lifted off the cigarette wrapper. They are 2 inches long and ½-inch wide. Dip the wrapper in hot water for about 10 minutes to simplify the job and lessen the chance of tearing the foil. This strip is fastened to the foil plate with a small piece of cellulose tape. As you can see, a very rough kilovolt scale is marked on the plastic for each swinging vane.

To charge the electroscope, you will need two pocket combs. Cover about an inch of the end of one comb with foil. The foil-covered comb becomes the “charge splitter,” the other carries the “inducing charge.”

Flick the inducing comb once through dry hair and, holding it close to the charge splitter, touch the charge splitter to the foil that contacts one of the electroscope vanes. The vane is now negatively charged. Then take the combs away and separate them. Next, take the charge splitter and touch it to the foil on the other side of the dual electroscope. You have just put a positive charge on that vane.

For proof of the polarities, set the instrument about 6 or 8 inches from your TV set screen. Turn the receiver on and, as soon as it warms up, the electroscope leaves will swing in opposite directions. Varying the brightness will cause a small swing in each leaf’s position. It makes a good demonstration of some facts to which we often pay little attention.
TEST INSTRUMENTS

TRANSFER STANDARD CALIBRATES VOLTMETER

With this simple unit you can make your ac voltmeter accurate to 1%

By PAUL S. LEDERER

As electronic devices get more complex more accurate test instruments are needed to service them. This is particularly true of test instruments used for servicing industrial electronic equipment.

How can a technician be sure his meters are accurate? One way is to buy only laboratory type precision equipment that has an accuracy of 0.5% and will retain it for years of use. But these meters are too expensive for the service technician—they cost a few hundred dollars each, and they won't take rough handling.

A more practical method is to use a standard vtvm or multitester and keep it accurately calibrated. To do this on dc ranges, and keep the meter within 1%, a reliable known source of dc is required. Mercury cells are probably the simplest dc voltage standard available. The RM type made by Malloy, when new, has a voltage of about 1.345. With moderate use (about 1-ma drain for 100 hours) it drops to 1.31 volts and stays there till near the end of its useful life. However, for calibration, drain is very low and a new mercury cell can be used a dc calibration standard for as much as a year and still supply 1.34 volts within 1%.

Ac calibration is a little different. There are no real physical standards of ac voltage. There are only devices that relate ac to dc by matching the effects of both. The most common effect is heating. For example, ac line voltage, 117 volts rms, produces the same amount of heat in a pure resistance as 117 volts dc in the same resistance.

Standards which relate ac to dc are called transfer standards. Commercial units have accuracies as high as .05% of the voltage over the af range. But their prices are high enough to keep them out of reach of all but large labs.

However, it is possible to build a transfer standard with 1% accuracy for about $10. The home-built unit matches the heating effect of ac to that of dc in the filament of a miniature receiving tube, a 1T4.

How it is done
The voltage source delivers current through a variable resistance (R4) into the series combination of a fixed resistance and the filament of a diode.

Precision transfer standard for calibrating ac voltmeters.

- Compares heating effect of dc and ac voltages to calibrate ac meter.
  - 1% accuracy
  - inexpensive
  - compact

A look inside the calibrator.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
Light pressure on the glass will press metal retaining ring. Once loosened, it is held in the case by a close-fitting metal crimp. Light crimping with diagonal pliers in three or four places around the circumference of the ring will make a permanent cure. When reassembled, the projections from the crimp will dig into the bakelite case and resist any pressure short of breaking the glass.

—Roy E. Paffenb erg
"I certainly wouldn't be without PHOTOFACTS"

"Sams PHOTOFACTS take the guesswork and a lot of testing out of repair jobs. I certainly wouldn't be without them."

— M. F. Sweeney
Winona, Minnesota
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How to stay ahead...
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□ Send full information on the Easy-Buy Plan and Free File Cabinet deal.
□ I'm interested in a Standing Order Subscription.
□ I'm a Service Technician □ full-time; □ part-time

My distributor is ____________________________
Shop Name ______________________________
Attn: ___________________________________
Address _________________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip

Tesa to Sue?

Should local TESA's hire lawyers and prosecute the customer complaints listed below? TSA (Iowa) Beacon is asking its readers "to write and let us know if you think we should prosecute . . . or keep them under the rug or in the closet.

One shop returned a set to a lady and told her to let the solder dry and set for 24 to 48 hours. Of course, when she turned the set on a day or so later, it would not work. She still has not been able to get the technician to return and fix the set.

"A customer, after waiting several weeks for the return of his set was told that the charge would be $________ and that the trouble was in the tuner. He decided not to have them fix it.
picked it up and took it to another shop. This man found that 'the tuner had been cut all to heck with a pair of side cutters.' The set was examined by members of the local TESA, Independent- ers, and a service engineer recom- mended by the local BBB. All agreed that the cutting had been deliberate and could not have been done in the course of repairing it."

LICENSE BILL DEFEATED

The Delaware State House of Repre- sentatives voted down a TV technician licensing bill 28-3. The bill, sponsored by the Television Service Dealers Asso- ciation of Delaware, had been intro- duced into the legislature almost a year and a half ago.

Several House members spoke out against the bill, calling it "class legis- lation to protect a certain few," and saying that it would stop "the little man from getting into a business of his own."

James Mayhart, an official of TSADA, commented that about 80% of the association's members have one- and two-man shops and that, without such a law, there is no way to tell who is qualified to perform service work and who is not. In the future says that TSADA plans to have the bill reintroduced at the next session of the Legislature.

WHERE TO BUY

An often-ignored problem has caused a group of distributors to take a full- page ad in the TSA (Michigan) News. The ad, in the form of a comic strip, deals with the situation that frequently arises when distributors do not sell retail. Its captions read:

"I'm an electronic hobbyist and I'd like to buy some parts." Electronic Distributors generally fella. You'll have to get them from an authorized service dealer. Service Dealer: "Can't help you buddy. I don't have the components you need. I only carry replacement parts for radio and TV sets." Customer: "By George, I'll order from this catalog I got from out of town. They'll supply me."

The final square urges service deal- ers to stock parts for hobbyists (or order them if necessary) to keep the business right in the local area.

ETA ELECTS OFFICERS

The Winston-Salem (No. C.) Elec- tronic Technicians Association has elected Dick Tamer, president; Clifton Lynch, secretary, and Griffith Blain, treasurer.

MISBRANDING LAW

An all-around measure recommended by Attorney General Louis J. Lefkowitz and designed to protect the buyer has been passed by the New York State Legislature. Part of this program re- quires that "all television and radio tubes which are rebuilt, reconditioned, used or otherwise not of first quality must be clearly labeled..." This is designed to cut out counterfeiting and misbranding of tubes and also make it necessary for a service technician in- stalling such a tube to notify the cus- tomer of its condition. Used, rebuilt or reconditioned appliances must also be properly labeled.

WHY AREN'T YOU ON THE LIST?

RADIO-ELECTRONICS is publishing a list of all of the known television service associations in North America. Every now and then, associations write in and ask why they have not been listed. We can list you only if we know about you. We have the way of detecting an association's existence unless it is (or a member) decides to write to us. We would like to hear from associations in Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, Rhode Island and Texas.

Several House members spoke out against the bill, calling it "class legis- lation to protect a certain few," and saying that it would stop "the little man from getting into a business of his own."

James Mayhart, an official of TSADA, commented that about 80% of the association's members have one- and two-man shops and that, without such a law, there is no way to tell who is qualified to perform service work and who is not. In the future says that TSADA plans to have the bill reintroduced at the next session of the Legislature.

WHERE TO BUY

An often-ignored problem has caused a group of distributors to take a full- page ad in the TSA (Michigan) News. The ad, in the form of a comic strip, deals with the situation that frequently arises when distributors do not sell retail. Its captions read:

"I'm an electronic hobbyist and I'd like to buy some parts." Electronic Distributors generally fella. You'll have to get them from an authorized service dealer. Service Dealer: "Can't help you buddy. I don't have the components you need. I only carry replacement parts for radio and TV sets." Customer: "By George, I'll order from this catalog I got from out of town. They'll supply me."

The final square urges service deal- ers to stock parts for hobbyists (or order them if necessary) to keep the business right in the local area.

ETA ELECTS OFFICERS

The Winston-Salem (No. C.) Elec- tronic Technicians Association has elected Dick Tamer, president; Clifton Lynch, secretary, and Griffith Blain, treasurer.

MISBRANDING LAW

An all-around measure recommended by Attorney General Louis J. Lefkowitz and designed to protect the buyer has been passed by the New York State Legislature. Part of this program re- quires that "all television and radio tubes which are rebuilt, reconditioned, used or otherwise not of first quality must be clearly labeled..." This is designed to cut out counterfeiting and misbranding of tubes and also make it necessary for a service technician in- stalling such a tube to notify the cus- tomer of its condition. Used, rebuilt or reconditioned appliances must also be properly labeled.
BRAND NEW
UNITED'S FIRST QUALITY TUBES

DISCOUNTS up to 75% OFF

GUARANTEED ONE FULL YEAR
NOT USED! NO PULLS!
WHY PAY MORE...

UNITED RADIO CO.

Box 1000
Newark, N. J.

Terms: remit full price plus postage with order. No C.O.D.
Mail to Dept. RE. Excess postage will be refunded.

Subject to Prior Sale
$5 Minimum Order

TECHNICIANS' NEWS (Continued)

Tenancy is practiced on commercial equipment and technicians should do it also.

Another point mentioned was sales of accessories and extras by technicians. Mr. Angel said: "You have a great advantage over the counter and floor salesman; you have entry to the customer's home... these little extras and accessories you sell total up to big dollars at the end of the year."

POLICE COOPERATION

The Indianapolis Police Department, taking note of the increase in TV shop thefts, has agreed to give extra surveillance to ITTA (Indianapolis Television Technicians Association) members' shops during the trouble hours. Police Inspector Schmidt made the following suggestions:

"Stirve for publicity; more action will come if the citizens are kept aware. Keep shops well illuminated at night. Keep portable TV sets and transistor radios in a location where they are hard to pick up easily. Report any information you may have, such as license numbers and descriptions. Report cases where a customer says he can beat a quoted price on a new set by an unreasonable amount. Mark serial numbers of all sets on some permanent part of the set such as the yoke mounting or chassis."

CENSUS REPORT

The average total revenue per year for service shops (all types, large and small) in Washington State is $11,920, according to preliminary figures released by the Federal Government. TSA Service News (Washington) goes on to report that firms without payrolls (one-man shops) do an annual gross of $5,945. These figures, from a 1958 census, reveal that the average weekly wage is $73.25.

The IPET (Independent Professional Electronic Technician) of California comments that the average TV "servicer", putting about 72 hours a week into his operation, makes about $36 an hour (using figures from eight states, not just Washington). They point out that the one-man shop is usually a husband-and-wife deal, with the "wife or other member of the family rendering vitally needed functions... doing so for absolutely nothing."

END

“This one is a real dog!”
This device permits reading up to 100 mc, using a counter whose maximum is only 1 mc. The frequency is indicated by flashing neon lamps. The unknown signal is heterodyned against a local oscillator (through attenuators). The counter measures the difference beat.

The frequency standard may be a 1-me oscillator, whose harmonics (integral mc) are selected by a multiplier. Only two harmonics can generate a beat within range of the 6-digit counter. For example, if the unknown is 27,865,462 cycles, such a beat can result by beating against either 27 or 28 mc. These are the only harmonics that can cause a reading on the counter. The lower harmonic is correct.

As an example, assume an unknown of 27,864,976 cycles. As various multipliers are selected, we find that both 27 mc and 28 mc give readings, so we choose 27 mc. The beat is then 864,976 cycles as indicated by the counter. For convenience, the multiplier is indicated in such a way that its frequency is indicated by the first two digit columns; in this case, the correct frequency of 27,864,976 will be visible.

Learn Nuclear Engineering Technology through an advanced home study program offered by CREI ATOMICS. Enrollment is limited.

**RE-DIRECT your future aims to high standing in NUCLEAR ENGINEERING technology**

ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF MEN will be accepted at this time for this program of home study offered by CREI ATOMICS, an expertly-staffed extension division of The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute.

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission states about the severe shortage of trained people in nuclear technology: "... the immediate goal is to retrain, through short courses ... those already grounded in traditional disciplines." Through CREI ATOMICS you can now combine your present technical education and engineering experience with knowledge in nuclear engineering and technology. The result: increased career opportunities and corresponding income advantages as the nuclear field develops.

Program of study includes—
Nuclear Physics, Reactor Physics, Thermodynamics, Reactor Technology, Reactor Controls, Instrumentation for Reactor Control, Isotopes, Health Physics—many other subjects
IN-1 DC POWER SUPPLY

1... use it for operating ALL TYPES of auto radios
(transistor, hybrid and tube)

2... use it for operating personal portable radios
(transistor)

...also operates experimental transistor circuits, relays; use it for
electroplating, laboratory work.

Transistor protection with separately fused milliammeter.
Longer life with EPL patented conduction cooling.

2 OUTPUT RANGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOLTS</th>
<th>CURRENT</th>
<th>RIPPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-16</td>
<td>5 amps.</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>75 ma.</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compare With Others At Your Distributor... Send For Literature!

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES 4501-R Ravenswood, Chicago

Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation Ltd., Toronto

BEST FILTERING, REGULATION

---

IN PARIS
FROM FEBRUARY
17th to 21st
1961

4th international
exhibition
of electronic
components

from february 20th to 26th 1961
International Technical Congress
Subject: semi-conductor devices

FÉDÉRATION NATIONALE DES INDUSTRIES ELECTRONIQUES FRANÇAISES (F.N.I.E.)

23, rue de Lübeck - PARIS 16e - Tél.: PASy 01-16

NEW PATENTS (Continued)

enough information for determining the “fix”.
This patent does the work with a single mobile receiver. Moving along any path (see diagram), it contains a computer that determines a base line and the angles. A directional antenna aboard the vehicle may be designed to point always to the transmitting source.

The vehicle may move along a curving road from A to B. From the line AB and the two angles, the computer calculates and indicates the desired point C. The equipment is complex, requiring spectrometers, servos, resolver, integrators, etc. More details are contained in the patent specification.

WIDEBAND TUNER

British Patent No. 803,822

This tuner can cover a wide spectrum—for example, from 500 kc to 5000 kc or more—with a single dial.

The diagram shows six coils mounted in series around a circle. A rotary core can pass through each coil in turn. Note the grounded pointer that contacts the various shorting bars. In the diagram the low end of coil A is shown shorted to ground and all other coils are removed from the circuit when the core is in position to move through A. The tuner is now set for the highest frequency band.

As the dial is rotated counterclockwise, the pointer begins to contact the next bar and coils A and B are now in the circuit. All others are out of the circuit. At this time the core is in position to tune coil B, the next lower band. In this way, one coil after another is switched and the core always tunes the one nearest to ground.

The single dial also controls other functions. When set for TV channels, the AM sound channel is automatically switched in. For FM channels, the IF and detector are automatically switched for FM sound, etc. There are also positions for phone (GRAS) and to shut off power (MAINS OFF). Volume control is handled by pushing or pulling the dial in or out. This adjusts P as desired.

END

CORRECTION

In the circuit of the “Darkroom Timer,” page 127 of the April issue, the upper end of R3 should connect to the OFF terminal of S1-b as indicated in the text. Also, we must stress that the timing capacitor (C2) should be a high-quality paper or oil-filled unit.

Our thanks to Ken Greenberg of Chicago for pointing out the erroneous connection to S1-b.

ATTENTION...
Service
Technicians’ Associations
Club Members
Student Groups

Special subscription rates to RADIO-ELECTRONICS are available to associations, clubs, schools, employee groups, etc. For information write—
G. Aliquo

END
FOUR TRANSISTOR CLASS-B CIRCUITS

These four circuits are the basic types used with the 2N109 transistor. You will note that they differ only with respect to the driver transformer's secondary impedance, the bias network and the use of an emitter resistor to provide degeneration. The driver transformer in all of the circuits is chosen for the best combination of power gain and distortion, not to match the input. The power supply should be properly bypassed to get maximum efficiency. Large values for the bypass capacitors will be needed since the load impedance is small. —RCA Application Note 165

TOUCH-PLATE RELAY

With a touch-plate relay, you can turn things on without pressing a pushbutton. You need only touch your finger lightly to a small metal plate or to the end of a piece of wire. When

NEW JBL UTILITY ENCLOSURE FOR BUILT-IN SYSTEMS

"What's the best way to build a JBL Linear-Efficiency Speaker into a wall or cabinet?" This is the question most frequently asked of us since the introduction of the precision-made, long-linear excursion, relatively-high-efficiency JBL loudspeakers. The answer is provided in the new Wilton systems. The Wilton is a minimum-volume acoustical enclosure for use with either the LE8, eight-inch, full-range, Linear-Efficiency Speaker (System D47LE8) or with the S5 two-way, network-divided Linear-Efficiency System (D47S5). It must be ordered with a system factory-installed; it is never available separately. The Wilton is an unfinished birch enclosure measuring 11 3/4" x 23 3/4" x 11 3/4". The surface is sanded at the factory on four sides ready for finishing, and may be used as a free-standing enclosure either vertically or horizontally. You have your choice of either a flush-mounted grille for this use or an overlapping grille for custom, built-in installations. Using the Wilton is an excellent way to convert a piece of furniture into a components cabinet. For a complete description write for your free copy of JBL Bulletin SB1019.

JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC., LOS ANGELES 39, CALIFORNIA

JUNE, 1960
The circuit is transistorized and runs at 3 volts, there is no danger of electric shock. Touch-plate relays are being used to operate doorbells, call signals, alarms, counters, safety devices, psychological measuring equipment, gaming devices, lights, door openers, intrusion alarms and many other similar contrivances.

The diagram shows the transistor circuit. This arrangement is entirely reliable. Standby current is only about 8 ma, so two series-connected size-D flashlight cells will give more than a week's service, 24 hours a day. For continuous unattended service, as in doorbell operation, the dc operating voltage may be provided by a simple line-operated power supply consisting of a filament transformer, crystal diode and 20-mf filter capacitor. (Still no shock hazard if a good-grade transformer is used.) The touch plate is a 1-inch-diameter metal disc insulated from ground. It can also be simply the end of the input lead wire.

The circuit is a sensitive af amplifier. Touching the plate injects a signal into the amplifier from stray pickup by your body. The amplifier's output is rectified by the crystal diode and closes the relay. The action is similar to the pinning of a low-range vtvm when the input probe is touched. The relay remains closed as long as the finger is in contact with the plate. The relay is a surplus 1-ohm 5-ma unit. (Triplet meter type sensitive relay) obtainable from Blan the Radio Man, 64 Dey St., New York, N. Y., for $8.90. The nearest commercial equivalent is the Barber & Colman type AYLZ 5424S (13 ohms, 1.7 ma). Note: the Triplet unit's contacts are rated at only 50 ma and an additional relay may be needed.

To put the circuit into operation, in-
crease the setting of the sensitivity control, while tapping the plate with your finger, until the relay closes readily when the plate is touched and releases promptly when your finger is withdrawn.—Rufus P. Turner

EXPAND METER SCALES

Zener diodes offer a simple way to expand part of the scale of dc milliammeters. For example, the circuit in Fig. 1 will compress the low end of a milliammeter's scale and expand the high end. In this way, more accurate readings can be made using the high end of the scale. Fig. 2 shows how a Zener diode is used to expand the upper end of the meter's scale and completely suppress the low end. By using these two circuits, you can expand the necessary part of the meter scale and compress the unused section of the scale. Of course, the meter has to be recalibrated when its scale is expanded.

—International Rectifier News

TRANSPORTER ALPHA TESTER

A good transistor tester is an important piece of test equipment. Even a simple tester can, if properly designed, provide accurate results, and several have appeared in this magazine recently.

The such device is the unit invented by Roger W. Hussey of Spartak, N. J. It is unique in that it requires a single resistor, no coils and no capacitors. It is registered under patent No. 2,899,642, assigned to Bell Telephone Labs.

Fig. 1 shows how the unit works. A steady 1-ma current is drawn from the battery—for example, R is 4,500 ohms when the battery voltage is 4.5. The meter measures base current and reads a maximum of 50 μA.

The definition of alpha shows it is identical with collector current, when emitter flow is unity. For example, if I₁ is 1 ma and Iₑ is 0.97 ma, alpha is 0.97. Furthermore, the collector current is always the difference between emitter and base currents. At a meter reading of 50 μA, the collector flow (or alpha) must be 1 ma minus 50 μA, or 0.95 ma. Obviously,
TIME TO
CLEAN UP YOUR
SYSTEM...

Norelco® T-7
LOUDSPEAKERS

with voice coil magnets of Ticonal-7 steel (30% more efficient than Alnico V)

* . . . 30% more efficient response to the full signal range of your amplifier . . . WHETHER ITS RATED OUTPUT is 10 WATTS or a HUNDRED . . . at any listening level from a whisper to a shout!

Guild-crafted by Philips of the Netherlands to give you

THE CLEANEST SOUND AROUND

Ask for a demonstration wherever good sound is sold or write to:

NORTH
AMERICAN
PHILIPS
CO., INC.

High Fidelity Products Division,
230 Duffy Avenue,
Hicksville, L.I., N.Y.

What articles would you like to see published in RADIO-ELECTRONICS

Maybe you're the man to write them. Ask for an author's guide.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS 154 West 14th St., New York 11, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS

Engineering-Technicians

Bachelor of Science Degree, 30 Months

Save Two Years’ Time

☐ Radio-Television Plus Color Technician (12 Months)
☐ Electronics Technician (12 Months)
☐ Industrial Electronics Technician (12 Months)
☐ Electronics Engineering (B.S. Degree)
☐ Electrical Engineering (B.S. Degree)
☐ Mechanical Engineering (B.S. Degree)
☐ Civil Engineering (B.S. Degree)
☐ Architecture (B.S. Degree)

Heald College ranks FIRST West of the Mississippi in “Who’s Who in America”

Approved for Veterans
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES

Write for Catalog and Registration Application. New Term Starting Soon.

U.S. Air Force Photo

Missile headed for outer space. Courtesy of Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.

HEALD’S
ENGINEERING COLLEGE

Established 1863

Van Ness at Post, RE
San Francisco, Calif.

NOTEWORTHY CIRCUITS (Continued)

lower meter readings mean higher alpha.

For leakage measurements, the circuit is arranged as in Fig. 2. The emitter is left open, and the meter reads collector current directly in microamps.

Fig. 3 shows the complete tester. Note its simplicity. — I. Queen

CORRECTION

In our March issue (page 137) a short item on a light blinker appeared. The diode listed, a 1N1058, is not now available. As a substitute, use a Sarkes Tarzian M-506. It has been pointed out that the 80-ohm relay in this unit is hard to obtain. The relay is quite critical, and can have a coil impedance anywhere between 30 and 150 ohms. For 6-volt use, try the Sigma 11FZ-40-ACS/SIL; for 12 volts, the Sigma 11FZ-150-ACS/SIL.

We thank Mr. James D. Clark, of Lake Mills, Wis., for calling these points to our attention.

“He’s a genius all right, but he’s the laziest man in ten states!”
RF-IF COILS for radio, TV and commercial replacement needs, includes miniature and printed-circuit IF transformers, rf chokes, peaking coils, adjustable rf coils.—Chicago Standard Transformer Corp., 2063 W. Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill.

CERAMIC FILTERS for use as interstage-coupler and emitter bypass elements in transistor if amplifiers. TF-01A and TO-01A (shown). Transfilters resonate at 455 kc, reduce bandwidth of IF amplifier.—Clevite Electronic Components, 5406 Perkins Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

ANTENNAS for 27-mc Citizens band improve performance as compared with standard ground planes. Multibeam series vertically polarized with all-aluminum construction. Omidirectional MR27-O has gain of 8 db, Bidirectional MR27-B 6 db and Unidirectional MR27-U 8 db as compared with ground-plane antennas.—Winegard Co., 3000 Scotten, Burlington, Iowa.

LINE AMPLIFIER for 8 to 88 mc. All-transistor T-Amp has automatic gain control, 35 volts on cable powers up to 50 amplifiers. For community cable systems.—Benco Television Associates Ltd., 27 Taber Rd., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada.

TRANSISTOR INVERTER model 2-120W converts 12 volts dc to 117 volt 60-cycle ac. Power rating 125 watts continuous, 200 watts intermittent, 51/2 pounds. No moving parts. Kit or wired and tested.—Argay International, Inc., 88-06 Van Wyck Expressway, Jamaica 18, N.Y.


TRANSCEIVER KIT for 11-IT'S THROMWMATON an advanced new design for the WORLD'S FINEST PORTABLE ANALYZER

IT'S THE NEW MARK II FROM WESTON: an advanced new design for the WORLD'S FINEST PORTABLE ANALYZER

Here's an all-new version of the famous WESTON MODEL 980 Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter . . . engineered to offer you

- **INCREASED RANGE.** High-voltage range has been extended to 4000 volts.
- **INCREASED SENSITIVITY.** D-C sensitivity of 20,000 ohms/volt; accuracy within 2% of full scale.
- **IMPROVED SHIELDING.** Cormag® mechanism assures positive magnetic shielding; housing shields against electrostatic interference.
- **GREATER RUGGEDNESS.** Spring-back jewel movement resists shock, vibration; case is impact-resistant. Ohm-ranges are fuse-protected.
- **SIMPLIFIED CONTROL.** Single dial control for range and function switching.
- **NEW COMPACTNESS.** Size and weight are reduced for maximum convenience and portability.

Order from your local Weston distributor. For information, write to Weston Instruments Division, Daystrom, Inc., Newark 12, N. J. In Canada: Daystrom, Ltd., 840 Caledonia Rd., Toronto 19, Ont. Export: Daystrom's International Sales Division, 100 Empire St., Newark 12, N. J.
NEW PRODUCTS (Continued)

tubes for shorts, leakage, opens and quality, also electron-ray tubes and voltage-regulator types. -Electronic Measurements Corp., 625 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

TRANSISTOR TESTER model 2599. Accurately tests power and signal transistors under simulated operating conditions. Set of external leads, besides transistor socket, permits testing transistors with any type base available. — Lafayette Radio Corp., 165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.


PHONE PLUG for silent connections. Musicians use cable with plugs on both ends to connect instrument to amplifier. Silent Plug eliminates "squeal" and hum that often result when plug is removed from instrument. Small pin short plugs until it is inserted in jack. — Switchcraft, Inc., 5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 30, Ill.

VARIABLE SUPPLY model T-366, 0 to 150 volts at 300 watts. Meter indicates output voltage. Input 117 volts ac. Fused, 2 output receptacles. — Olson Radio Corp., 260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio.

FLYBACKS AND YOKES for TV replacement. All yokes have anti-pinch magnet magnets. 110° flybacks have 8 leads in both networked and unnetworked versions. 56 flybacks have been added to manufacturers line. — Triad Transformer Corp., 4055 Redwood Ave., Venice, Calif.

SERVICE CEMENT No. 502-2. High temperature resists or core replacements, cementing loose of Ultra-Linear, fixed-biased EL-34's per channel, 18 db feedback. Silicon diode power supply. — Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., EICO, 33-90 Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

STEREO AMPLIFIER model SA-210 has 5 watts output per channel. Response 46 to 30,000 cycles at normal listening level (1 watt). Dual volume and ganged tone controls. Harmonic distortion 2%. IM distortion 3% at full output. Hum and noise 65 db below full output. 5 tubes, fed 1, 8- or 16-ch. speakers. — Lafayette Radio Corp., 165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.

STEREO TUNER model AJ-16, available in kit form. Function switch selects AM, FM or AM—FM stereo. Output for multiplexer adapter. Flywheel tuning, separate electron-ray tuning indicators for AM and FM. FM sensitivity 2 volts for 20-db noise to minimum. Separate tape outputs unaffected by tone and volume controls. Cathode-follower crossover and rumble filters. 5 equalization positions for monophonic records. Channels may be reversed from front panel. — Allied Ra io Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.

BUILDING - BLOCK RECORDER line allows beginners to add recorder components to their sets. Use it to replace existing equipment. Line includes adapter, 2- and 4-track stereo.— Teletronics Corp., 55-18 37th St., Long Island City 1, N. Y.
BUILD YOUR OWN DX-16 TV CHASSIS

• 10" or 96"—operating all 15", 17", 24" and 27" CRTs.
• Produces a 16-Chome Chassis with 50-Tube performance.
• Latest Interreracer Circuitry and Multi-section Tubes.
• Standard Neutrode Tune for Selectivity & Fine Tuning.
• All Video and L.P. Coils factory pre-aligned and tuned.
• Large 550ma Power Transformer for dependable service.
• 3-1/2" Speaker or Tweeter in 3 or 4-watt tubes.
• LIFE-SIZE step-by-step Building Instructions included.

COMPLETE KIT with Westinghouse Tubes $93.49
BUILD YOUR OWN CABINET ANY TV CHASSIS

Comparable to the type that Top Mfrs. use on high priced TV sets.
CABINET KIT with 90% of the job done, Includes:
- FRONT SECTION in Solid Mahogany, Walnut or Blond Finish.
- TOP, SIDES, BACK, MASK, SAFETY GLASS, ETC.
- AND EASY-TO-FOLLOW ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS.

Proof, Top and Sides supplied in a beautiful Piano Finish. A single panel guaranteed. For matching Mask sports type or number of the CRT used. Same price—Mahogany, Walnut or Blond. (Shipping weight 36 lbs.)

21" CABINET KIT...$26.97
24" or 27" TV Cabinet Kit...$58.47
24" or 27" Front Panel Assembly...$24.97

TECH-MASTER for 1960★ "GOLD MEDAL" #2430-B
WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL TV CHASSIS
COMPLETE ready to operate (less CRT) $93.49 $152.80
Catalog on request.

Philmore Citizens' Band TRANSCIEVER KIT

Complete with Cabinet, 5 Tubes, Microphone, Crystal
your choice and Illustrated step-by-step Instructions
FREE—ALIGNMENT TOOLS for Radio & TV with each Kit.
We pay shipping charges.
Catalog on request.

—Modernize Your TV Set
with a STANDARD NEUTRODE TUNER
Choose tube type, replace CASCODE PENTODE for improved performance.
Complete with Tubes & instructions. $15.97

TUBULAR CONDENSERS—85°C TOP QUALITY—Equally as good for Radio or TV work,
.0047-400v, .01-400v, .024-400v, .047-400v, .0001-600v, .00047-600v, .001-600v, .024-600v, 600-6v ea.
1.4-600v, 2-600v, 4-600v, 6-600v, 10-600v, 15-600v, 25-600v, 60-6v ea. 34.42 ea.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS—85°C
1-6v, 1-15v, 2-35v, 5-25v, 8-15v 200 ea.
10/20-15v, 10/30-15v, 10-45v, 10-45v, 10-60v, 40-65v, 40-65v, 80-450v, 344.22 ea.

CARBON RESISTORS—Regular factory stock in Stackpole, Speer, etc.
1/2 WATT 10, 1, 10, 100, 120, 150, 270, 330, 390, 470, 560, 680, 820, 1, 1000...2.3 ea.
1 WATT 4.7v, 4.7, 50, 65, 100, 150, 220, 330, 470, 1000, 2200, 4700, 680, 820...2.35 ea.
1/2 WATT 390, 47k, 50k, 68k, 82k, 100k, 150k, 180k...2.25 ea.
1 WATT 10, 2, 3, 10, 100, 120, 150, 270, 330, 390, 470, 560, 680, 820, 1, 1000...2.25 ea.
1 WATT 10, 2, 3, 10, 100, 150, 220, 330, 470, 750, 1000, 2200, 4700, 680, 820...2.35 ea.
2 WATT 10, 15, 22, 68k, 330, 470, 680, 820, 1...2.25 ea.

WIREWOUND RESISTORS
1/2 WATT 5, 10, 15, 22, 33, 47, 68, 100, 150, 220, 330, 470, 1000, 2200, 4700...2.35 ea.
1 WATT 0.12, 0.15, 0.22, 0.33, 0.47, 0.5, 0.68, 1, 2, 5, 10...1500...$1.50 ea.

CERAMIC RESISTORS
1/2 WATT 5, 10, 15, 22, 33, 47, 68, 100, 150, 220, 330, 470, 1000, 2200, 4700...2.35 ea.
1 WATT 0.12, 0.15, 0.22, 0.33, 0.47, 0.5, 0.68, 1, 2, 5, 10...1500...$1.50 ea.

MICA RESISTORS
5, 10, 15, 22, 33, 47, 68, 100, 150, 220, 330, 470, 510...3.00 ea.
MICA CERAMIC RESISTORS
500, 680, 820, 1k, 1k5, 2k, 4k4, 7k4, 10k, 22k, 47k, 68k, 82k, 100k, 150k, 220k...4.50 ea.

“ONE DOLLAR” Buys
As much as $15 worth—Everything Brand New and sold to you with a money back guarantee.

DEDUCT 100% ON ANY ORDER OF $50 OR OVER
(ON DOLLAR Buys)
Plus a FREE SURPRISE PACKAGE
10-TUBES #1U4...$1

Also serves as a 141

Brooks Radio & TV Corp., 84 Vesey St., Dept. A, New York 7, N.Y.
NEW PRODUCTS (Continued)

TAPE RECORDER, 5-inch empty reel, microphone and cord for radio. Operates at 3% or 7½ ips by making simple capstan adjustment. 17 lb. 11¾

lump, 5-inch heavy-duty speaker. Microphone, cord for recording, and empty reel supplied. -Lafayette Radio Corp., 165-6 Liberty Ave.,

x 10 x 7½ inches, input jacks for microphone and radio; output jack for external speaker. Radio Shack Corp., 730 Commonwealth, Boston 17, Mass.

TAPE RECORDER model RK-500. Single function control selects reverse, stop, play and record, 3½ and 7½-ips operation. Recording-level indicator

case or shelf, and corner placement, respectively. Large models use LS12 speaker, bookcase model uses LS8. Mid-range or high-frequency stepup kits available. Walnut, mahogany or limed-oak finishes. -Electro-


GPM AMPLIFIER model AM-1/9, 2 microphone and 1 phone input with external volume control for each. Response 30 to 20,000

cycles within 3 db. Power rating 33 watts. Outputs 8 and 16 ohms, and 70-7 volt-line. - Olson Radio Corp., 260 So. Forge St., Akron, Ohio.

CERAMIC CARTRIDGE and needle combination has 20% higher output. Dyna-Points have ebonite inserts that grip the needle tip, eliminating

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE

1. The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" was carefully prepared for anyone who has a desire to learn radio. The "Edu-Kit" has been used successfully by young and adults, schools, and organizations throughout the world, and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" was specifically prepared for any person who wishes to become a radio technician, radio repairman, and amateur radio operator.

2. The "Edu-Kit" includes all valuable魁 kits WORTH $7.00

BYMAIL BOOK  TV BOOK  FCC AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING

NOW INCLUDES

12 RECEIVERS
3 TRANSMITTERS
SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
AMPLIFIER
SIGNAL TRACER
CODE OSCILLATOR

PEEZ EXTRAS

SET OF TOOLS RADIO & ELECTRONICS TESTER ELECTRIC TROUBLE SHOOTING KIT MAGNETIC RE- REPAIR KIT FOR TV-CLUB; CONSULTATION SERVICE HI-GUIDE

BUILD YOUR OWN CODE COURSE LICENSING EXAMINATION ALIGNMENT TOOL WRENCH SET CERTIFICATE OF MERIT

WHAT THE 'Edu-Kit' OFFERS YOU

The "Edu-Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a rock-bottom price. Enroll now in this unique Progressive "Edu-Kit" Radio Course. Free trial offer for a limited time only. Only $26.95.

ORDER FORM

Progressive "Edu-Kit" Inc.
1806 Broadway, Dept. 165-G
New York, N.Y.

SEND "Edu-Kit" Postpaid.
Enclose full payment of $26.95.

Send the "Edu-Kit" for examination only.

Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu-Kit."

Name:
Address:


Copyright 1974, Progressive "Edu-Kit" Inc.

All specifications on these pages are from manufacturers' data.
"We get the Simpson sales story across to jobbers by selling through independent electronic representatives"

Says Mel Buchring, Director of Sales, Simpson Electric Co.

"Merchandising, good customer relations, and product information are all a big part of the Simpson Electric Company sales picture. We've found that in 99% of the sales areas, the best way to be sure we're getting through to the jobbers is to work with independent representatives. You can count on their knowing their jobs. These experts talk the jobber's language and they know the ins and outs of the marketing and distribution problems peculiar to their particular area.

"And because he works his territory intensively, the representative gets a friendly reception that is immeasurable in goodwill and reflected in gross sales."

Whatever your line, you can benefit from the special talents and experience of the independent electronics Representative. And it's easy to find Representatives especially suited to your particular sales requirements. One effective way is through the "Lines Available" columns in ERA's publication, The Representor, distributed monthly to all member Representative companies. Write for complete details.

Electronic Representatives Association
600 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, Illinois

Dedicated to improving and extending the role of the representative in electronics marketing.
Transistor Radio Servicing
CAN be Highly Profitable

The ONLY Complete Transistor Radio Service Lab
Everything you need for less than $50

Check Transistors, Diodes, Rectifiers...

SENCORE TRC4 TRANSISTOR CHECKER
Accurately checks all transistors in hearing aids, radios and power transistors in auto radios. Tests for opens, shorts, leakage, current gain. Measures forward-reverse current ratio on all crystal diodes. Measures forward and reverse currents on selenium rectifiers. With set-up chart for accurate checking of each transistor. Size, 5x4½x2½". With batteries. DEALER NET...

Replace Batteries During Repair...

SENCORE PS103 BATTERY ELIMINATOR
All-new "Transi-Pak," twin to TRC4 Checker above. Provides variable DC voltage to 24 volts; 1.5-volt biasing tap (a "must" for servicing Philco and Sylvania radios). Metered current output, to 100 ma. Handles 200-ma peaks. Two 200-mfd electrolytics provide proper filtering and low output impedance. No hum or feedback problems. Ideal for alignment using station signal; adjust IF slugs for max. current, also ideal for charging nickel-cadmium batteries. Size, 5x4½x2½". DEALER NET...

Find Defective Stage in a Minute...

SENCORE HG104 HARMONIC GENERATOR
New signal generator designed primarily for fast signal-tracing of transistor radio circuits. No need to unsolder all transistors. Provides RF, IF and audio signals simultaneously, drastically cutting service time. Traces from speaker to antenna. Clear 1000 cycle note signal is heard in speaker from all good stages. Signal weakens or stops at defective stage. Equally as effective for testing TV, hi-fi and other audio circuits also. Size, 3½x4½x1¾". With batteries. DEALER NET...

25.00

Tape Recorders

TAPE RECORDERS

HI-FI COMPONENTS
SLEEP LER RATE KIT
FREE

MAIL ORDER HI-FI

You can now purchase all your HI-FI from one reliable source and be assured of prompt delivery. Custom makes delivery from NY stock on most HIT-FI Recorders and tape within 48 hours. SEND US A LIST OF YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS FOR OUR WHOLESALE QUOTATION and get FREE wholesale catalogue.

CARSTON STUDIOS 153-55 E. 88 St. New York, N. Y.

The July Issue of
RADIO-ELECTRONICS
on sale June 28,
Order your copy now from your local dealer

NEW
TUBES and SEMICONDUCTORS

REALLY new is the theme this month as we have specifications on two of the newest semiconductor devices — tunnel diodes and semiconductor thyristors with a switch-off gate.

Tunnel Diodes
CTD-400, -401, -402, -403, -404

A few of the many applications for tunnel diodes are in memory and logic functions, amplifiers, oscillators and mixers. Because of their many advantages, including low noise and switching speeds in the order of a few milli-

microseconds, they are ideally suited for use in both commercial and military systems.

Tentative specifications for these Clevite tunnel diodes are shown in the diagram and the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Peak Current Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTD-400</td>
<td>1-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTD-401</td>
<td>1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTD-402</td>
<td>3-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTD-403</td>
<td>5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTD-404</td>
<td>8-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TSW-30, -60

These devices, named Transwitch, represent a new type of semiconductor.
NEW TUBES & SEMICONDUCTORS (Contd.)

Made from silicon, they are p-n-p-n switching devices which are similar to thyatrons but can be switched off through the gate. This, together with their inherent bi-stable characteristics, makes the devices useful in computer applications and switching operations.

Absolute maximum ratings of the Transitron TSW-30 and TSW-60 are:

- VCE: 10 V
- Ic (current): 15 mA
- ICBO (off current): 1 mA
- VBE (breakover voltage): 2 V
- |VCEO| (maximum voltage): 20 V

Typical specifications and characteristics at 25°C are:

- hFE (current gain): 50
- Rb (base resistance): 1 kΩ
- β (gain): 100
- hfe (high-frequency current gain): 10

A complete range of capacitors and resistors at your command.

SENCORE HANDY 36 SUBSTITUTION UNIT

Serviceman... Engineer... Experimenter...

here's a unit that really saves you time. The Handy 36 provides the 36 most often needed capacitors and resistors for fast, on the spot substitution. The 12 position, 3 wafer switch individually selects one of the 36 components. You simply dial the value you want to the exact or closest reading. Substitution is still the only time tested method for determining whether or not a component is faulty while operating in circuit.

Eliminate time wasted in hunting for parts to use in testing. Say goodbye to the soldering mess created by substituting individual components. Put an end to the twisted wires and messy parts you've tossed in parts drawers.

The Handy 36 is simple to use. If a component is suspected of being shorted, open one end and substitute the Handy 36. Or, merely parallel any capacitor or resistor you think is open.

Model H36..........DEALER NET 1275

Ask any parts distributor for the "Handy 36", accept no substitute.

SENCORE ADDISON, ILLINOIS

CLEANS

RESTORES

LUBRICATES

OUR ARMED FORCES USE KLEEN-LUBE

BECAUSE IT IS A NON-INFLAMMABLE, NON-TOXIC, ANTI-FRICTION LUBRICANT THAT CLEANS AND LUBRICATES IN ONE SIMPLE APPLICATION

CONTAINS MIRICALUBE

FREE!

LEAKPROOF CAPILLARY NEEDLE (FOR PIN POINT SPRAYING)

PLUS 10" FLEXIBLE TUBE (FOR HARD TO REACH PLACES)

SENCORE INC.

1706 Hudson Blvd., Jersey City, N.J.

KLEEN-LUBE INC.

4655 Madison Ave., Jersey City, N.J.
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NEW TUBES & SEMICONDUCTORS (Contd.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2N706</td>
<td>Qg (power gain)</td>
<td>28 28 32 34 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D (distortion) (max %)</td>
<td>5 5 5 5 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hFE (max ohms)</td>
<td>35 20 20 25 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2N706
An n-p-n diffused silicon mesa transistor for use in logic circuits.

Maximum ratings and electrical characteristics of the Fairchild 2N706 at 25°C are:
- hFE: 15
- hFE: 2
- Cc (collector capacitance) (max) = 5

2N1500
A germanium micro-alloy diffused-base p-n-p transistor, specifically designed for very high speed switching. Operates reliably in switching circuits at speeds of more than 20 mc. The transistor’s excellent high-frequency response at very low collector voltages is made possible by placing the collector in the diffused region of the base. The unit can also be used in low-voltage high-frequency amplifiers, both tuned and wideband video types.

Maximum ratings of this Phileco transistor are:
- Vce: 15
- Ic (ma): 50
- Pout (mw): 50

Electrical characteristics at 25°C are:
- Ic (ma): 6
- Cc (mu): 1.5
- tf (rise time microsec): 13
- tf (fall time microsec): 7
- END

SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL QUOTE
No sale too small. Trade-ins accepted. BONAFIDE offers biggest discounts on all standard brands. Expert advice and full guarantee are assured at BONAFIDE ELECTRONICS

DEPT. RE6, 95% Gerhard St., N.Y. 7, N.Y.
W.E.WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

FREE! CATALOG OF HI-FI, RADIO, TV PARTS & ACCESSORIES - yours for the asking!
**Technotes**

**RCA 6RF9**

Some of these AM–FM units may have an excessive amount of hum which becomes very apparent at or near low volume.

This hum is usually caused by incorrect lead dress. R17, a 27,000-ohm resistor from the low end of the volume control, may be dressed too close to a high-voltage ac lead from the power transformer. Simply run R17 away from the transformer as much as possible. Also avoid any other ac leads. — C. S. Lawrence

**GE 17P1330**

Complaint: Vertical foldover.

In many models this fault can be corrected by replacing resistor R222 (3,300 ohms) with a 4,700-ohm unit. — Warren Roy

**COMPENSATING CAPACITORS**

In vertical circuits of the newer TV sets, some special capacitors are used. They are not encapsulated and look like ordinary paper units. However, they have specific temperature compensating characteristics and close tolerances. If you have to replace one, be sure that you use a replacement with the same characteristics. If you don't, the vertical section operation may be affected. — W. C. Warren

**ZENITH 23H22**

This 17-inch model came into the shop after a series of complaints of intermittent and noisy sound. A check of the audio circuits gave no indication of the trouble. Then we took notice of the B-plus supply to the audio output tube, and reasoned that trouble here could cause the symptoms the set showed. A check of these components revealed that R26, a 3,500-ohm 10-watt resistor, was intermittent. A simple replace-
LEKTRON PENNY SALE!

10 of our BEST SELLERS
VALUE: $1.25 PAIR, NET 30 days.

- 110 VAC PLUGS & PLUGGABLES, 15 amp.
- 2 ATTACHABLE ANTENNAS, 110 VAC.
- 2 MULTI-TUNE TUNER SOCKETS.
- 100 OHM TRANSFORMERS, 15 amp.
- 2 GANGED TO RF & OSC CORES, 1000 HZ.
- 2 TUBULAR CONDENSERS, 0.00001-
 0.0001 uf.
- 10 MINI DIODES, small signal.

FREE! PICK ANY $1.00 POLY FAX FREE
WITH EVERY $10 ORDER

This offer is good until January 15, 1960.

Hobby Transistors

- 120 SPST, DPDT, SAPPHIRE NEEDLES.
- 1-1 Toggle Action.

For 1150 L6. etc. Open Cased.

4 OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
LI & submini tubes.

1-1 1-.1

For 1000's of uses. $1

1-.1 1-.1

Slosh-Tuned LI for life.

1-1 1-.1

1-1 1-.1

Some $1.15.

300-FT. HOOK-UP WIRE

$1

230 RESISTOR DISCS
LI OHMS

Wide variety.

1-1 1-.1

One Per Cent Resistors 30 for $1.00

2 POWER TRANSISTORS

LI & submini size.

1-1 1-.1

Suggested oscillator trouble. However, the antenna trimmer would not peak, pointing to trouble in that stage. Voltage and resistance checks did not help, but when C2 was suspected of being open and was replaced, operation returned to normal. —Chase Bass END

FACTOR 120

Suggested oscillator trouble. However, the antenna trimmer would not peak, pointing to trouble in that stage. Voltage and resistance checks did not help, but when C2 was suspected of being open and was replaced, operation returned to normal. —Chase Bass END

EICO 221 AND 221K VTVM'S

At times the dc scale on all ranges would read from 10% to 20% lower than normal. This intermittent condition was worse on the plus dc range. The cause was a high resistance in the function switch caused by rotors and other matter in the switch.
POWER - TRANSISTOR SOCKETS

PROBLEMS.

James C. Conrad

with other insulators. If kept in a toolkit along siding for starting screw-in use its sharp point for opening solder-

underestimated. I often use one as a

nician as a service tool should not be thirsty radio-TV service

CAN OPENER IS SERVICE TOOL

JUNE, 1960

Although a beer-can opener may be

standard tools,

TRY a can opener will

master. See your parts jobber or write for bulletin.

add to the BIG profits to be derived from the sale of Cardio

Increased sale of transistor radio and replacement batteries will

drivers since Cardio master requires no installation, and can be

designed to hold a portable transistor radio in the area of a car's

avoid the possibility of theft while the car is parked.

The line cord on your soldering iron will have a longer life if you keep it from fraying. Just wind a coil spring

around the line cord for a distance of several inches. Then force the end of the spring inside the soldering iron's handle.—Ken Murray

REDUCE LINE-CORD FRAYING

DON'T buy an expensive CAR RADIO

Don't waste your money if you don't want one.—Bela Foldi

(unnecessarily)

CAR RADIO

PROBE GUARDS

SEE-THROUGH

If your test probe doesn't have finger guards to keep the tips of your fingers out of hot circuits, make some from

at the bottom of a pin, and push it through the hole. This way you can take out as many pins as you need. Take the pins you have removed and solder them to the end of the wire you want to connect to the transistor's base or emitter, and push it on. For a neat and short-free job you can pull a piece of spaghetti over the joint of pin and wire. If you have only used tube sockets, break one with a hammer or pliers to free the pins.—Bela Foldi

Converts A Transistor Radio Into A Car Radio

Cardio master is a super powerful permanent magnetic device designed to hold a portable transistor radio in the area of a car's windshield in such a manner as to make it operate as an auto radio. No installation, wiring, additional antennas, or motor suppressors are required. Car's owner can instantly remove a radio from the Cardio master for use as an ordinary portable or to avoid the possibility of theft while the car is parked.

Volkswagen, Opel, Vauxhall, MG, Simca, Fiat, Renault, Ford, Chrysler and General Motors . . . to name a few. Ideal for truck drivers since Cardio master requires no installation, and can be removed instantly.

Increased sale of transistor radio and replacement batteries will add to the BIG profits to be derived from the sale of Cardio master. See your parts jobber or write for bulletin.

MFG. BY RCOLUMBIA PRODUCTS CO., INC., HIGHLAND, ILL.

NOW! A down-to-earth guide to MODERN TEST PROCEDURES

Main Alternate Test Methods • Cautions •

Correct Instrument Usage • Readings •

Connections and Control Settings •

Test Techniques • Time-Saving Methods

... and all the rest!

Almost anyone can re-

prise TV's, radio and

other electronic equipment AFTER the trouble has been located. The trick is to know how to spot troubles in the first place and that means knowing how to use instruments fast and accurately. Actually, it's amazing what you can do with only a few instruments—pro-

viding you know how to use different kinds for the same job; how to set controls; how to read them; how to follow professional test procedures every step of the way. And that's exactly what this new 312-page book with its more than 190 how-to-do-it pictures and procedure sketches teaches you.

IT'S WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT USING INSTRUMENTS THAT COUNTS!

BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST PROCEDURES

by Rufus Turner helps you learn to troubleshoot any circuit, equipment or component in half the usual time. Covers different methods for doing specific jobs. For instance, you learn to check

rection of the 'scope, rejection filter, harmonic-

distortion meter, wave analyzer or audio oscillator methods. You learn to make resistance measure-

ments with a current-meter, a volt-meter, an ohmmeter, or via the bridge method. Subjects include current checks; power, capaci-

tance, resistance, AF, HF measurements; oscil-

oscillation measurements; tube and semi-conductor testing; audio amplifier testing; sensitivity, RF gain, fidelity, AVC voltage, operating voltages, etc.; visual alignment techniques—even transmitter and industrial electronic test procedures. Price only $6.50.

CONSIDER OSCILLOSCOPES for instance!

Simplified explanations of modern oscilloscope techniques show how to use your 'scope as a volt-

meter, current-meter, variable frequency oscillator, etc., or for making RF, phase or AM measurements; for distortion and deflection checking; audio wave testing; visual AM and FM alignment, and for many other jobs. Every detail is explained—from making connections to analyzing patterns.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, TOO!

STILL ANOTHER BIG FEATURE of the book's use-

fulness is acquainting you with Industrial electronic test techniques—including testing non-electronic phe-

nomena such as strain, pressure, etc.

PRACTICE 10 DAYS . . . . FREE!

Dept. RE-40, RINEHART & CO., INC.

23 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.

Sends BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST PROCEDURES

... ONE BOOK ONLY. Your NAME and ADDRESS, please. Send book postpaid and you will receive a

FREE Try-Out REPORT. If you're not more than satisfied, simply return book postpaid and owe us nothing. If not, I will then send you $6.50 plus a few other generous gifts in full payment of book. Plus, I will promptly refunded if you're not more than satisfied with book.)

NAME                 ADDRESS

CITY, ZONE, STATE.

OUTSIDE U.S.A.—Cash with order only. Price
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TRY THIS ONE (Continued)

clear polystyrene plastic. Cut two 1 1/4-inch discs from a clear sheet of 1/8-inch plastic and drill a hole in the center of each to accommodate the barrel of your test tubes. Slip the guards in place as shown. If they don't fit snugly, apply a dab of service cement to hold them in place. These see-through finger guards won't hamper your vision when testing in cramped circuits and will keep your finger tips safe.—John A. Comstock

WIRE STRIPPER

To make a wire stripper, file or grind the sharp point of a puncture type can opener flat, and make a V notch in the center of the tip. Grind or file the whole tip, including the bottom of the V to the thickness of a knife-blade edge. To use the stripper, place the wire in the notch, put your thumb over the end of the wire and pull the opener toward the wire’s end, while holding the wire with your other hand.—Jerome A. Cash

ELIMINATE WARMUP TIME

Before the popularity of selenium rectifiers, many portable radios used the 11725 rectifier. When the radio is operated on batteries, there is no warm-up period but, since the 11725 has an indirectly heated cathode, there is a long warmup period when operated on the power line. A selenium rectifier could be substituted to eliminate this warmup time, but there is rarely enough room to mount one. Substitute a 500-ma silicon diode soldered directly to the rectifier tube socket. Install a 47-ohm, 1-watt surge resistor in series with the silicon diode. Pins 2 and 7 on the 117-25 socket are generally unused and may be used as tie points for the diode and surge resistor. Increase the value of the dropping resistors to restore normal B-plus and filament voltages and the set is ready for “instant operation” on batteries or ac-de power line.—Albert J. Krukowski

SOLDERING CAST IRON

Speed soldering to cast-iron, galvanized-iron or steel components by removing the brush handle from the tin-handled brush commonly used to spread liquid flux and replacing them with a bundle of fine copper wires from a piece of stranded cord.

Connect the positive side of a 3-volt battery to the brush handle and the negative to the work. Then use the copper brush to spread the flux (cut muriatic acid or paste Nokorode flux) on the work.

This lends a thin plating of copper, and soldering becomes easier and goes faster.—Stan Clark

SPARE IRON TIPS

It’s no cinch to keep track of those spare tips for a pencil soldering iron. You often spend several minutes searching through your tool assortment to find the needed tip. A small plastic vial taped to the iron’s power cord makes a handy storage place for the spare tips.—J. A. Compton

MIRROR HOLDER

An inspection mirror carried in a toolbox usually breaks in no time at all. Put it safely out of the way by attaching a fuse holder to the inside of your toolbox lid as shown. The mirror snaps into the clips of the fuse holder.—Scott Mock
Sencore, Addison, Ill., is shipping its rectifier Trouble Shooter RS 106 in a new type shipping-display container which is fast becoming standard packaging for all Sencore units.

Federated Industries, Chicago manufacturer of electronic games, is diversifying to enter the replacement speaker market. Russ D. Gawne, vice president and general manager of the firm, said the new lines will include Crescent replacement speakers, Falcon hi-fi reproducers and speaker enclosures, and wall and ceiling baffles.

Electro-Voice Inc., Buchanan, Mich., inaugurated a new order-handling and shipping system for its needle and cartridge division. C. E. "Pete" Seaman, manager of the division, supervises the filling of an order, received four hours earlier, by Mrs. Irene Riggs of the Shipping Dept.

RCA Electron Tube Div., has designed a new rugged plastic package which provides maximum protection for miniature receiving tubes during handling.

Electro-Voice Inc., Buchanan, Mich., inaugurated a new order-handling and shipping system for its needle and cartridge division. C. E. "Pete" Seaman, manager of the division, supervises the filling of an order, received four hours earlier, by Mrs. Irene Riggs of the Shipping Dept.

Purchasing A HI-FI SYSTEM?
NOW YOU CAN CHARGE IT!
If you are an International credit card holder. Up to 10 months to pay. No down payment necessary.

Send Us Your List Of Components For A Package Quotation

WE WON'T BE UNDER SOLD!
All merchandise is brand new, factory fresh & guaranteed.

AIREX RADIO CORPORATION
64-RE Cortlandt St., N.Y. 7, CO 7-2137

Electro-Voice Inc., Buchanan, Mich., inaugurated a new order-handling and shipping system for its needle and cartridge division. C. E. "Pete" Seaman, manager of the division, supervises the filling of an order, received four hours earlier, by Mrs. Irene Riggs of the Shipping Dept.

RCA Electron Tube Div., has designed a new rugged plastic package which provides maximum protection for miniature receiving tubes during handling.

TUBE PROBLEM:
The Armed Forces needed a new version of the 6J4 reliable tube type which would provide a tube life of almost 1000 hours. Existing tubes of this type had an average life of only 250 hours. In addition, this new tube had to be produced under ultra-high quality control standards.

SONOTONE SOLVES IT:
By making improvements in the cathode alloy and setting up extremely tight controls in precision, manufacture and checking, Sonotone engineers produced a 6J4WA with a minimum life of 1000 hours... most running much longer.

RESULTS:
The Sonotone 6J4WA is one of three reliable tubes now being manufactured under U.S. Army Signal Corps RIQAP (Reduced Inspection Quality Assurance Program), monitored by the U.S. Army Signal Supply Agency. And the same rigid quality standards apply to Sonotone's entertainment type tubes as well. Let Sonotone help solve your tube problems, too.

Sonotone
Electronic Applications Division, Dept. 12-30
ELMSFORD, NEW YORK
Leading makers of fine ceramic cartridges, speakers, microphones, low noise preamplifiers, tape heads, electron tubes.

FOR LISTENING AT ITS BEST:
Electro-Sonic Laboratories, Inc.
Dept E • 39-54 36th St • Long Island City 6, NY

Note Perfect!
Do you hear all the notes on your stereo records... and hear them with true clarity and naturalness? If not, join the change to the superb new ESL-C99 Microflex, the note-perfect cartridge that makes all stereo records sound better. Only $49.50 at your dealer's; write for data.

Sonotone
Electronic Applications Division, Dept. 12-30
ELMSFORD, NEW YORK
BUSINESS AND PEOPLE (Continued)

Claro.stat Manufacturing Co., Dover, N. H., is offering service technicians a steel cabinet free with the purchase of the complete selection of carbon controls, Pick-A-Shafts, switches and push-pull control switches it contains. The complete package is known as the ABC Handi-Bin.

GC Electronics, Div. of Textron Electronics, Rockford, Ill., extended its new TV replacement-knob line from 97 to 242 items.

S. H. “Penny” Bellue was elected vice president in charge of marketing for Osborne Electronic Sales Corp., Los Angeles manufacturer of transformers, instruments and two-way transistor radios. He joined the company from Hughes Aircraft’s Products Group.

Leland W. Arick is now manager, advertising and sales promotion, industrial market, for RCA’s Electron Tube Div. He formerly directed industrial advertising in both renewal and original equipment markets.

William H. Weed was promoted to advertising and sales promotion manager for Raytheon’s Industrial Components Div., Newton, Mass. He had been field sales administrator for control knobs and mechanical components product lines.

George E. Althouse (left), office manager of Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich., was promoted to the new post of Cus-

HELP WANTED?—you’ll get what you want if you advertise in RADIO-ELECTRONICS Opportunity Adlets. Rates as low as $5. Write

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
154 West 14th Street
New York 11, N. Y.

Harvey Schmit (left), and Earl Clemick were advanced to sales manager, engineered ceramics, and packaged electronic circuit sales, respectively, for Centralab, Div. Globe-Union, Milwaukee, Wis. Both were previously assistant industrial sales managers.

Joseph M. Murray joined Blonder Tongue Laboratories, Newark, N. J., as assistant personnel director. He comes from Piels Bros., where he was plant personnel manager.

Howard Burgess (left), and J. Gordon Edge were named marketing managers of the Cornell-Dubilier Mica Capacitor Div., Providence, R. I., and Radio Noise Filters and Feed-Thru Capacitors Div., New Bedford, Mass., respectively. Burgess was formerly with Raytheon and Edge, a project engineer in charge of the C-D radio noise suppressor laboratory.


Obituaries

Floyd H. “Woody” Woodworth, pioneer microphone and cartridge manufacturer and former president of Astatic Corp., Connnecticut, Ohio, in Venice, Fla., at the age of 73.

Frank A. Hinners, radio pioneer and president of Hinners-Galenek Radio Corp., Forest Hills, N. Y., at the age of 66. He was a founder of the IRE and the De Forest Pioneers.

WORLD FAMOUS
MOHAWK MIDGETAPE PROFESSIONAL 500
HIGH SPEED
POCKET TAPE RECORDER

Used by NBC – CBS and numerous radio and TV stations, for recording in the field.

Records anything it hears and plays it right back in unbelievable broadcast quality.

Special built-in “VU Meter”.

Weighs only 3 lbs.

For literature on model, 300... 400... 500 write Dept. RE.

ALCO
20,000
ohms per volt

ALCO
VOLT-OHM MILLIAMMETER
MODEL TS-60H

- High sensitivity -20,000Ω per volt
- Modern design
- Exceptionally wide scale range
- Connects with 4½” meters
- Measures: 3½” wide x 4½” x 1½”
- Compact, black bakelite cabinet

D.C. Volt Ranges—5, 25, 250, 500 and 2500 @ 20,000Ω per volt
A.C. Volt Ranges—10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 @ 10,000Ω per volt
D.C. Current—50µa, 2.5ma, 250ma
Resistance—0-60,000 ohms, 0-6 megohms
Capacity—0.001 mfd-0.1 mfd (w/100 VAC supply)
0.0001 mfd-0.01 mfd
1w/100 VAC supply $16.95

Desibel—20db to +22db complete

ORDER DIRECT
OR FROM YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR

ALCO
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
Dept. E-6, 3 Heliot Ave., Lawrence, Mass.
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What are you doing about SEMICONDUCTORS

No doubt about it—semiconductors are going to mean more and more in your future in electronics. Do you know all you should about them? This latest G/L Technicians’ Club book brings you up-to-date on semiconductor developments, helps you get set for the future. It’s a complete rundown on the theory and practical applications of transistors, diodes, photocells, solar generators, varistors, thermistors, masers, mavers—in fact, the works. If you want to move ahead in electronics, get this book now. Here’s how you can get it—and other books that will help you get ahead in servicing—at a spectacular discount.

You can get this $4.60 book for only $3.25

THE G/L TECHNICIANS’ BOOK CLUB has helped thousands of service technicians everywhere:
• Do Faster Servicing
• Earn More Money
• Save money on the books you need to get ahead.

Here’s how it can help you!

This club offers hard-cover editions of today’s best servicing books by well known authors at a discount. By M. G. Scroggie, a World War II radar officer in the RAF, is a top-rated British engineering consultant and technical writer on semiconductors. He has written over 700 technical articles.

How the Club Works
• Select the book you want on the coupon below. SEND NO MONEY. Please select only one book! It will be sent to you on a No-Risk 10-day inspection plan.
• If you like the book keep it and send us your receipt. If you don’t just send it back.
• A new book is published every three months—you receive it on the same No-Risk inspection plan.
• Keep only the books you want—pay only for those you keep.
• You agree to take a minimum of only 4 books—over the whole enrollment period! You may cancel anytime after that. No time limit—no contract!

If you prefer—select any one of these books

How to Get the Most Out of Your VOM
—By Tom Jaski.
Printed Circuits—By Morris Moses.
Servicing Transistor Radios—By Leonard D’Airo.
Oscilloscope Techniques—By Alfred Haas.

SEND IN THIS COUPON TODAY—
GERSNBACK LIBRARY, INC., Dept. 60C
114 West 14th St., New York 11, N. Y.
Enroll me in the G/L TECHNICIANS’ BOOK CLUB. Begin my membership with the book checked below. Please check only one.

□ FUNDAMENTALS OF SEMICONDUCTORS
□ HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR VOM
□ PRINTED CIRCUITS
□ RAPID RADIO REPAIR
□ SERVICING TRANSISTOR RADIOS
□ OSCILLOSCOPES
□ TECHNIQUES
□ TV AND RADIO TUBE TROUBLES
□ SERVICING COLOR TV
□ RAPID TV REPAIR
□ SERVICING RECORD CHANGERS
□ THE OSCILLOSCOPE

Name __________________________________________
Address _______________________________________
City __________________________________________
Zone State ____________________________________

SEND NO MONEY! MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

You have nothing to lose—everything to gain! Examine the books at our risk.

Stay ahead in servicing—keep up with the new techniques, circuits, devices. New books on timely topics now in preparation.

1960 CATALOG No. 121058 has 144 pages listing electronic parts, sound-system components and test instruments—McGee Radio Co., 1901-07 McGee St., Kansas City 8, Mo.

RELAY CATALOG No. 160 has illustrations, specifications and dimensional diagrams on telephone type and small, medium, miniature and subminiature relays. Dust covers of both plastic and metal, heavy-duty and power contacts and time-delay relays are covered. —Magnecraft Electric Co., 3554B W. Grand Ave., Chicago 51, Ill.

B&B BOOKLET is entitled Facts You Should Know About Home Study Schools. The Metropolitan Boston (Mass.) Better Business Bureau (Educational Division) has published this as part of their Fact Booklet Series.—Available from National Camera Repair School, Box 17440, Englewood, Colo.

PARTS CATALOG has 360 pages listing tubes, transistors, ham gear, TV and radio parts and many other items of interest to the experimenter, service technician or ham. There is a special index to new products as well as an index to manufacturers. —Rochester Radio Supply Co., Inc., 600 E. Main St., Rochester, N. Y. or Syracuse Radio Supply Co., Inc., 629 S. Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y.

AMPLIFIERS, preamps, microphones and a stereo cartridge are listed in a 6-page folder. Photographs of the units are shown along with descriptions and specifications. —Dynaco Inc., 5910 Powelton Ave., Philadelphia 4, Pa.

SMALL BUSINESS HANDBOOK, How to Build Profits By Controlling Costs is written from the viewpoint of the small business man. A 48-page booklet, it deals with record keeping, analysis of figures and the use of ratios as a means of comparing performance. —Dan & Bradstreet, Inc., P.O. Box 808, Church St. Station, New York 8, N. Y. $1

FLYER lists TV replacement parts, test instruments, tubes and other electronic gear. Write and request latest

Industrial Relays are described in Bulletin GEA-7021, a 12-page booklet covering general-purpose, machine-tool, latched-in and time-delay relays. Dimensions, ratings and ordering instructions are given. General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Voltage Division is discussed in the second half of this article entitled "Properties of Rectifier Systems and Methods to Improve Voltage Division." Write on your letterhead and request Rectifier News, RN-660.—International Rectifier Corp., El Segundo, Calif.

Operating Principles of the Bi-Phonic Coupler, the voiceless loudspeaker that uses a 15 x 22-inch panel as the vibrating element, are described in a 4-page folder: Advanced Acoustics, 67 E. Centre St., Nutley 10, N. J.

Time Chart, the Rider Global Time Conversion Simplifier No. 288, simplifies converting time in one zone to time in another. This 17 x 22-inch chart (it folds for storage in a paper slip case 5 3/4 x 8 3/4 inches) is of interest to all those interested in regional or global time differences, from those who must to make long-distance phone calls to hams who want to make a contact in a distant time zone.—John F. Rider, Inc., Publisher, 116 W. 14 St., New York 11, N. Y. $1.

Loudspeakers are listed on a comparative basis in the Public Address Speaker Guide. This 4-page, pocket-size guide lists the advantages of the manufacturer's units. — Electro-Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich.

Catalog Supplement lists high-fidelity, ham, industrial and general-purpose merchandise. Also includes a number of sales items, new items and closeouts. —Homewood Ave., Boston 17, Mass.

Recording-Head Guide lists more than 25 brands of tape recorders and the replacement head that can be used for repair or to convert the machine to 2-track or 4-track stereo. This 16-page booklet also shows specifications and illustrations of the recording (and erase) heads available from jobbers and tape recorder dealers. —Robins Industries Corp., 36-27 Prince St., Flushing 54, N. Y. 50c.

Transistors are listed in a 4-page availability catalog which covers 412 germanium transistors suitable for use in computers, industry, missiles and the entertainment field. Type numbers are given as well as a list of applications. —Electronic Transistors Corp., 9226 Hudson Boulevard, North Bergen, N. J.

Aircraft Instruments are described in Manual 05-100-B. This illustrated manual provides specifications, mounting information and detailed text on ammeters, voltmeters, resistance and thermocouple thermometers, trim-tab, frequency and course indicators, current transformers; resistance bulbs and condensers. Gratis to interested individuals. —Electro-Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich.

Opportunity Adlets—Rate—50c per word including name, address and initials. Minimum ad 10 words. Cash must accompany ad copy. All ads except those placed by accredited agents. Rates—50c per word (including name, address and initials). Minimum ad 10 words. Cash must accompany ad copy. Only ads related to radio, television, electronics or allied fields will be accepted. Copies for August issue must reach us by June 15, 1960.

Radio-Electronics, 154 West 14 St., New York 11, N. Y.

CASEL, PAID! Sell your surplus electronic equipment. Want unused, clean radio and TV receiving, transmitting, testing equipment such as G.R., H.P., AN/UPM prefix. Cash paid on delivery. —Electrical Surplus Mfg. Corp., 67 E. Centre St., Nutley 10, N. J.

AMPX, Converting, Crompton, Microwave, Phono, Xtrema, Jingen, Tachifier, Sherwood, 85-H/9, Acute, Shoe, Xtrema, Dynami, others.—Thos. Bowers, DIV.NOS. SDN., Inc., RE, 19 Pennsylvania Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.


COMPONENTS. Recorders, Tapes. FREE! Wholesale Catalogue. CABINET, 215-2 East 58th St., New York 26, N. Y.

CARTON, 4 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 1 1/2" hi-fi speakers, matching speakers, tape recorders, individual items only, no packages. 50c each. —H.V. CARTON CO., 56-16 18 St., Queensboro Plaza, New York 7, N. Y.

Highly Effective Home-Audio BIBLION for FCC Compliance, "Voice Instruction," Cook's School of Electronics, Deer Mt., Massachusetts.

SCHOOL DIRECTORY

Engineering degree in 27 months


TRI-STATE COLLEGE
2400 College Ave.
Angola, Indiana

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE

GET INTO ELECTRONICS


Valparaiso Technical Institute
Dept. C
Valparaiso, Indiana

ELECTRONICS

PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB! BROADCAST ENGINEER RADIO & TV AUTOMATION

TELEVISION SERVICING BLACK & WHITE-COLOR

APPROVED FOR VETERANS AND SURVIVORS OF VETERANS
BUILD YOUR CONDITIONED SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE

Baltimore Technical Institute
1425 Eutaw Place, Baltimore 17, Md.

ELECTRONICS BOOKS

L.C.S. will send you FREE a valuable booklet that tells you where the big-pay jobs are in Radio-TV-Electronics... who are the industry's most-wanted men... how you can "cash-in" in a big way on your future. There's no obligation. Don't delay. Mail the coupon now!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. 4003E, Scranton 15, Pa.

Please send free success book, sample lesson, and catalog checked.
[ ] General Electronics [ ] Radio-TV Serv's [ ] Practical Electronics
[ ] Industrial Electronics [ ] Sound Equip. Serv's [ ] Profit's Engr. (Elect.)
[ ] Radio-Eng'g [ ] Electrical Serv's [ ] Electrical Drafting
[ ] Electronic Serv's [ ] Electrical Tech. [ ] Other

Name __________________________ Age ________
Address ______________________________________________________________________________
City _______ State ____________________________
Course of interest _____________________________
________________________________________

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

C.I.S.T.

Send for FREE 3 valuable ELECTRONICS BOOKS

Prepare now for a profitable career in this growing field. Learn theory, construction and applications of all types of transistor with this proven home-study course from the Philco Technological Center.

FOR FREE INFORMATION PLEASE WRITE TO:
PHILCO TECHNOLOGICAL CENTER

ENGINEERING HOME STUDY COURSES

Courses written by world authorities in all branches of engineering and science are proved successful by thousands of students. Graduate each hour in your spare time will start you off to higher pay, security and prestige. Personalized instruction methods ensure rapid progress. Fill in the coupon and indicate the course of interest. We will send you a complete outline of the course and a booklet describing the Institute and our advanced teaching methods.

ELECTRONICS

TELEVISION CIRCUIT MATHEMATICS ELECTRICAL ENGR. TELEPHONE CIVIL ENGR. SURVEYING ARCHITECTURE FORESTRY MINING STRUCTURAL MECHANICAL ENGR. INDUSTRIAL ENGR. MANAGEMENT REFRIGERATION DRAFTING PLASTICS AERONAUTICAL ENGR. HIGH SCHOOL CHEMISTRY MATHEMATICS JOURNALISM ACCOUNTING

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Dept. RE-440, 1025 N. Milwaukee St.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Please send FREE "Your Career in Engineering" booklet. I'm interested in [ ] Electronics [ ] Radio-TV [ ] Computers [ ] Mechanical Engineering

(PLEASE PRINT)

Name __________________________ Age ________
Address ______________________________________________________________________________
City _______ Zone ______ State __________________________
I'm eligible for veterans education benefits. Discharge date __________________________
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NEW BOOKS (Continued)

predictions for the ham bands from the present to 1966. A large (folding) time chart attached to the rear cover converts time in all parts of the world to local time.


Modern computers rely either on transistors or magnetic elements. This book is for circuit designers who wish to learn about their transistor circuits. The author uses “worst-case” analysis which takes into account the extreme tolerance of all components and voltages.

Beginning chapters explain the fundamentals of basic building blocks and logical chains, and develop the principles of translators. From this point progress to advanced circuitry is rapid. Actual examples illustrate gating and switching design, flip-flops and miscellaneous transistor circuits. Measured waveforms for the circuits designed are drawn to show agreement between theory and practice.—IQ

STEREO...HOW IT WORKS, by Herman Burstine. Gernsback Library Inc., 154 W. 14th St., New York 11, N.Y. 8½ x 11 in. 224 pp. $2.90.

How stereo hi-fi reproduction works is the story this book has to tell. It covers all the techniques now in use, from disc phonos, through radio broadcasting, to magnetic tape. All features of how the various pieces of equipment operate are discussed, from the phonograph to four-track tape and FM multiplexing. Chapters on stereo micro-phones techniques and installing stereo systems round out the book, making it useful to anyone interested in stereo.—LS


This is a reference directory of articles that have appeared in publications (including this one) from English-speaking countries. They are listed under general headings: antennas, audio, computers, radio-TVs, son-yes-ultrasonics, etc. Each section contains a monthly listing of magazines and their articles. This should be a great help to busy technicians and engineers.—IQ


This book is for technicians and experimenters who want more than a mere casual knowledge of the subject. It sets forth the basic laws of photoelectricity and related subjects, the construction of vacuum and gaseous tubes and the design of amplifier circuits. Math is limited to simple equations and their solution. Review questions and numerical examples are included. —END
LEADER TEST INSTRUMENTS

new "LEADER" test instrument

LAG-55 AUDIO GENERATOR SINE SQUARE

A multi-purpose generator for measurements on audio equipment - amplifiers, speakers, networks. Three waveforms: sine, square and complex for all types of measurements including response, distortion, transient and I-M distortion checks. Full range is from 20 Hz to 20,400 cps, output 5 volts with minimum amplitude variation throughout whole range.

The LEADER test instruments are being used in the more than 36 countries, attesting their design in accuracy, performance and usefulness.

OMATSU ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
2596, 5-Chome, Kamimeguro, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
Cable Address "OMATSUELEC" TOKYO

BARRY'S JUNE BUYS

- Johnson No. 237 tube sockets for 81L, etc., United. 50¢ ea. or $2.38.
- National Instruments for 900-2400, 3629, AX631/4994, 4-63A, etc. Wipe Price $1.38.
- N-89, Sock Ceramic 808, 503A, etc. 75c.
- Johnson X185, Socket for S808, S522, etc. Johnson $1.38.
- N-32 Circuits, Ceramic Sockets. 15c.
- Plastic Ceramic Sockets for 827's, etc. 3½
- Sylvania Type 901, Six ST & 221T1. Cardboard Edges, No. 115, Series: Type 901, $1.50.
- Choke Special (Thoridan), 5 Hy, 900 Ma. Herm. Output, Made in America. 1 Hy, approx. 115 ohm DC 5 volts. $1.50.
- New Westinghouse 11195 Silicon TV Rectifiers, 3 Sets, $5.00. Rectifiers for TV Receiver and div. w 6.3 Volt, $1.38.
- R-Remote Control Unit (controls sound & pictures) for 835 & early model RCA sets. $1.25.
- C. R. Tubes Type 305P, 9 matching socket. Unopened Retail $5.00.
- Professional Closed-Circuit TV Cameras, For industry, schools, banks, etc. Approx. $750.00.
- Most reasonable prices on Accessories for this equipment.

THE U.S.A. AND THE WORLD—In Beautiful 3-D. For the lover or hobbyist, New Type Hatchet Relief Maps with mountains & valleys, you can actually feel, to 10 inches, ready for framing. RM sizes, 24½ x 15½. Made of truly Vynilite. These are the maps selected by 11 L.A. 4-W.1000 Bureau for display in airport weather stations. Visit yourself today. Only 50c. Cat avail.

N-1000 C. R. Tubes Type 305P, matching socket. Unopened Retail $5.00.

C. M. Lehman & Co., 58-30 36th St., N.Y.C. 1, N.Y. (Cat. avail.)

LEADER TEST INSTRUMENTS

Radio-Electronics does not assume responsibility for any errors appearing in the index below.

Akre Radio Corp. .................................................. 128
Akro-Mils Mfg. Co. .................................................. 129
Allied Radio Corp. .................................................. 13, 24, 25
American Standard, Inc. ............................................. 59
Atlanta Corp. .......................................................... 3, 4
Audion ............................................................... 124
B & K Mfg. Co. ..................................................... 92, 93
Barron Electronics Corp. ............................................ 131
Bell Telephone Labs. ................................................ 8
Boniface Radio ....................................................... 75
Brooks Radio & TV Corp. ............................................ 124
Burroughs Corp. ..................................................... 124
CB Electronics ....................................................... 97
Capital Radio Engineering Inst. .................................. 67
Capron Studios ...................................................... 116
Castle TV Service ................................................... 106
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Chicago Standard Transformer Corp. .......................... 22
Chicago Laboratory of Radio Engineering ..................... 11
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Electric-Electro Labs. .............................................. 106
Electronic Chemical Corp. ......................................... 184
Electronics Instrument Co. ....................................... 67
Electronic Measurement Corp. .................................... 108
Electronic Publishing Co., Inc. ................................. 139
Entrco ............................................................. 129
Electronics Representatives Association (ERA) ............... 115
Federal Aviation Agency ........................................... 92
Gernsback Library .................................................. 92
Grantham School of Electronics ................................... 15
Held Reed College ................................................ 119
Heath Company ..................................................... 84, 85, 86, 87
Hudson Industries .................................................. 78
Hudson Specialties Co. ............................................. 119
Illinois Condenser Co. ............................................ 108
Indiana Technical College ......................................... 118
International Resistance Corp. ................................. 89
Key Electronics Co. ................................................. 124
Kleen-Lube Inc. ..................................................... 117
Lafayette Radio ...................................................... 132
James B. Laming Sound, Inc. ..................................... 132
Lektroon Inc. ........................................................ 109
Mercury Electronics (Sub. of Century) ......................... 18
Mohawk Business Machines ....................................... 125
Moss Electric Inc. .................................................. 78, 79
National Radio Inst. ................................................ 2
National Technical Schools ....................................... 110
North American Philips, Co., Inc. ............................... 110
Omnitron Electric Co. Ltd. ....................................... 131
Olson Radio Corp. .................................................. 89
Oxford Components ................................................. 89
PACO Electronics ................................................... 124
Pentax-Power Company ............................................ 126
Picture Tube Outlet ............................................... 124
Progressive "TV-Kit", Inc. ........................................ 114
Pyramid Electric Co. ............................................... 90
RCA Tube Div., Back Cover ....................................... 12
RCA Services ....................................................... 17
Radio Shack Corp. .................................................. 93
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RCA Components Products, Inc. ............................... 123
Rimbart & Co., Inc. ................................................ 124
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Salon International de la Piece ................................... 116
Sams (Howard W.) & Co., Inc. .................................. 102, 104
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Sefora .............................................................. 120
Scientific Academy of Radio TV ................................ 19
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. ................................. 23
TAB ................................................................. 122
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Triplet Electrical Instrument Co. ............................... 26
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FS-206 "Tiny" 6-Transistor Radio...Net 19.95

Battery, carrying case and earphone. Complete with plastic case. Measures only 4" x 21/2" x 1 1/2". Standard 9 volt battery for economical service. Housed in smart black and gold rugged sensitive...built-in or built-in dynamic speaker like precision of a time watch. Jeweled...superbly...built-in...or rod antenna. Has large 4" PM speaker; input jack for crystal or ceramic microphone; power receptacle in rear for AC line and 12 volt external power supply. Transceiver is supplied with single transmitting crystal for channel 9. Complete high output with crystal microphone, and brackets for easy mounting of unit in auto, boat, etc. Operated on 115 volts AC. Addition of 6 or 12 volt power supply (separately supplied) adapts transceiver for mobile operation. Size 5 1/2" x 6 3/8". Shpg. wt., 1 1/2 lbs.

Only 5.00 Down

Not Superregenerative but SUPERHET!

LAFAYETTE HE-15 CITIZENS BAND 11 METER 2-WAY SUPERHETERODYNE TRANSCEIVER

LAFAYETTE HE-15 CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVER

- Provides a Continuous Indication of Transmitter Output
- Rugged 200 Watt SWR Meter Movement
- Completely Portable—Requires no Electric Power Source or Battery Connection.

NEW! LAFAYETTE TELESCOPIC CITIZENS BAND WHIP ANTENNA

- Chrome Plated Pole: 16 1/2" to 40" Range
- Mounts Vertically or Right Angle

An outstanding antenna value. This high quality telescoping antenna is designed for attachment directly to your citizens band transceiver. Ideal for point to point service over short distances. Molded base loading coil has a threaded stud with a PL-259 plug--connector for vertical or right angle mounting. Shpg. wt., 1 lb.

NEW! LAFAYETTE "Tiny" 6 Transistor Radio

Sensational Performance

In a Small Package!

- 6 Transistor Plus a Germanium Diode
- Superheterodyne Circuit
- Vest Pocket Size
- Built In Earphone Jack For Private Listening
- Trouble-Free Printed Circuit

Engineered and constructed with the jewel like precision of a fine watch, true superhet circuit, push-button audio outputowers either the built-in dynamic speaker or the personal headphones. One button controls sensitivity. Built-in terrestial—rod antenna turns portable. Or select the gold antenna for vertical or right angle mounting. Completely Portable. Requires no electricity or batteries. Dimensions: 3 1/2" x 2 1/2" x 1 1/2". Enclosed Find $19.95

PLEASE Rush ITEMS Checked!

☐ HE-15 CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVER
☐ TM-14 RADIO FIELD INDICATOR
☐ FS-206 "Tiny" 6 TRANSISTOR RADIO
☐ HE-19 WHIP ANTENNA
☐ FREE 308 PAGE CATALOG 600

Enclosed Find $19.95

Please Rush Order to Cover Shipping

FREE 308 Giant Size Pages!

Name

Address

City Zone State

LAFAYETTE RADIO,
P.O. BOX 222, JAMAICA 33, N.Y. Dept. JF-6
ANNOUNCING

THE NEW ASTATIC NEEDLE LINE

MORE COMPLETE THAN ALL COMPETITIVE LINES COMBINED

IT'S A NATURAL FOR TOP SALES AND PROFIT!

- Now, for the first, a needle line that gives you EVERYTHING you will ever need — even the hard-to-get EXOTIC styles — no more wasted time and money searching for sources or turning customers down.
- Today's first name in cartridges is tomorrow's first name in needles and cartridges.
- Astatic's quality reputation builds EXTRA sales volume.
- Now buy cartridges and needles from ONE source — single ordering, single delivery, single billing, simplified bookkeeping.

THE INDUSTRY'S MOST ATTRACTIVE, EASY-TO-USE CATALOG

Write for your free copy on company letterhead.

THE Astatic CORPORATION, CONNEAUT, OHIO

IN CANADA: CANADIAN ASTATIC LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO

EXPORT SALES: ROBURN AGENCIES, INC., 431 GREENWICH ST., N. Y. 13, N. Y., U.S.A.
to help you sell more

**RCA Silverama Picture Tubes**

...the All-New replacement picture tubes that command premium price and profits.

Here are the facts—proof that RCA Silverama is your customers' best picture tube buy.

FREE OF GLASS DEFECTS. Glass cord lines, scratches, chips, or buffed faceplates are common defects found in many brands of tubes made with used glass. Surest way to avoid these defects and also obtain the latest optical advances in faceplate engineering: an All-New RCA Silverama!

ALL-NEW. Of the three largest-selling brands of replacement TV picture tubes, only RCA Silverama is guaranteed 100% all-new—new glass, new gun, new phosphor, new everything! You’ll get written proof—right on the warranty card.

FINEST SCREEN QUALITY. Advanced screen coating and bonding processes combined with RCA’s giant vibration-free screen settling machines assure the maximum in picture screen quality and uniformity.

RCA “KNOW-HOW” RCA’s continuous product research and advanced design engineering have resulted in RCA Silverama picture tubes being steps ahead of all other brands.

WORLD’S FINEST. RCA Silverama is manufactured in the world’s most modern manufacturing plant using all-new premium-quality materials. Result: RCA Silverama is the world’s finest picture tube.

© Silverama

**RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA**

Electron Tube Division

Harrison, N.J.